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COUNCIL

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Tuesday, 17 November 1998

Sessional orders

The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A Chamberlain) took the
chair at 10.03 a.JD. and read the prayer.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) -

I

move:

ROYAL ASSENT
Messages read advising royal assent to:

13 November
Crimes, Confiscation and Evidence Acts (Amendment)
Act

That so much of the sessional orders be suspended as would
prevent government business taking precedence of all other
business from 12.00 noon dming the sitting of the Council on
Wednesday, 18 November 1998.

Motion agreed to.

PETITION

17 November
Accident Compensation (Amendment) Bill
Education (Amendment) Act
Livestock Disease Control (Amendment) Act
Superannuation Acts (Amendment) Act
Transfer of Land (Single Register) Act
Local Government (Governance and Melton) Act

GAMING ACTS (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading

Bass Coast: governance
HoD. R H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) presented a
petition from certain citizens of Victoria praying that a
commissioner be appointed to inquire into and report to
the minister on the disaffection of the people of Phillip
Island over the standard of local governance by the Bass
Coast Shire Council and make recommendations for the
matters of grievous concern to island people to be
rectified, including consideration of severance to form a
new and separate municipality. (683 signatures)
Laid on table.

Received from Assembly.

PAPERS

Read first time on motion of Hon. R M. HALLAM
(Minister for Gaming).
Laid on table by Clerk:

CHATIEL SECURITIES (AMENDl\1ENT)
BILL

Adult Parole Board - Report, 1997-98.
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre - Report, 1997-98
(two papers).

Introduction and first reading
Bethlehem Hospital Incorporated- Report, 1997-98 (two

Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for
Small Business) on motion of Hon. R I. Knowles.

papers).

Caritas Christi Hospice Limited - Report, 1997-98.
Coleraine and District Hospital- Minister for Health's
report of9 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK (AMENDMENT)
BILL

Corangamite Catchment Management Authority - Minister
for Conservation and Land Management's report of
12 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

Introduction and first reading

East Gippsland Catchment Management AuthorityMinister for Conservation and Land Management's report of
12 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

Equal Opportunity Commission - Report, 1997-98.

Forensic Medicine Institute - Report, 1997-98.
Freedom of Information Act 1982 - Report of the
Attorney-General on the operation of the Act, 1997-98.
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Glenelg Hopkins Catchment Management Authority Minister for Conservation and Land Management's report of
12 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.
Goulburn Broken Catchment Management Authority Report, 1997-98.
Healthit Limited - Minister for Health' s report of
13 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

Stonnington Planning Scheme - Amendment
L71.
Whitehorse Planning Scheme - Amendment L21
Part 2.
Whittlesea Planning Scheme - Amendment
Ll66.

Public Advocate's Office- Report, 1997-98.

Hesse Rural Health Service- Minister for Health's report of
9 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

Renewable Energy Authority - Report, 1997-98.

Housing Guarantee Food Limited - Report, 1997-98.

St Vincent's Hospital (Melbowne) Limited - Report,
1997-98.

Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 - Notice pursuant to
section 32(3XaXiii) in relation to Statutory Rule No.
11911998.

Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament -

Legal Aid - Report, 1997-98.

Pharmacists Act 1974 - No. 135.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 - No. 134.

Legal Practice Board - Report, 1997-98.

Mallee Catchment Management Authority - Minister for
Conservation and Land Management's report of
12 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 - Ministers' exception
certificates ooder section 8(4) in respect of Statutory Rules
Nos. 134 and 135/1998.
Victims of Crime Assistance Tnbunal- Report, 1997-98.

North Central Catchment Management Authority - Minister
for Conservation and Land Management's report of
12 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

West Gippsland Catchment Management Authority Report, 1997-98.

North East Catchment Management Authority - Minister for
Conservation and Land Management's report of
12 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report.

Wimmera Catchment Authority - Minister for Conservation
and Land Management's report of 12 November 1998 of
receipt of the 1997-98 report

North Westem Health Care Network - Report, 1997-98

CHATTEL SECURITIES (AMENDMENT)

(two papers).

OptometristS Registration Board - Minister for Health's
report of 16 November 1998 of receipt of the 1997-98 report

Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes:
Alpine Resorts Planning Scheme - Amendment
C2.
Boroondara Planning Scheme - Amendment L57.
8uninyong Planning Scheme -

Amendment 1..62.

Cranboume Planning Scheme - Amendment
L225.
Euroa Planning Scheme - Amendment 128.
Goulburn Planning Scheme - Amendment LI2.
Knox Planning Scheme - Amendment LI67.
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Amendment
L305.
Pyrenees Planning Scheme Amendment
Shepparton (Shire) Planning Scheme Amendment L83.
Sherbrooke Planning Scheme - Amendment
Ll33.

BILL
Second reading

For Bon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business), Hon. R I. Knowles (Minister for Health)I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Chattel Securities Act 1987 provides a system for
the registration of security interests in goods principally motor vehicles - so that prospective
purchasers can check whether a vehicle is subject to a
financial encumbrance.
In November 1991, premiers and chief ministers agreed
to develop a national vehicle security register to address
the financial losses suffered by consumers, motor
vehicle dealers and financiers from the fraudulent
movement of encumbered or stolen vehicles across
state and territory borders.

Since that date, states and territories have been working
towards linking their vehicle security registers so that
information can be exchanged on a national basis
establishing, in effect, a national vehicle security
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inquiry register. In 1993, the act was amended to allow
security interests which were registered elsewhere in
Australia to be recorded on the Victorian register and
the information to be provided to prospective
purchasers in Victoria
The Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs set up a
national working party to work towards achieving
linkage of state and territory-based vehicle security
registers and nationally consistent laws to support the
linked systems.
All vehicle security databases in mainland Australia
have now been linked and prospective purchasers can
ascertain whether a vehicle registered in any mainland
Australian state is subject to a financial encumbrance.
However, the laws supporting the vehicle security
registration system differ across Australia These laws
need to be consistent to support the linked vehicle
security registers and to ensure that outcomes for
purchasers or security holders do not vary between
states and territories.
To achieve this objective, the national working party
engaged a consultant, Professor Tony Duggan, to
prepare a report defining options for legislative change.
The majority of the report's recommendations were
accepted by the national working party and, on
29 August 1997, the Ministerial Council on Consumer
Affairs gave in-principle support for legislative change
to achieve substantial national consistency.
The Chattel Securities (Amendment) Bill implements
the recommendations of the Duggan report and ensures
that Victoria's laws are consistent with the
recommended national model.
The bill provides for possessory security interests to be
included within the scope of the act and there is a
special provision to ensure that repairers' liens have
priority over registered security interests. Repairers'
liens should take priority over other security interests
as, otherwise, motor vehicle repairs may become more
costly to the detriment of owners and security holders
alike.
There is an amendment to clarify that a person who
acquires a motor vehicle under a simple hiring
agreement is excluded from the scope of the act.
Without this amendment a security interest in a vehicle
owned by a car-hire firm is liable to be extinguished
when the car is rented to a customer.
Another amendment ensures that a security interest is
not extinguished in cases where the debtor sells the
vehicle to a financier who leases it to a consumer, if the
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consumer has acted fraudulently and with notice of the
security interest (that is, in concert with the debtor).
The bill provides for national consistency in the
compensation provisions. In cases where a search
certificate fails to disclose a registered security interest
(because of an administrative or systems error) the bill
provides that the security interest will be extinguished
and the security holder entitled to apply for
compensation. This reverses the current compensation
arrangement and is the preferred outcome for both
parties, leaving the purchaser with the vehicle and the
security holder with the right to apply for
compensation.
Purchasers will have until the end of the next day
following issue of a search certificate to complete their
purchase without risk of the goods being subject to a
security interest which is registered after the issue of the
certificate but before the purchase is completed
Providing that the purchaser completes the transaction
within this period he or she can be certain that the
goods are not encumbered.
Victorian legislation incorporates choice oflaw
provisions, but section 4(IXa} which refers to the date
of attachment of the security interest may conflict with
the law applying in other states. In the interests of
national consistency this provision will be repealed and
the act will apply to security interests in goods that are
for the time being situated in Victoria
The bill makes provision for the inclusion of
unregistered but registrable motor vehicles and trailers,
and agricultural machinery and implements as goods
which are registrable goods under the Chattel Securities
Act. This means that persons who hold a security
interest in these goods may register their interest on the
vehicles security register. Registration of these goods is
made possible by the use of the vehicle identification
number or another unique identification number as the
primary identifier in the register.
Passage of this bill will ensure that Victorian law
relating to the registration of security interests is
consistent with the national model proposed in the
Duggan report. Victoria will have fulfilled its
commitment to the establishment of a national vehicle
security inquiry register, which will substantially reduce
the risk of financial loss for financiers and purchasers of
second-band vehicles.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. D. A. NARDELLA
(Melbourne North).
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GAS INDUSTRY ACfS (AMENDMENT)
BILL

(4) amendments consequential upon the transfer of
responsibility for the proposed underground gas
storage project from Gas Transmission
Corporation to a subsidiary of Transmission
Pipelines Australia;

Second reading

(5) a number of other amendments from reform of

Debate adjourned until later this day.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I

move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill makes amendments to three acts governing the
gas industry: the Gas Industry Act 1994 (the GIA); the
Gas Pipelines Access (Victoria) Act 1998 (the pipelines
act) and the Gas Safety Act 1997 (the safety act).
Gas Industry Act 1994

The bill involves two broad classes of amendment to
the GIA: first, a series of amendments to the regulatory
regime for the elements of the Victorian gas industry
undergoing reform designed to create a competitive
market in gas for the benefit of all Victorians; and
second, provisions designed to ensure the effective
operation of powers conferred to protect security of the
gas system and ensure gas safety.
The bill includes the following:
(1) amendment of the significant producer

provisions to confine those provisions to joint
venture parties with an interest exceeding 20 per
cent;
(2) amendment to align the provisions dealing with
misuse of market power with section 46 of the

Trade Practices Act. The provisions in the GIA
will not apply in respect of conduct authorised
by the ACCC under part vn of the Trade
Practices Act;
(3) provisions are inserted authorising the making of
the market and system operations rules (MSO
rules), amendment of the MSO rules and
anything done under the MSO rules by Vencorp
or classes of participants. This statutory
authorisation parallels effective authorisation of
the MSO rules by the ACCC under the Trade
Practices Act Whilst the ACCC effective
authorisation is subject to an application for
review, the government believes that the
statutory authorisation will assist in expediting
reforms to establish an effective competitive
market in gas;

the gas industry including amendments to clarify
the regulatory oversight of a corporatised
Vencorp; to prohibit amendment of the tariff
order (except as a consequence of any supply
emergency) and other minor amendments to the
Office of the Regulator-General Act and the
State Electricity Commission Act;
(6) amendments to ensure that provisions required
to protect gas system security and ensure gas
safety are effective. It is vital that the

corporation charged with responsibility for
system security or safety has authority and
confidence to act free from the risk of personal
or corporate liability where it acts in good faith
to protect system security or ensure safety. That
immunity should also extend to third parties
(and their servants and agents) acting upon
directions given to protect system security or
safety. To be effective the immunity needs to
apply to purported directions and where the
person concerned has a reasonable belief that the
act or omission concerned the execution of such
a direction. The immunities should also apply
where the Governor in Council declares that the
available supply of gas is or is likely to be at
risk. These immunities are founded directly in
the public interest and in the need to ensure that
the relevant corporation and third parties
involved have confidence to protect the public
interest.
Amendments to make these immunities effective were
foreshadowed in a news release immediately following
the icing incident at the Longford processing plant in
June this year and were restated following the
explosion there on 25 September 1998.
These provisions do not exempt Vencorp or the Office
of Gas Safety and industry participants from liability
generally. They are strictly limited to actions intended
to protect system security or ensure safety.
The provisions clarify the operation of the immunities:
(a) to clarify that effective directions can be given to
designated market participants before the
commencement of the proposed MSO rules;
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(b) to provide for correction of defects, omissions or
mistakes in directions;

These mainly technical amendments are designed to
further enhance gas safety outcomes.

(c) to provide proper construction of a delegation
made on 25 September 1998;

Immunity provisions of the nature described earlier and
for the same purpose of ensuring that provisions
required to ensure gas safety are effective are inserted
into the Safety Act.

(d) to facilitate Vencorp's securing information it
needs to carry out its system security functions.

Section 85 Constitution Act statement
Gas Pipelines Access (Victoria) Act 1998

The bill provides transitional provisions concerning
translations of Victorian gas industry participants from
the Victorian access arrangements to the national access
regime. These provisions apply to the disaggregated
Victorian gas businesses and to two country reticulation
projects in East Gippsland and Mildura. The Victorian
access regime has always been modelled on the
principles applied in development of the national
regime. The relevant provisions are in part of similar
effect to legislation enacted in New South Wales and
otherwise address the particular requirements of
Victorian transitional circumstances.
Gas Safety Act 1997
The bill includes provisions to improve the operation
and effectiveness of the Safety Act. Since the
enactment of the Safety Act, the Office of Gas Safety
(the office) has reviewed the Safety Act's operation and
recommended a number of minor improvements
directed at enhanced safety outcomes.
The amendments are:
(a) insertion of provisions establishing offences in
relation to damage caused by wilful or negligent
actions to installations downstream of a meter;
(b) provisions designed to overcome possible
confusion from categorisation of gas
installations. To avoid confusion between
categories of gas appliances and gas
installations, gas installations will be known as
'standard' rather than 'Type A' and 'complex'
rather than 'Type B';

(c) provision for approval of the commissioning of
parts (rather than just the whole) of complex gas
installations;
(d) provisions for continuity of the appointment of
the director of the office between his
appointment under the GIA and under the Safety
Act;
(e) provisions facilitating the director's delegating
powers to senior staff of the office.

I wish to make a statement pursuant to section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why that section
should be altered or varied by clause 21 of the bill
(sub-clause (1) inserts a new section 10 1B(2) in the
GIA) and by clause 32 of the bill (which inserts a new
section 117A in the Safety Act).
Clause 21(1) of the bill inserts a new section 101B(2) in
the GIA stating that it is the intention of sections 161,
16J,62L, 149B and 149C of that act to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975. Clause 21(2)
provides that it is the intention of clause 21 (1) to alter
or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Sections 16L 16J, 62L, 149B and 149C are provisions
conferring immunities in respect of directions given by
Vencorp or directors or servants ofVencorp or by the
Director of Gas Safety, the Office of Gas Safety or
servants of the office or in respect of things done, or
omitted to be done, arising from of such directions or
from the gas supply emergency provisions in part 6A of
theGIA.
Clause 32 of the bill will insert a new section 117A in
the Safety Act stating that it is the intention of
sections 109 and 109A of that act to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Sections 109 and 109A are provisions conferring
immunities in respect of the giving of directions or the
exercise of other powers by the Director of Gas Safety
under section 106 or the emergency powers under
section 107 or things done, or omitted to be done,
arising from a direction given by the director under
section 106 or 107.
The reason for altering or varying section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 is to ensure that persons acting
under the GIA or the Safety Act in a declared
emergency or responding to a threat to system security
or safety or an emergency are immune from suit. These
people are acting in the public interest. It is vital that
those charged with responsibility for preserving system
security and safety have the confidence to respond to
any threat free from the risk of personal or corporate
liability. These immunity provisions are founded
directly in the public interest and in the need to ensure
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that the relevant corporation or person and third parties

involved have confidence to protect the public interest.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
(Jika Jika) on motion of Hon. Pat Power.
Debate adjourned untO later this day.

GAMING ACTS (FURTHER AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading

Bon. R. M. BALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill amends a number of pieces of legislation
relating to the regulation of the gaming industry in
Victoria It confirms the government's three principal
objectives with regards to gaming, namely, to en~
due process and clarity of process; player protectlOn;
and promotion of employment, tourism and o~er
benefits associated with gaming. It makes specific
amendments to the Gaming and Betting Act 1994,
Gaming Machine Control Act 1991, Casino
(Management Agreement) Act 1993, Gaming No. 2
Act 1997, Casino Control Act 1991 and Tattersall
Consultations Act 1958.
Gaming No. 2 Act

Amendments made to the Gaming No. 2 Act continue
the government's reforms in the area of gaming carried
out for the benefit of community and charitable
organisations, as well as in the area of trade promotions.
In particular, the following amendments strengthen the
enforcement provisions of the act to ensure that the
proceeds of activities carried out for charitable and
community organisations are made available to those
organisations:
1.

The requirement that an organisation conducting
minor gaming activities pay proceeds from those
activities into the one bank account, so that these
proceeds are more easily audited.

2.

Imposition of a penalty of 50 penalty units for
failure to submit returns for bingo sessions.

3.

The requirement for a person who has conducted
minor gaming activities over the past 12 months
to keep bank account records of those activities,

so that audit of those activities may be carried
out.
Another amendment to the Gaming No. 2 Act will
remove the requirement for an applicant for a bingo
employee's licence to provide a certificate o.f
.
competence. This is required to ensure consIstency W1th
licensing requirements for gaming special employees
and technicians licences under the Gaming Machine
Control Act. It will eliminate a concern of the industry
that the bingo centre operators are not in a position to
certify the competence of volunteers selected by a third
party, namely, each of the individual permit holders.
The duration ofa bingo employee's licence is altered so
that it will expire three years after the end of the month
in which the licence was granted This will ensure
consistency with the licensing regime for gaming and
casino special employees and will also provide
administrative efficiencies.
The act is also amended to allow for a trade promotion
lottery permit and a bingo centre operator's licence to
be issued to a legal person, with a natural person as
nominee. Currently this permit and licence is held by an
individual only. If that person ceases involvement with
an organisation or dies, it is desirable that the permit
continues, rather that the organisation being required to
apply for a new permit or licence. There will, of course,
be probity checking of any new nominees. The
amendments also provide for the delegations of
functions under the act from the Victorian Casino and
Gaming Authority to the director.

Fifth deed of variation
Based on advice formally requested from the Victorian
Casino and Gaming Authority, established as an
independent body with a charter that specifically
includes the provision of advice on gaming issues, this
bill amends the Casino (Management Agreement) Act
1993 to ratify the fifth deed of variation to the
management agreement for the Melbourne casino.
The deed has been executed by the Minister for
Gaming and the casino operator. The deed extends the
completion date for the southern tower of the hotel and
lyric theatre for a period of four years to 30 November
2003 and retains all other obligations. This means that
liquidated damages of $50 000 per day will still be
payable for each day after the proposed completion date
of 30 November 2003 should the lyric theatre and the
southern tower of the hotel not be completed by that
date.
As a consequence the provisions of the Casino
Management Agreement continue to provide sufficient
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incentives to ensure that the casino operator ultimately
completes the southern tower of the hotel and the lyric
theatre.
The government has adopted the advice of the
Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority that the
completion date be extended as a consequence of
market factors, particularly the negative impact of the
Asian economic crisis on the high-roller market.

In framing its advice on the extension of the completion
date, the authority took into account information
obtained from several sources, including Tourism
Victoria, the Australian Bureau of Statistics and a
number of consultants to the tourism, hotel and leisure
industries.
The Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority has
advised that the casino operator is currently capable of
meeting the present demand of gamblers for hotel
accommodation and the foreseeable demand during the
period of extension. Therefore, it is considered unlikely
that there would be any negative impact at this time
upon state revenue derived from this area. It was also
determined that Melbourne's existing theatres are
capable of meeting the present and foreseeable demand
and that it was unlikely that there would be any
reduction of state revenue from the lack of additional
theatre seats, should the lyric theatre not be completed
until the extended date.
The authority further advised that if the casino operator
was forced to proceed with the construction of the
second hotel tower at this time, it could have a
significant negative effect on existing Melbourne hotels
and those under construction. The fifth deed of
variation thus provides the best outcome for the state
and the Victorian community based on current
circumstances.
Gaming Machine Control Act

The bill makes a number of amendments to the Gaming
Machine Control Act 1991.
The Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority is given
power to take a wider range of disciplinary action
against manufacturers and suppliers of gaming
equipment. Currently, the only disciplinary sanction
available to the authority is to remove the company
from the roll of manufacturers and suppliers. This is a
particularly harsh penalty and therefore only likely to
be used in the extreme circumstance of a company
being unsuitable to continue its involvement in the
gaming industry.
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There will be other occasions warranting disciplinary
action where it would be more appropriate to impose a
reprimand or a fine. Given the importance in the
industry of manufacturers and suppliers and
furthermore, their ability to make significant revenue
from their listing on the roll, imposing a fine of up to
$5 million will also be introduced as an option. This
new range of disciplinary sanctions for manufacturers
and suppliers is consistent with those currently
available for venue operators and gaming operators.
The Gaming Machine Control Act is also amended to
clarify that an application can be made for venue
premises approval in respect of which a conditional
liquor licence is in force. The Liquor Licensing
Commission makes a number of conditional grants
which require applicants for liquor licences to carry out
works for the premises, before a liquor licence may be
issued. The new provision will allow an application for
venue premises approval to be made before a final
liquor licence comes into force. This will ensure that
there are no unnecessary delays in starting to process an
application for premises approval, whilst works or other
matters are finalised at the premises.
Section 107 is amended to extend the authority's
powers of delegation to a committee of three members
so that a panel of three members may hear and
determine an application for a venue operator's licence
or approval of premises for gaming. Currently, a
quorum of five members is required for these hearings.
The delegation power is consistent with a current
delegation power which allows the authority to delegate
to a panel of three members the hearing of other matters
under the act.
The amendments to the Gaming Machine Control Act
also exclude from consideration the matter of proposed
security arrangements for premises in the assessment of
the suitability of a proposed gaming venue. While the
security of gaming equipment will continue to be
ensured through the authority's role in approving all
gaming equipment and systems, it is considered that
security of premises is not a regulatory matter which
falls within the scope of the Casino and Gaming
Authority. Removal of this matter will reduce an
unnecessary regulatory burden. Security of premises
will properly become a matter for venue and gaming
operators to consider in the conduct of their gaming
businesses. Of course there will be no reduction in the
probity standards required for venue and gaming
operators.
The bill clarifies the definition of daily net cash balance
in section 136 of the act to make it clear that prizes paid
from jackpot special prize pools may only be deducted
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once. 1bis amendment is necessary because the current
definition of daily net cash balance might be construed
so as to allow double dipping - that is, the opportunity
for those jackpot special pool prizes to be deducted for
the first time when put aside in the pool and also a
second time when they are paid
The bill also includes provision for a penalty for late
payment of all electronic gaming machine taxes and
levies under the Gaming Machine Control Act. This
amendment provides for interest at 20 per cent per
annum to be payable on unpaid gaming taxes and
levies. 1bis is consistent with the current treatment of
late payments of wagering taxes under the Gaming and
Betting Act 1994.
Sections 83 and 84 of the act are amended to ensure
that a venue operator may refuse to both pay a prize and
stop operating any gaming equipment where related
equipment, such as a linked jackpot arrangement, is
malfunctioning. Currently, the operator may only refuse
to pay a prize or take a gaming machine out of
operation if it is considered that the machine itself is
malfunctioning. The amendment will ensure that this is
able to happen where any gaming equipment relating to
the machine is malfunctioning. It is desirable that prizes
should only be awarded if they are legitimately won.
Gaming and Betting Act 1994
The Gaming and Betting Act 1994 is amended to
clarify that the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority
may make decisions on applications to waive the post
employment restrictions applying to staff The
legislation currently provides for either the authority or
the director of gaming and betting to consider these
applications and does not specify the circumstances in
which each of those persons may do so. It is desirable
that this ambiguity be resolved by clearly stating that
the power is with the authority.
Corporatisation of Tattenalls
The Gaming Acts (Amendment) Act 1998 facilitated
the corporatisation ofTattersalls. It provided that
companies wholly owned and controlled by the trustees
of the estate of the late George Adams were permitted
to conduct gaming activities previously carried out by
the trustees. This was done on the understanding that
the gaming activities were to be conducted by three
companies, each of which was to be wholly owned and
controlled by the trustees. Subsequently, Tattersalls set
up a structure in which all three gaming companies are
wholly owned and controlled by a holding company
which is itself wholly owned and controlled by the
trustees.

The company structure adopted by Tattersalls is
consistent with the intent of the legislation. The
amendments clarify that a company declared under the
relevant act to be a gaming operator or promoter must
be an entity that is wholly owned and controlled by
Tattersalls or wholly owned and controlled by an entity
that is itself wholly owned and controlled by
Tattersalls.
The bill also contains several minor housekeeping
amendments.
The amendments made by this bill continue the
government's work in maintaining the rigorous
standards applying to the gaming industry in Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned for Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS
(Jika Jika) on motion of Hon. D. A. NardeUa.
Debate adjourned until later this day.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) -

I

move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The most important purpose of the bill is to enhance the
privacy safeguards on the use and disclosure of City
Link tolling records. These amendments are consistent
with recent changes to state and commonwealth laws
controlling access to motor vehicle registration and
telephone records. All private and commercially
sensitive information contained in tolling records will
be subject to these privacy controls.
The bill will limit police access to tolling records to the
enforcement of the criminal law, and will be subject to
regular monitoring by the state ombudsman.
Secondly, the bill amends the legislative framework for
the collection of tolls. These amendments place greater
emphasis on customer relations in the administration of
the tolling system. Regular users will register their
vehicles with Transurban to use the City Link. They
will have contracts with Transurban about the operation
of their tolling accounts. Drivers who use the link
infrequently may purchase short-term passes.
Outright toll evasion is an offence, carrying the same
penalties as public transport fare evasion. The
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enforcement system will operate in a similar fushion to
speed and red-light cameras. Enforcement will come
under the control of the Traffic Camera Office of the
Victoria Police.
Thirdly, the bill makes a number of machinery
amendments. These deal with land for the project and
the road administration powers of the operators of the
City Link and the Exhibition Street extension.
Privacy

The City Link is the first toll road in Victoria and one
of the first in the world with no toll gates. Customers
need to open a tolling account or purchase a day pass
before using the City Link.
For this to work, customers need to provide some
personal details to Transuroan, including name, address
and vehicle registration number. Otherwise, Transurban
could not use personal communications to serve its
customers effectively.
Transurban proposes to offer an anonymous account
under which owners may avoid disclosing personal or
vehicle registration details. Special commercial
conditions apply to such accounts. The bill permits such
a product
City Link accounts will include information about
customers' use of the toll road and their payment or
non-payment of tolls. This information, which may
have significant commercial value, needs to be kept
private. The government and Transurban share the view
that City Link customers are entitled to expect their
privacy will be fully protected by law and will not be
bought and sold for commercial gain.
For this reason, in 1995 Parliament restricted the use
and dissemination of tolling information by the
operators of the City Link. Unauthorised use or
disclosure is an offence and carries a fine of up to
$10 000. The existing provisions were modelled on the
privacy laws for motor registration records, which were
extensively amended last year.
With the first stages of the City Link due to open in the
first half of next year, the government has reviewed the
act to ensure that private and commercially sensitive
information on City Link customers will only be used
for legitimate purposes.
In reviewing the act, consideration has been given to
analogous privacy laws, including those governing
telephone account records and motor registration
records.
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The bill enhances the protection of private information
in three ways. First, it widens the range of information
that is subject to privacy controls. All tolling records
containing private or commercially sensitive material
will be restricted tolling information. This covers not
only the records of Transurban and its agents, but also
the tolling information held by the Traffic Camera
Office and its agents for enforcement purposes.
Secondly, the bill imposes the duty of confidentiality
more widely. The current act imposes a duty of
confidentiality on Transurban and its agents but not on
other persons. Under the amendments, any person who
has access to restricted tolling information, such as
agencies involved in tolling enforcement, will be under
a duty of confidentiality.
The duty of confidentiality will now extend to anybody
who obtains the information, no matter how it is
obtained Further, the duty covers unauthorised use as
well as disclosure. For example, say tolling
information is leaked to a company that wishes to use
it for an unauthorised purpose, such as marketing
products to City Link users, each unauthorised use of
the information would be an offence and may incur a
fme of up to $10 000.
The third aspect of the privacy provisions deals with
how restricted tolling information can be used and
when it can be disclosed. Restricted tolling information
may only be used or disclosed where authorised by the
act or regulations. Victoria Police access to tolling
records will operate under conditions similar to the
arrangements governing police access to telephone
records under the Telecommunications Act 1997.
Police access will be limited to criminal law
enforcement - that is, the investigation and
prosecution of indictable offences, such as robbery and
assault. The bill does not permit the police to use
tolling records for the investigation of summary
offences, such as minor traffic offences.
Both the police and the toll road operators will be
required to keep records of police access to tolling
records. The bill confers on the Ombudsman the task of
monitoring police force use of tolling records, and
empowers the Ombudsman to carry out inspections for
this purpose.
Tolling

The bill proposes a number of changes in respect of the
system of payment of tolls and enforcement action
against toll evaders. These changes do not affect toll
levels.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK (AMENDMENn BH..L
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A fundamental objective of the amendments is to
distinguish more clearly between the day-to-day
operation of tolling accounts and the enforcement
system.
Under the proposals, users of the City Link will
register their vehicles with Transurban. Once a vehicle
is registered, it may be driven on the City Link.
Regular customers will be asked to enter into
agreements setting out the terms and conditions of use.
Infrequent users may purchase a day pass which
registers the vehicle for use on a specified day.
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the trip. It also provides that not more than one offence
per day will be prosecuted.
The act currently treats the Exhibition Street extension
as a separate toll road from the City Link. This is
because the commercial agreements between the state
and the holders of the two concessions do allow them
to operate separate tolling systems if certain
circumstances arise. However, in practice, it is
intended that the Exhibition Street extension and the
City Link will operate under one tolling system
indefinitely.

This means that most tolling matters will be dealt with
between Transurban and its account holders as a
normal commercial relationship. Transurban will
provide an independent forum for the resolution of
customer disputes about accounts, usage records and
payments. The enforcement process will only come
into play if there is no valid registration for the vehicle.

To this end, the bill proposes to establish one tolling
system for both roads, with an option for either
operator to cancel the joint administration. This means
that registration of a vehicle with Transurban will
allow use of both roads.

There are no toll gates on the City Link and it is the
responsibility of drivers to ensure that they have valid
registrations for their vehicles before driving on the
City Link. Driving on the City Link in a vehicle that is
not registered with Transurban will be an offence.

The bill makes a number of housekeeping amendments
dealing with land for the project and the road
administration functions of the toll road operators.

Transurban is responsible for detecting evaders but
may not prosecute them. Enforcement action will be
the responsibility of the Traffic Camera Office, which
will handle toll evasion in much the same way as
driving offences detected by traffic cameras.
Despite extensive publicity, some members of the
community may take some time to become
accustomed to the tolling system. Consequently, the
government has decided, in consultation with
Transurban, to modify the enforcement arrangements.
The government proposes an approach which will
ensure effective action against deliberate toll evaders,
while providing motorists a period of time to adjust to
the new system. The penalty for toll evasion is set at
$100. However, the bill provides for a lower penalty
during an initial period after the opening of the link. It
is the government's intention that this initial period be
about three months and the penalty to be set at around
$25 on the issue of an infringement notice.
To constrain abuse of the lower penalty during the
initial period, a limitation on the number of lower fines
issued per vehicle may be necessary. At the end of the
initial period, the penalty will revert to $100.
The bill also provides that a single trip on the link will
be treated as one offence, irrespective of the length of

Road administration and land

In particular, the bill provides for interim powers to
operate the City Link in the period immediately
following completion of construction but before roads
have been surveyed and leased to Transurban.
The government and Transurban are concerned to
ensure the safe operation of the City Link road tunnels.
The bill amends the Road Transport (Dangerous
Goods) Act 1995 to ensure there is adequate power
under that act to prohibit vehicles canying dangerous
goods from using the tunnels. This amendment
complements existing powers under that act to regulate
the transport of dangerous goods and is not limited to
the City Link.
The bill will also authorise Transurban and its agents
to remove stationary or damaged vehicles from
hazardous locations. The bill amends the towing
provisions of the Transport Act 1983 so Transurban
can carry out its functions under the City Link
Agreement.
The government believes that this bill will enhance the
privacy of City Link users, improve operational safety
and result in a fairer tolling enforcement system.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
(Jika Jika).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT (NILLUMBIK
SIllRE COUNCIL) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 11 November; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

Hon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The bill is
important, and the opposition's response required
serious consideration. Honourable members will recall
similar legislation being introduced in relation to
Darebin, and in that case the opposition unequivocally
welcomed the decision to schedule an election date,
notwithstanding a clearly held and strongly argued view
that we supported neither suspension nor dismissal of
councillors and that we did not believe a case had been
developed to warrant that occurring.

Those exact circumstances exist in relation to
Nillumbik. A short while ago the house debated an
opposition motion on the decision to suspend the
Nillumbik councillors, and the opposition argued
clearly that no case had been developed, that the
Abraham report did not substantiate a case and that the
decision to suspend the councillors was wrong and
inappropriate. It would follow, therefore, that the
opposition does not accept that a case has been
developed for the dismissal ofNillumbik's councillors.
It is inappropriate that they be dismissed, and we reject
the claim that the Abraham inquiry has substantiated a
case.
Notwithstanding our unequivocal opposition to the
government's decision to move in that way, I commend
the government without hesitation for having what we
would all agree is an early election in Nillumbik. March
of next year is probably the earliest practicable date for
an election, and that is why the opposition, after much
debate, has decided not to oppose the bill.
The bill itself is simple. Clause 1, headed 'Purpose',
states:
The purpose of the Act is (a) to dismiss the NiIlwnbik Shire CoWlcil; and
(b) to provide for the expiry of the Order in Council that applies

to that COWlcil; and
(c) to set a date for a general election of the Nillurnbik Shire
CoWlcil.

Clause 5 refers to the dismissal, and states:
(I) The Nillurnbik Shire Council is dismissed.
(2) The persons holding office as coWlcillors of the Nillurnbik
Shire Council cease to hold office.

Clause 6( 1) states:
A general election for the Nillurnbik Shire CoWlcil is to be
held on 20 March 1999.

The opposition has placed its views about the Abraham
inquiry on the record during the debate on the subject in
opposition business. I do not want to take up the time of
the house by going over those aspects again. However,
I repeat the concern expressed by the opposition that
the final report of Commissioner Abraham was
forwarded to the minister under Commissioner
Abraham's signature on 18 August It was not until
mid-October that the minister, on behalf of the Kennett
coalition government, acted on the recommendations
and decided to make Commissioner Abraham's final
report available.
It is reasonable for debate to take place; it is reasonable
for questions to be asked about why it took so long.
Those of us who know the style of the Minister for
Planning and Local Government would be unconvinced
that it took him from August until October to make up
his mind about what an appropriate response would be.
Despite our differing political views, I do not think the
government would be swprised that I argue that in
making a decision the minister acts in any way other
than quickly.
Hon. R. M. Ballam interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - Whether he acts precisely is
probably something we could argue about. On
13 October on behalf of the opposition I released a
press release in which the opposition expressed its
concern about the government's actions following the
Abraham report. The press release states:
Right around Victoria elected coWlcils have struggled to put
democratic processes back into local government, worked
extremely hard to ensure the rights of ratepayers and residents
are respected in all decision-making ... local government was
vitally important to growth corridors like the north-east green
wedge area and that principle had been supported in a
bipartisan manner up until now.
State governments of all political persuasions have
acknowledged the need for sensitive and careful management
of that corridor, Wlderstood how crucial local government is
in addressing future growth issues, accepted that the area's
best protection against inappropriate decisions was to have a
vibrant, community-driven council.

Nothing has happened that would cause the opposition
to hold other than the views that were expressed on that
date.
It is reasonable to observe that the establishment of the
Shire ofEltham in the early to mid-l 970s was a
recognition that there needed to be a municipality
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capable of geographically and administratively
covering the increasingly urban and ongoing rural
issues of that corridor that came to be known as the
green wedge. It is appropriate for me to argue that
governments of all political persuasions have
acknowledged that the future of the green wedge - of
that breathing space or corridor - was very much
dependent on the leadership that could be provided at
the local government level.
If one examines the records and deliberations of the
former Shire of Eltham one sees there has always been
vigorous debate, strongly held views and significant
divisions among the elected councillors about decisions
that have been taken on management of the
municipality and of that corridor, and the
understandable clash and conflict that exists between
urban and rural management decision making.
If one examines the work of the former Shire of
Eltham, now the Shire ofNillumbik, one sees that to
the best of collective abilities positive outcomes have
been generated from these tensions and conflicts. We
all acknowledge that when a municipality covers the
geographical area that the former Shire ofEltham and
the current Shire ofNillumbik did and does, there will
always be very difficult issues and strongly held views
which will be reflected in voting patterns.
Having lived in the former Shire ofEltham I can recall
circumstances where views were so strongly held that
individual councillors found it extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to have a constructive working relationship
with their fellow councillors outside of council
meetings. I state unequivocally that none of those
councillors, as individuals or as members of a
collective, felt it necessary to go to the government of
the day to argue that on the basis of their having
strongly held differences of opinion with their council
colleagues the government ought to intervene and
suspend the entire council, or that the government
ought to contemplate holding a fresh election. That is
the difference between what has existed since the
creation of the Shire of Eltham and what has occurred
in more recent times.
I have been to many meetings about the current
dilemma that faces Nillumbik and have heard people
relate the stories that I have just told These same
people condemn the actions of the councillors who
sought to resolve this problem by asking the state
government to intervene and dismiss them and their
fellow councillors and hold a fresh election.
I do not want to go on with this because I made it plain
during the opposition business debate how I feel about
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it The people who have argued for this action ought to
seriously consider whether they are cut out for elected
public office. All of us who are elected to public office
have an obligation and responsibility to make our best
contribution.
More than anybody else I can say that some of the time
you win but most of the time you lose. However, that is
not the basis for arguing that people who have been
democratically elected to carry out a responsibility
should be dismissed or suspended from office simply
because others occasionally or frequently disagree with
their decisions.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - The call for intervention did
not come just from the council.
Hon. PAT POWER - My comments concern the
fact that historically elected councillors of the former
Shire ofEltham have held strong views but never have
any of them felt driven to seek the intervention of the
government of the day to suspend or dismiss all of the
councillors. When people stand for and are elected to
office they have a responsibility to accept that when
sitting around the table they will probably have the
numbers some of the time but will not have the
numbers most of the time. It is inappropriate for people
to spit the dummy when they do not have the numbers.
I am concerned about the way the government has
responded to the situation in Nillumbik. I am sure the
Minister for Finance would acknowledge that since the
amalgamation process commenced in May 1993 the
local government sector as a whole has responded
positively to the existing challenges and to those it faces
in the future. The minister may have a different view
about the code of good governance that was developed
by the Municipal Association of Victoria and the
Victorian Local Governance Association. The code is
not only an indication of the preparedness of the sector
to meet the challenges of the future but it also provides
a model that would have been more appropriately
applied in Nillumbik, at least as a first step, than was
the decision to appoint David Abraham or the decision
to suspend and, as this legislation proposes, dismiss the
elected councillors.
The code of good governance was released in
November 1997 under the signature of Cr Brad
Matheson, the president of the Municipal Association
of Victoria and a councillor in the City of Hobsons Bay,
and by Cr Liana Thompson, who was then president of
the Victorian Local Governance Association. The
foreword to the code states:
This code of good govemance has been prepared by
representatives of local governments throughout Victoria ...
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the legitimacy of local governments derives from their "centtal
role of representing the interests of their communities.

I take this opportunity to again record the opposition's
appreciation of the work done by the code of
governance working party which was chaired by
er Sam De Gabrielle, who I think at that time was the
president of the Shire of Mitchell. The foreword further
states:
It should be stressed that the code is ... intended to facilitate
the highest level of governance and community leadership.
The focus of the code is on principles of governance with an
emphasis on accountability, leadership, community
responsiveness and relationships. In dealing with dispute
resolution the emphasis is on conciliation and mediation.

They are important words in relation to the Shire of
Nillumbik. The introduction to the code of good
governance states:
... [municipal councils] are democratically elected and
responsible to their constituents for the peace, order and good
governance of their municipalities.

Under the heading 'Essential features of good
governance' a provision referring to representation
states:
Good governance involves both the concept of citizenship
with its attendant rights and responsibilities and the concept
of a representative body governing on behalf of its electors.

The most important provision concerning Nillumbik is
appendix 1 headed 'Dispute resolution process and
good governance panels', which states:
If a dispute arises within a local government ... every
endeavour must be made ... to resolve the dispute through
direct negotiations ... If agreement is not reached through
conciliation or mediation a local government ... may request
the Municipal Association of Victoria (MAV) and/or the
Victorian Local Governance Association (VLGA) to establish
a good governance panel to consider the matter of dispute.

The guidelines under which good governance panels
will be established include:
I.

The functions of good governance panels include ...
(e)

facilitation, conciliation and resolution of any dispute;
and

(f)

provision of counselling, mentoring, or mediation.

Guideline 6 states:
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(e)

should provide the parties with an opportunity to
respond to draft conclusions.

Finally, under guideline 10:
If a panel finds that a local government has failed to comply
with the code, it may-

and there are a number of things (e) report the matter to the minister responsible for
administering the Local Government Act.

I have argued that one of the enduring weaknesses in
the many changes to local government that have been
made by the government since May 1993 is a lack of
community ownership with the outcomes. As a result of
new boundaries being forced on many municipalities,
communities do not feel they have ownership of their
new municipalities. Delatite is a classic example.
Hon. E. G. Stoney - A good shire.
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Stoney says it is a good
shire. Historically people in Mansfield and Benalla
have never had any community of interest. The fact that
the two towns have been compelled to form a new
municipality is an example where community
ownership of that outcome will be extremely limited.
There are a number of other areas where the
government's response has made it difficult for
communities to feel ownership of the changes that were
embedded in concrete.
It is difficult for the Nillumbik community to feel

ownership of the inquiry process that the government
established. I have no doubt that the councillors who
believe all elected councillors should be suspended and
dismissed are relaxed about the Abraham inquiry
process and its recommendations. However, the
Abraham inquiry process and its recommendations do
not have much community ownership.
The views of the community about the Nillumbik
inquiry will continue to be divided. Understandably
people believe the Abraham inquiry was a state
government process, and of course they are correct.
Commissioner Abraham was hand-picked and his
terms of reference were established by the Kennett
coalition government His confidential report sat on the
table of the Kennett coalition government from August
until October.

In conducting its examination ... a panel ...
(c)

should follow the principles of natural justice -

which I believe the Abraham inquiry did not
guarantee-

Although I acknowledge that government members
believe the inquiry was the appropriate way to go, I do
not believe they can argue that the process ensures, let
alone guarantees, that the community will accept the
outcome. Many people in the Shire ofNillumbik,
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including elected councillors, felt unable to access
Commissioner Abraham. A number of elected
councillors in the Shire ofNillumbik felt so strongly
about being denied natural justice that they initiated
Supreme Court action to examine whether their
suspensions ought to be set aside on that basis.
Notwithstanding that government members believe the
Abraham inquiry delivered the desired political
outcome, the argument that it was in the interests of the
broad community cannot be substantiated. I have not
the slightest doubt that the community is divided as a
consequence of the inquiry that was forced on it, and
that the March elections will revolve around that
division. The election in Nillumbik will be about not
only how the community ought to be managed in the
future, but also about the central theme of the state
government imposing an inquiry with specific terms of
reference on a community in circumstances where
some people felt so strongly that they had been denied
natural justice that they initiated Supreme Court action.
If the Kennett coalition government had been prepared
to work with the peak local government
organisations - the Victorian Local Government
Association and the Municipal Association of
Victoria - the outcome could have been delivered in a
much more even-handed manner and resulted in greater
community acceptance of the final report. The division
which will continue in the Shire ofNillumbik and
which sadly will be reflected in the elections in March
of next year must be laid at the feet of the Kennett
coalition government, because its habits, mechanisms,
approaches and political drive have brought the division
about.
The MAV and the VLGA have expressed views to me
about the bill that essentially run parallel to those of the
opposition - they do not believe a case was made out
for the suspension of councillors. It follows that they do
not believe a case has been established for dismissal of
the council and do not support the part of the bill
dealing with dismissal. However, they welcome the fact
that an election will be held at the earliest practical date,
and are prepared to concede that the government has
acted properly in setting an early date.
Both the MAV and the VLGA are concerned about the
way their views on Nillumbik have been used to send a
message to other municipalities about internal
behaviour in councils. As the shadow minister I have
been approached in recent times by ratepayers and
councillors from the City of Bayside about their
concerns that there would be government interference
in their municipality. Today we have heard an
honourable member of this house read a petition from
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residents of another municipality seeking state
government interference in their municipality. As the
shadow minister I also receive telephone calls and
correspondence from municipalities asking ifl can
confirm that they are next on the list.
Hon. K. M. Smith - Why would they ring you,
Pat? You didn't even know you were on the short list!
Hon. PAT POWER - I get lots of phone calls in
relation to that, too! Mr Smith would know that some
of the things people say to me in those phone calls
could be put on the record but a lot could not, especially
if my leader were here.

I also refer to the responses of the local government
unions to the decision in Nillumbik, because it must be
understood, whether members like it or not, that the
Australian Services Union and the Municipal
Employees Union represent the interests of the women
and men who make up the local government work force
and who provide what I am sure all honourable
members would agree are in the majority of cases
outstanding services to ratepayers and residents. The
local government unions are concerned about decisions
like the Nillumbik decision because of the implications
they have for their members.
I was advised that local government union members:
... are appalled at the govenunent's decision

and that they:
... cannot believe that elected councillors should not have the
right to debate important decisions such as the appointment of
an interim CEO.

They believe that the 14 senior managers complaining to
David Abraham -

that is Commissioner Abraham was 'manufactured' by the fonner CEO.

Hon. R. M. HaIIam interjected.
Hon. PAT POWER - That is probably why they
know that was the case and why they are able to
substantiate that it was the case. I was further advised
that:
Our members are suspicious that the government will ... ram
through the disputed planning issues.

It was suggested that would happen during the period of
the administrator.
The Minister for Finance, understandably, interjected in
relation to the 14 senior managers. Those of us who are
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familiar with the detail of the Nillumbik issue would
know that the letter signed by the 14 senior managers
has been a central plank of the government's
justification of the Abraham inquiry and the things that
flowed from it. I do not want to refer back to the chief
executive officer, Mr Rochford, because we have
covered that in previous debates, but given that the
14 senior managers have been mentioned it is
reasonable to put on the public record that although
some people would argue that former CEO Rochford
had some weaknesses, I have not heard anyone dispute
that one ofhis strengths was his capacity to require his
staff to undertake certain tasks.
I am confident that the passage of time will allow facts
to surface that will establish beyond doubt that the
14 senior managers who signed the correspondence in
question were faced with a choice not unrelated to job
security. I have not the slightest doubt that with the
passage of time and once the documentation becomes
available it will be demonstrated that the former CEO
constructed a situation in which those 14 senior
managers had little choice but to sign the letter because
of concerns about their job security and tenure. Only
the passage of time will reveal whether my claim is true
or not.
Hon. R. M. HaRam - It is a very serious claim.
Hon. PAT POWER - The minister quite rightly
says by interjection that it is a very serious claim, but it
is no more serious than the accusation made in the
correspondence signed by those 14 people. I trust that
honourable members appreciate that my comments are
not made loosely. I am confident that with the passage
of time documentation and statutory declarations will
surface that will enable the public record to show that in
effect the majority of the 14 senior managers bad no
real choice in their decision to sign the letter.
I have received a significant amount of correspondence
from people in the community about the Nillumbik
inquiry, its interim and final reports, the government's
suspension of councillors and the bill, which dismisses
the council and schedules new elections.
I received a letter dated 10 November from Stephen
Morey of Sandringham. People involved in community
and conservation aspects oflocal government would
know that Stephen Morey is active in those areas in the
City of Bayside. The letter states:
I write to condemn the outrageous and improper dismissal of
the democratically elected Nillumbik Shire Council.

The council was elected in 1997 on an electoral system set up
by the non-elected commissioners.
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In due course I will refer to that electoral system. The
letter further states:
The dismissal is an act of vandalism against the democratic
principles of our society. The dismissal deserves to be
thoroughly condemned, and has been so condemned by
people of good will throughout the state.

I also received a letter from the Preston Reservoir
Progress Association under the signature ofMarion
Harper. The association is in a position to comment on
the Nillumbik issue from its own experience because it
was involved in the events relating to the Darebin City
Council. The letter states:
Our members wish to have pointed out ... our disgust at the
absolute hypocrisy of the government in ... the sacking of
Nillumbik councillors.
Their talk-

that is, the government's talkof 'good governance' has a most hollow ring to it, when we
read about such issues as the misleading of Parliament by
MrMcGrath-

the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in the
other place and a whole list of previous 'misdemeanours' by appointees
of the government and their misuse of taxpayers , money.
How dare this government sit in judgment on elected
representatives at local level when their own behaviour leaves
much to be desired.

The letter concludes:
The minister for local government needs to be reined in ... for
his inability to recognise the importance of local government
and its need to be independent

Hon. R. M. HaHam - You are being extremely
provocative. I wiIllet it go.
Hon. PAT POWER - I was not going to challenge
whether it is possible to rein in the minister, but that
was the wish of the Preston Reservoir Progress
Association.
The Labor Party's local government policy committee
also wrote to me about the Nillumbik issue and posed
some rhetorical questions and statements. The letter
states:
Are councillors elected to run council, or are the senior
officers in charge?

I will come back to that important point in my
conclusion. The letter goes on:
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If there were problems in the w~ councillors conducted their
business, sacking them is not the ~ to resolve those
problems.

I have referred to the code of good governance. The
letter states:
This bill shows the contempt the state government holds for
local government and residents have no say in the future of
their mwricipality.

The next point is:
Local government is not a business; it is there to carry and
ensure the needs oflocal residents are met Councillors are
elected representatives, not a board of directors of a company.

The letter concludes:
This is another attack on people's rights, this government who
have one rule for themselves and different rules for others.

I turn to the important aspect of the legislation's silence
about the electoral structure that will apply to next
year's March elections. Honourable members should
remember that the Local Government Board was
headed by the honourable member for Prahran in the
other place, who is also the Parliamentary Secretary,
Planning and Local Government. Despite the very
strong preference of the community and the current
honourable member for Eltham for a different
arrangement, the government took the decision to
construct a five-person council for the new Shire of
Nillumbik.
The community argued that having five single-member
wards was not an appropriate structure for a
municipality as diverse and demanding as Nillumbik. In
many ways the government's actions today show that
the decision taken by commissioners in Nillumbik and
by the current honourable member for Prahran were
wrong, because - -

Hon. E. G. Stoney - It was finetuning.
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Stoney refers to it as
finetuning. I think it would be fairer to refer to it as an
example of slow learning, because there is no
information available today that was not available when
Nillumbik was being created through amalgamation or
during the period of commissioner management, and
that fuet should have been reflected in a decision to
have a council with either seven or nine members. I say
that deliberately because the preference for a council of
seven or nine should come from the ratepayers and
residents and not from me. The ratepayers have both
the right and the obligation to determine the
composition of their council.

It is reasonable to say that the government got it wrong
at the time and should not have accepted the view of the
commissioners only but paid more attention to what can
be argued was a strongly held view that five councillors
was too few and seven or nine would have been a more
appropriate number. To that end Administrator Whelan
has sought the assistance of the Victorian Electoral
Commission about a new electoral structure, a decision
that is to be applauded
I have referred to communities feeling ownership of
outcomes. In Nillumbik and in many other
municipalities there was no sense of community
ownership of the decisions that were made by
commissioners, because everybody understood that the
commissioners were political servants of the Kennett
coalition government and were there to run those
councils as branch offices of the state government. It is
much more likely that following the deliberations that
are being conducted through the Victorian Electoral
Commission a great majority of ratepayers and
residents will feel that the process is beyond question
and that the outcome will therefore have a higher level
of support.
In selecting six options for community consultation
consideration has been given to the appropriate number
of councillors, the balance between ward and
whole-of-municipality representation, and following
from that, alternative ward boundaries. A letter of
2 November from Administrator Whelan states:
To date there have been five COlUlCillors. Most councils
throughout Victoria have seven or nine councillors and the
recent report by Commissioner David Abraham
recommended at least seven councillors.

The letter further states:
The options for seven or nine councillors are presented for
commwrity consultation in their three representative formats.

The letter then sets out three options, although there are
a couple of combinations. One option is to have five
single-member wards - in other words, five ward
councillors - with either two or four councillors being
elected for the shire as a whole. That would provide a
choice of having seven or nine councillors.
Another option is to have three councillors representing
one ward in the urban area of the shire, one councillor
for each of the two rural wards, and either two or four
councillors elected for the shire as a whole. That would
also provide the choice of having seven or nine
councillors.
The final option would be to have all the councillors,
seven or nine of them, elected from the shire as a
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whole. Nillumbik would be an unsubdivided
municipality.

government and the 78 - or with Docklands, 79municipalities.

It may be possible at an appropriate time for the
minister to give an assurance to the house and to the
ratepayers and residents ofNillumbik that the Victorian
Electoral Commission will do the work and make the
decision about the issue. The opposition does not want
a repetition of the situation that existed during the
period of the commissioners' management, when
people felt that they were being involved in a
consultative process and their views were being
genuinely canvassed but discovered following the
creation of a five-member council that their majority
views had been rejected.

Unlike the Kennett coalition government, the
opposition seeks to amend the Victorian constitution so
that local government enjoys constitutional protection
and no local government minister could march into
Melton, Darebin, Nillumbik, Melbourne or Docklands
and act as the government has in recent times.

I call on the minister to indicate to the house and to the
ratepayers and residents ofNillumbik that the Victorian
Electoral Commission will be asked and allowed to
consult genuinely with the community, and that the
outcome of those genuine consultations will be the
basis of the data that is used to come up with decisions.
I have no difficulty accepting that electoral structures in
municipalities should be the business of the ratepayers
and residents of those municipalities. I have no
difficulty with the ratepayers and residents of
Nillumbik being asked to provide advice on what they
believe would be the most appropriate structure; I ask
only that their advice be acted upon. However,
notwithstanding the popularity of whole-of-district
councillors in some places, I have some reservations
about the ability of those councillors to directly and
properly represent the people who elect them.
I do not support unsubdivided municipalities because I
do not believe that in areas with the urban-rural mix
which exists in Nillumbik such an arrangement will
guarantee ratepayers and residents advocacy on issues
they think are important and want expressed around the
council table.
I shall now deal with the comments made on the
differences in the approaches taken by the Kennett
coalition government to Nillumbik, Darebin, Melton
and the City ofMelboume in relation to the Docklands,
and the climate those differences have created among a
range of municipalities that are concerned about their
future and about tenure. Both the Leader of the
Opposition in the other place and I have made it plain
that so far as Labor is concerned local government is
absolutely important to the future social and economic
growth of Victoria and the nation, and that unlike the
situation that exists under the Kennett coalition
government, under a Labor government there would be
a strong and equal partnership between the state

I conclude by stating absolutely clearly that the
opposition does not believe a case has been made out
for suspension of the Nillumbik council. It follows that
the opposition does not accept that a case has been
made out for the council's dismissal. Such interference
in democratically elected local government is not good
in a democratic society. However, as I indicated earlier,
the opposition commends the government for having
scheduled an early election in Nillumbik rather than at a
later date, which may have been tempting for various
reasons. Our decision to not oppose the legislation is
predicated on that early election date, not on any view
that the suspension or dismissal was warranted or can in
any way be justified.
HOD. C. A. FURLETI1 (Templestowe) - I am
pleased to support the Local Government (Nillumbik
Shire Council) Bill and to hear that the opposition will
not oppose its passage. I am surprised that the
opposition makes the claim that its agreement to the bill
is predicated on the setting of an early council election
date. If the opposition were serious about the whole
issue and truly opposed to the bill it would vote against
the bill notwithstanding the early election date. This is
some sort of camouflage on the part of the opposition
of its position on what is accepted and recognised as
essential legislation.

Not once in his dissertation did Mr Power advert to the
feason fOf the suspension of the Nillumbik council. If
we start on the basis that the foundation of an argument
is unacceptable, it is clear that the conclusion will not
be accepted. I regret that Mr Power does not accept the
Abraham report. If the events of 1997 and 1998 are
taken into account it is obvious there was little option
but to take the course that has been taken.
IfMr Power were to speak on the steps of Parliament
with the same innuendo that he used in this place, he
would be in some degree of trouble. A couple of weeks
ago, when debating his motion on the Nillumbik
council, Mr Power intentionally and wrongly maligned
one of the councillors, Cr Natalie Woodley. He did so
unjustifiably and without cause.
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Today Mr Power suggests that the former CEO of
Nillumbik, Barry Rochford, in some way intimidated
the 14 senior staflmembers into signing a letter, which
Mr Power quite rightly points out was probably the
major trigger for the eventual establishment of the
inquiry into the council's activities. Firstly, I will
correct that suggestion, which was investigated by
Commissioner Abraham. At page 20 of his report the
commissioner sets out the letter from the 14 members
of the senior management team, in which they draw the
minister's attention to 'the deteriorating situation in
regard to corporate governance'. The letter states:
Council's managers have grave concerns that this is severely
affecting the manner in which this organisation is functioning.
We hereby request that you immediately take action in the
fonn of an inquiry to investigate the relationship between
councillors and the organisation.

Nobody would take such a letter lightly. In his report
the commissioner states:
At the outset, I dismiss the suggestion that this letter was
orchestrated by the CEO. There is no evidence of this and to
the contraIy, there is clear evidence that each of the
14 signatories thought long and hard before signing such a
letter, welI appreciating the consequences of such a letter to
the minister for local government

He continues:
I have interviewed all of the signatories to the letter. Each of
them explained their reasons ... On the basis of this
exceptional letter alone, the minister and the Office of Local
Government would have been remiss in not initiating an
inquiry into the matters arising at Nillumbik shire.

The suggestion that there was any threat or intimidation
by the CEO has obviously been hit on the head If one
peruses even cursorily the submissions by the CEO to
the commissioner - even if those submissions were
embellished, given the CEO' s position - and if one
accepts even part of the contents of the submissions,
anyone would have serious concerns about the people
ofNillumbik shire getting the good governance that
they deserve.
The sore had been festering for the best part of 1997
and, as indicated, came to a head with the letter from
the 14 members of the senior management team. It was
aggravated by the leaking of confidential and detailed
recommendations by the former CEO and of a response
to the CEO, leaving the matter of breach of
confidentiality to be reported to the minister. The final
blow was that a deal was done to get rid of the irritating
CEO - that is, to dispose of what I referred to when
contributing to the debate on Mr Power's motion as the
burr under the saddle. There is nothing wrong with
negotiating somebody's departure or termination. The
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problem is that it was done behind closed doors by the
trio who alleged they were representing the whole of
the community and without consultation with the two
other elected representatives of the people of
Nillumbik. The trio went off and did their deal, which
the shire president maintains was worth some
$250000.
Even with the benefit of hindsight and a proven opinion
by an accountant on what that deal was worth,
Mr Marshall continued to say it was a good deal. The
deal was done by the majority of three, but without
reference to legal advice. It was done without
investigating what the council's liability may be. It was
done expeditiously behind closed doors, and it would
have cost the council, in real terms and in the estimate
of the CEO's accountants, Bird Cameron - probably a
conservative estimate from the CEO' s perspective $336 209 to payout a contract with less than two years
to run.
On the other hand, on instructions from the
commissioner KPMG set the estimate at $500 000 or
more, depending on the tax treatment of the
arrangement. That was adequate for the government to
say, 'Enough is enough', and to appoint a
commissioner to investigate what was happening in
Nillumbik, to determine whether good governance was
taking place there.
That inquiry took the best part of six months. I find it
amazing that after that time the inquiry was adjourned
Why? Because the commissioner believed that because
of the conduct or behaviour of the parties to the
investigation the stage had been reached where,
according to his report:
The continuance of the hearing of evidence was likely to lead
to a total breakdown of relationships between councillors and
theCEO.

What a damning comment - that an inquiry could not
continue because its continuance would have led to a
breakdown in relationships!
On that basis certain recommendations were made in an
effort to save the situation. The councillors were told,
'Get your act together: here are the recommendations;
follow them. We will see how you go'. What did the
council do? It held a meeting and said, 'We reject the
findings of the commissioner'. What absolute
arrogance and insensitivity on the part of three elected
councillors, to say after six months, 'We do not want to
know about this; we do not accept your fmdings; we are
taking our ball and staying here'.
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The intimidation referred to earlier led to the staff
finally feeling obliged to write to the minister.
Councillors had expressed their views to the
commissioner and had given evidence to the inquiry.
That, among other things, led to the councillors not
accepting what the umpire said.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI - For a couple of months
they stumbled along until they realised the scene was
becoming serious and they would be suspended if they
did not accept the recommendations and introduce good
governance.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI - I hear the interjections
from the monkeys on the other side of the house;
obviously the opposition thinks the recommendations
were nonsense, but I maintain they were clearly in the
interests of Nillumbik residents. One recommendation
of the commissioner was:
That a consultant establish procedmes and processes for the
management of COWlcil business recognising the requirements
of the act and good governance.

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI - The opposition laughs
at the recommendations - perhaps because, like the
majority of councillors, the Labor government would
not know what good management was. Further
recommendations were:
That council meetings comply with local laws.

There is nothing fancy about that:
That the COWlcil cease effons to vary the CEO' s contract of
employment

That had been in place for some time:
That the council complete the CEO's performance review
without delay.

The council was not obliged to follow the
recommendations. Finally it passed a motion rejecting
the commissioner's recommendations. The minister
went back to the commissioner and asked about the
prospects of good governance returning to NiIlumbik.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI - The commissioner
referred to his earlier report and identified the prospects
as minimal. The commissioner recommended the
suspension of the councillors of the Shire ofNillumbik.

The councillors were suspended on 13 October, but
Mr Power lamented the fact that that recommendation
sat on the minister's desk for some time. The
suspension of any council needs to be carefully
considered and is not taken lightly by the government.
So it was that an administrator was appointed.
Mr Whelan's first meeting was adjourned, but that
matter was not referred to by the opposition because
thugs turned up to the first meeting of the administrator
and manhandled him. They disrupted the meeting with
mob rule.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI - They could not accept
the decision of the umpire.
Honourable members interjecting.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! The level
of noise directly behind Hansard is making it
impossible to accurately record the debate. I ask
honourable members to allow Mr Furletti the same
courtesy that was afforded Mr Power to make his
contnbution to the debate so we can all hear it.
Hon. C. A. FURLElTI - The importance of the
state government having the power to take whatever
action it considers necessary to ensure the citizens of
Victoria get good local government is well established.
I do not think I have heard any argument that suggests
the state government does not have the power to do
that. People may agree or disagree, but there is no
suggestion that it has acted outside its powers. As I said
earlier, local government is a creature of state
government If the opposition gets back into
government it may take action to change the
constitution, as suggested by Mr Power.
In the meantime, the law is the law, by which the local
council was not abiding, as was found by
Commissioner Abraham in his 55-page report, which
you, Mr Nardella, may wish to read.
Hon. D. A. Nardella break?

Which law did the council

Hon. C. A. FURLETTI - If you read the report
you will learn what law it broke. The Age of 21 July
1993 says about the former Strathfieldsaye Shire
Council:
The investigation was prompted by allegations ofbittemess,
that the council was unworkable and that information was
withheld from some councillors ' .. the council was suspended
because local government was not working.
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I am not quoting anything relating to Nillumbik; I am
referring to when the Strathfieldsaye Shire Council was
suspended. On 12 August 1993 the then Minister for
Local Government, Mr Hallam, is reported in Hansard
as saying:
The decision to undertake an inquiry was not taken lightly but
resulted from a history of problems and unrest in the
municipality ... This followed a number of complaints from
both ratepayers and councillors ... The commissioner
concluded that:
I am satisfied that the council has failed in a serious
and ongoing respect to provide for the good
government of its municipal district in relation to
its functions, and that this situation is likely to
continue.

Suspension of councillors is not new. Such conduct
goes back to 1975 at Keilor; in 1976 the Sunshine
Labor council was divided by factions; Richmond had
trouble in 1982; and there was trouble with the
Camberwell council. This is not novel legislation; it is
an example of the actions of a responsible government
ensuring that good governance and service is provided
to the community.
Was there good governance in Nillumbik? We heard

Mr Power say there was no real basis for suspending
the council. In December 1997 in a letter signed by
14 senior staff members the chief executive officer said
that the council could not function and that good
governance did not and would not exist under the
present configuration of council. Cr Natalie Woodley,
out oftotal fiustration, wrote to the minister and other
members of Parliament, including me, saying that good
governance is not possible. Cr Lex de Man said that
good governance had not been established in
Nillumbik. The only people who thought there was
good governance were the three majority councillors
who ran Nillumbik like their own fiefdom.
The Australian Municipal Journal of June-July 1998
reports Mr Power as saying that local government
should be:
... in the hands of elected councillors who are each - and all
and together - committed to the principles of good
governance.

In a backhanded swipe at his own party, he said:
... it is critical the ALP understands how important
competence, integrity and transparency are in all levels of
elected public office.

Everyone who is elected to public office, especially at
local government level, should be obliged to represent
his or her constituency and should have the right to be
heard and to participate in the governance of that
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community. Today good governance involves high
levels of skill, probity, cooperation, diligence and
sensitivity among those who purport to represent their
constituents.
Recently a survey questionnaire was delivered to the
37 000 or so ratepayers in the electorate on how they
wish the shire to be represented. Mr Power has
indicated his preference. Ifhe is serious he will make
his views felt and communicate with the Victorian
Electoral Commission, which is conducting the survey.
I urge all ratepayers ofNillumbik to participate.
Mr Power said that it was the government that
appointed the five commissioners, but it was in fact a
recommendation of the earlier commissioners at
Nillumbik, as I am sure he is aware. A survey
conducted in 1996 received answers from
98 respondents, a tenible indictment of the community
at that time. I suspect circumstances have changed, and
it is important that residents recognise that events in
Nillumbik over the past 12 months have stirred their
interest.
I was fortunate enough to have been at a public meeting
in October at which the Premier spoke. It was an event
not to be missed. The rowdy few put forward their
orchestrated views, but it was pleasing to see that the
large proportion was the silent majority who came
along to support the government and express their
views. The responses to the survey are to be received
by noon today, and I believe numerous replies have
already been received.
The latest issue of the Nillumbik Ratepayers
Association newsletter, dated November 1998, states:
In state Parliament (10 November 1998) the Labor Party did
not vote against the government's motion to sack the
Nillumbik council.
It now appears all sides agree (apart from a small vocal
group) that the sacking was justified. The consensus emerging
is that the council was incompetent and there were too few
councillors to do the job.

I.

The Marshall-led majority councillors, the 'trio', must take
most of the responsibility for the damage to our shire's
fortunes.

The ratepayers ofNillumbik are having their say, and I
hope they will exercise their democratic rights in March
next year when they can elect a truly representative
council capable of good governance. I commend the
bill to the house.

Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - The Local
Government (Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill strikes at
the heart of the government's lack of commitment to
supporting local government. The legislation is the
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remedy for a situation that should not have occurred that is, the suspension of duly elected councillors in the
Shire ofNillumbik.
As has been explained by my colleague Mr Power, the

Labor Party supports the bill because in the
circumstances where action has already been taken to
suspend the councillors at least the proposed remedy
will restore a properly elected council in a reasonable
time - indeed by March. However, the suspension and
the presentation of the bill are just another escalation of
the Kennett government's systematic attack on the
institution of local government.
To put that in context, the council amalgamations
revealed that from the very beginning the Kennett
government's preference was never to return elected
democracy at local government level. The preferred
position has always been to so condition the people of
Victoria to the institution of commissioners that they
would have adapted to and accepted a situation that
assembled appointed boards that reflected the policies
of the government rather than a genuine democratic
situation. The time it took to bring about the change and
the excuses that were continually made to put off
properly conducted elections just adds to the evidence
that the Premier's approach was an attempt to transform
an elected third tier of government into an appointed
third tier of government.
Later I will refer to the threats and actions by the
Premier, the minister and the government to undermine
and, in any possible way, defeat the growth of local
government based on the new boundaries. There has
been a consistent barrage of undermining rather than
supporting people who, as elected councillors, often
give their time at some personal cost and very small
gain for the benefit of the communities in which they
live. The suspension ofNillumbik councillors is just
one but probably the worst example because the
reasons given for the dramatic change are specious and
limited. It is tragic in the sense that despite what has
happened there has been evidence of considerable
growth and strength in Victorian local government
since the forced amalgamations.
Many local government bodies are showing the
capacity to deal with matters in a serious and effective
way and their communities are applauding them for it.
For example, many councils have shown considerable
commitment to making their cities safe. In my area the
City ofYarra is taking an interest in a number of issues
related to the wellbeing and safety of citizens including
reducing problems related to drug abuse and people in
ill health. It is supportive of the Yarra health and drug
forum and is providing resources to assist other
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agencies in dealing with problems of drug abuse in the
municipality.
Increased local government involvement in health and
safety issues is an important step. The general approach
in the Netherlands to addressing problems associated
with drugs is that mayors play a key role, in
conjunction with the judiciary, police, welfure and
community agencies. Mayors are respected contributors
to the debate and in many cases they have the last say
about local measures aimed at improving harm
reduction programs. In the establishment of safe houses
and coffee shops in a particular city, the mayor has a
right of veto accorded by the health department and the
police authorities. The exercise of that right is
considered very serious because the mayor and
councillors are able to judge the feelings of the local
community and get support for such measures.
Considerable evidence exists of the involvement of the
cities of Moreland and Yarra in conservation and
environment issues. They arrange meetings and consult
continually with committees of residents interested in
environmental issues. The results of that consultation is
fed into the development of policy and activities
sponsored by the councils and their staff.
As Mr Power said, the former Shire of Eltham which is
now part ofNillumbik was considered to be a leader in
many areas of attention to environmental concerns in
that part of Melbourne. Councillors' efforts were very
important in protecting an area regarded as important to
all Melburnians because of its natural vegetation, and
one that benefited from the attitudes of people who
chose to live there with minimum impact on the
environment. It is not surprising that sometimes in a
new council the views of members who correctly
represent the aspirations of the community clash with
those who want to press ahead with developments that
might impact on the protection of the environment.
That is how local politics works: elected representatives
exercise their responsibilities by expressing the views
of their constituents.

Many efforts have been made in Yarra to link routes so
that cyclists may commute safely. The development of
a total plan for the city has been undertaken in
conjunction with residents. MOI-eland has been a leader
in energy conservation and recycling. Both those
councils and others have been very supportive of
community health centres and the development oflocal
health plans to promote an attitude of preventive health
care - when the Kennett government has been
reducing support for community health centres and
reducing or eliminating democratically elected boards
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of community health centres by replacing them with
appointed boards.

limiting their ability to make decisions on which they
will be judged by the ratepayers who elected them.

The Kennett government has had its way on
community health centres. It has removed the nuisance
of democracy that allows people to display their
preferences in deciding the type of community health
services they need. The government has succeeded
there but it has failed to eliminate democracy from local
government Because local government has been
getting stronger it is seen as a millstone around the
government's neck. Whenever local government does
something that is contrary to the views of the Premier,
he threatens it In a particular case in Geelong, before a
decision was even made the Premier indicated that if
the council did not support a specific action it could be
sacked. We have a meddling minister who is clearly
driven by an ideological view of the low status of local
government He never loses an opportunity to
aggressively attack both individuals and institutions that
appear to be exercising their democratic rights in a way
that might be critical of the government. The recent
legislation governing a major part ofMelboume, the
development of the Docklands, shows no consideration
for the fact that the people who come to live there ought
to have some representation so the area should be part
of a normal local government system.

I was extremely angry when I read the minister's
second-reading speech. Although conflict arising from
policies cannot be avoided, I attempt to avoid personal
conflict. I believe conflict arising from differences in
policy may be positive but that arising from personal
differences are usually negative. I believe the minister's
speech was the most insulting second-reading speech
introduced in this place. It typified the personality of the
Minister for Planning and Local Government and his
attitude to local government. The council has been
dismissed on the most limited of reasons. The
minister's second-reading speech states:

The Kennett government is not interested in
competition from a democratically elected government
in a geographically smaller area. Local government is
an irritant to it. The government does not want that
diversity of opinion. It would much rather have
appointed councillors or commissioners controlled and
directed by the government The government has
attempted to do that in a halfway measure by amending
the Local Government Act to link the appointment of
the chief executive officer to the government rather
than leaving it in the hands of councillors elected to
govern at the local level. The government has sown the
seeds for the problem at the Nillumbik Shire Council.
Once you have a divided authority with the most senior
officer of the council beholden to the government you
sow the seeds for conflict and division. Some members
of the council can side with the chief executive officer
and that officer, assured of his links and position, is not
beholden to the council but to the government. He can
play one side of the council against another. It is a
formula for disaster.
When the legislation was introduced it was described as
a formula for division within a properly constituted
authority. Councillors elected at the local government
level ought to have the right to succeed or fail by their
own endeavours, and not have someone watching over
their shoulders all the time threatening, prodding and

The councillors who are dismissed are eligible to stand for
election. I would urge them, however, to consider that good
governance requires much more than that nothing illegal has
happened; that is too Iowa standard. High levels of skil~
probity, cooperation and diligence are essential if they are to
perform their tasks to a required standard.
I would put any returning councillors on notice that the
govenunent will be monitoring their actions closely.

A minister of the Crown is saying that he is putting
councillors on notice and that they should not stand for
elected positions again because he may not approve of
their actions. That is an incredible thing for a
democratically elected minister of the Crown to say.
The second-reading speech is basically warning people:
don't bother standing or else. The minister also states:
Any indication that behavioW"S of the past are again becoming
evident will lead to speedy and decisive action from this
govenunent

It is a warning to people who might have independent
opinions, people who might be tempted to stand for
local government and express the views of the
community and their constituents in a particular ward,
not to take the trouble if their views differ from those of
the Minister for Planning and Local Government Even
if they are elected by an enormous majority, the
minister will get them. He will wipe them out. That is
the message from the minister! It is deplorable. It is a
grand illusion of mismanagement. The minister will go
on the record as one of the worst ministers for local
government, if not the worst, in the history of the state.
The Honourable Alan Hunt, a former minister for local
government, came from a tradition of support for local
government as a third tier of government, a liberal
tradition that many members of the Liberal Party would
have shared in the past He stands like a giant in his
attention to local government compared with the
actions of this minister. Where are the small-l liberals in
the Liberal Party who may have espoused some values
oflocal government or support for democracy? Clearly
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they were silent in the party room. They must find it
difficult to explain to their constituents where they
stand on these issues.
The Kennett government's reduction of community
services means that many citizens find it more
profitable to engage in consultation at the local
government level. That is where the action is. That is
where you have genuine consultation, understanding
and dialogue with local councillors on issues such as
planning. How does one have dialogue with the
Minister for Planning and Local Government about
concerns concerning an inappropriate development in
one's local area? The minister has approved 95 per cent
of all call-ins in favour of developers. That clearly
demonstrates his view! If a resident has concerns he or
she must discuss it at the local level. When the council
is being ovenuled the only recourse is to campaign.
The system is breaking down because there are no
processes supported by the Minister for Planning and
Local Government.
I turn to the comments ofMr Furletti. He seems to have
joined in the chorus of accepting the demise of local
government at the whim of the minister. I was
disappointed that he gave no indication that he
attempted to play a positive role to see a better
outcome. I would have thought most local members
interested in local government would have at least
called a meeting or attempted to resolve some difficult
issues or played a mediation role, a leadership role that
did not lead to the suspension of councillors. If
necessary he may have talked tough to some
councillors in their own interests and that of the
municipality, but there was no evidence of the activity
that 1 would expect from an active local member
concerned with local government.

Hon. B. C. Boardman - There was no effort of the
councillors wanting to help themselves.
Hon. B. T. PULLEN - Time and again there is
this attack on councillors. I have said it before, but I
will repeat it: it is very easy for fully tenured, salaried
and duly elected members of Parliament to criticise
people who have families and jobs and who voluntarily
provide a minimum of 18 hours a week to the
community. A council like Nillumbik with five
councillors and lots of issues has meant an additional
workload for those councillors. The rewards are small
and the stresses are considerable. I will not indulge
myself in this place by criticising people who are giving
their time to the community if they do not get
everything right all the time. We should support them,
not take the opportunity of having a go at them. There
is no sense in this debate of government members
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appreciating the genuine work councillors do and some
of the difficulties imposed on them.
Larger councils have greater responsibilities, and staff
management is a big exercise in itself Ifbecause of the
legislation the staff and CEO of a council see
themselves as being responsible not to the council but
to the state government that adds unnecessarily to their
workloads and makes the job of that council
increasingly difficult.
Depending on their expertise some councillors perform
better than others. Some councillors come in with a
running start because they have had experience in
management or some other area, but that is not the pro
forma choice of councillors. Perhaps the Premier would
like to see every person who runs a council to be in the
mould of a business person, but many of the people
who stand and are elected to councils do so because
they are concerned about the health of their local
neighbourhoods and have a desire to represent the
views of their neighbours and the people they associate
with in organisations such as school councils and
environment groups. Those people want to translate
their concern into governance at a local level, and to do
that they need the assistance of staff and the
involvement of the community - they do not need
criticism from members of Parliament who are able to
operate with a far greater level of resources and
security.
The Minister for Planning and Local Government
cannot look at members of Parliament and say, 'I think
you are having a bit of trouble. You are not exercising
good governance in your electorate. I think 1 will hold
an inquiry and remove you'. Because they are elected,
members of parliament can only be removed from
office if they default in a significant, criminal and
unjustifiable way.
In its approach to local government, the government
has failed to understand that there is something precious
about the democratic process. It is not the councillors
the government is attacking when it dismisses a
council; it is attacking the electors who put them there
because it is undermining their right to elect someone
and to change that person on the basis of his or her
performance. The basic principle of democracy is that
the electors make the final decision. It is sometimes
messy, it is sometimes slow and it is sometimes
expensive, but it is the best system we have and we
ought not to undermine it. However, that is what the bill
does.

I will reluctantly support the bill because now that the
councillors have been suspended the only remedy open
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to the opposition is to support a speedy election. It is a
remedy we would not have needed if the councillors
had not been suspended - that would have been a
better course of action - but now it is the only remedy
we have. Let us support the bill and have elections.
However, it will be a pyrrhic victory for the Premier
and the Minister for Planning and Local Government
because it will strengthen the resolve of all local
government bodies.
The Nillumbik shire situation is causing anger and
frustration in all local government areas. It demeans
and threatens municipalities because they could be
next. I believe local government is becoming strong and
I look forward to the day when it will unite and tell this
minister where to go.

Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN (Chelsea) - This is
undoubtedly a very sensitive debate that centres on
personal ideology, political philosophy and general
interpretations of what the government has done at
Nillumbik. Many examples have been given of the role
of local government - how it has acted historically, its
roles and responsibilities, its current day trends, and the
reform process which the government has instituted
since 1992 and which led to the creation of the
environment in which local government now operates.
The opposition has continually and quite strongly
reiterated the commitment that if elected it would
enshrine in the Victorian Constitution Act the real
powers and the real definition of local government,
together with its roles and responsibilities.
The Constitution Act does not define local government
but states that the Victorian Parliament provides the
best system of local government The Local
Government Act demands administrative efficiency in
local government and provides that councils have a
duty to do all things necessary to ensure efficiency and
economy in their operations and to avoid instances of
waste and extravagance. The act provides that local
government should act lawfully and responsibly and in
the best interests of the community, and that it should
strive to serve the community that has elected it with
integrity and honesty. That framework has been created
by the state government.
Parliament gives state and local governments the
autonomy and discretion to make their own rules to
serve the local community as they see fit. They can levy
rates and charges, borrow money to achieve that end
and pass and enforce laws on instrumentalities. Local
governments can generally create a local framework in
which their operations are most responsive to the
demands and needs of the communities they serve.
They are multifunctional entities.

Because of the responsibilities involved, individuals
who take part in local government are expected to abide
by certain conditions and perform to certain
expectations. Earlier this year a booklet entitled
Victorian Local Government Law - A New System was
distributed to all councillors, senior staff, members of
Parliament and other interested groups. The booklet
was compiled by !an Lonie, Tannetje BI)'ant and
Lawrence Groom. It describes the previous situation,
the change that has occurred since the government
came to power, the framework that has been developed
and the various roles and responsibilities in local
government It deals in some detail with the
administrative responsibilities and powers under which
local government should operate.
The booklet deals with an important issue under the
heading 'Personal behaviour of councillors and staff' at
page 41. The salient points are:
Councillors and staff shall:
(i)

act properly and in accordance with the requirements of the

Jaw and the tenns of this code;
(ii)

perfonn their duties impartially and in the best interests of
their communities, uninfluenced by fear or favour,

(ui) act in good faith (ie honestly, for the proper purpose, and
without exceeding their powers) in the interests of the
council and the community;
(iv) make no allegations which are unseemly or derogatory .....
matters pertaining before the council;
(v) refrain from any fonn of conduct, in the perfonnance of
their official or professional duties, which may cause any
reasonable person unwarranted offence or embarrassment

The booklet makes statements about fidelity, observing
the highest standards of honesty and integrity, and
bringing to the attention of the chief executive officer
any examples of the code of conduct and the law being
breached.
Clearly the situation in Nillumbik was in complete
contrast to what the booklet sets out to achieve. If the
people involved in the Shire ofNillumbik had taken the
time to read the booklet and understand their roles and
responsibilities, I am sure the current situation could
have been avoided.
We live in an age in which government has a
responsibility to the community as a whole to
constantly review its own operations and those of
entities that provide services. We live in an
ever-changing society in which cultural and social
trends are constantly being modernised and made
progressive. The community demands appropriate and
reasonable action from its elected representatives to
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promote progressive reform. It also demands that the
frameworks created to be responsible for delivering
services are modem enough to ensure those services are
delivered in the best interests of the community.

Mr Power made some pertinent points that could
perhaps be supported on the basis of his ideology but
could not be supported by this side of the house. He did
not support the suspension or dismissal of the
councillors and believed no case for those events had
been developed.
My colleague Mr Furletti gave more than enough
examples of similar events. The Nillumbik councillors
certainly had an opportunity to solve their own
problems - firstly internally, and secondly through the
employment of an outside management consultant.
Amazingly, when the opportunity to appoint a
consultant was offered to the councillors they could not
even agree on the terms and conditions for or the role of
a consultant.
I understand five tenders were received. The CEO at
the time pointed out to the council that one
consideration was cost effectiveness and said that the
process should be expedited. Two of the councillors
wanted the position to be readvertised - I do not know
why - and three wanted further comment from the
commissioner about the objectives. That was
completely unnecessary. Why did the councillors not
avail themselves of the opportunity to have an
independent management consultant mediate some of
the problems? That could have led to a different
outcome. They may have kept their jobs and achieved
what they were elected to do - provide good
governance.
Another example of how the situation worsened is that
on 16 June a motion was passed to indemnify the then
shire president, Cr Marshall, against legal costs incurred
or payable by him in or in connection with matters
arising out of the commission of inquiry. Cr Marshall
excluded himself from voting because he had a
pecuniary interest. The council did not debate and was
given no information on the implication of that motion
that costs would be associated with the council's
liability; whether the council had any liability; whether
Cr Marshall had a personal liability for some of his own
actions; or why the council should pick up the tab for
costs incurred by an individual. I understand from the
report that other councillors were concerned because no
notice of the motion was given and there was not
sufficient time to debate the legalities and implications
of any motions. It is another example of failure to
provide good governance and breaching the
responsibility of the council to its ratepayers.

Mr Pullen gave examples of the role of local
government. I have already said that in today's
environment substantial changes have to be made to the
regulatory framework under which we operate. The
legal position of local government was clearly
explained by Mr Justice O'Connor of the High Court in
1904 in the case of the Sydney Municipal
Council v. Commonwealth:
The state, being the repository of the whole executive and
legislative powers of the community, may create subordinate
bodies, such as municipalities, hand over to them the care of
local interest, and give them such powers of raising money by
rates or taxes as may be necessary for the proper care of these
interests. But in all such cases these powers are exercised by
the subordinate body as agent of the power that created it

Local government, according to the definition given by
the High Court in 1904, is a product of state
government and is responsible for creating the
framework in which services should be delivered in
accordance with the policies of the government that
creates it. I am not saying local government has passed
its use-by date, I am saying individuals involved in
providing that service have to realise they have an
initial responsibility to their constituencies but are also
responsible to the state government that has created the
framework in which they work. The councillors of
Nillumbik were contravening that framework. That is
why this action was taken.
Mr Power said other action should have been taken but
I did not hear him or Mr Pullen say what that other '
action should have been. That is typical of the ALP's
approach to this type of bill. It is easy for them to
criticise the government for the stand it takes on
particular issues in the best interests of the community,
but at no time do members of the opposition suggest
alternatives.
In his editorial in the municipal journal Mr Power said
that good governance is a priority of local government.
He acknowledged that it clearly was not being
delivered, that the problems required drastic action and
that the action taken was more than justified. Mr Pullen
also made the point that the government has created a
framework in which a council should fit the mould of a
business council, a board of directors. Councils deal
with substantial sums of money that belong to the
ratepayers. They are public moneys. Councils must
have not only community responsibility but economic
responsibility, and the expenditure of funds has to be
justified and shown to be in the best interests of what
the council is trying to achieve. Councils repeatedly get
into unnecessary debt and get involved in what is
commonly known as the ivory tower syndrome because
councillors want to get their names on plaques in front
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of new buildings and do not realise the damage that is
done to council finances by the provision of
unnecessary facilities. Everybody involved has a
responsibility to deal appropriately with public moneys.
All councillors must understand the implications of
mismanagement and the financial devastation that can
occur.
Perhaps I can refer to some things that have occurred in
my province and relate them to Nillumbik. I am not
suggesting for one moment that a situation similar to
the situation in Nillumbik exists with the City of
Greater Dandenong, but there is a problem with
communication and the way the council operates. This
month in the local community newsletter, instead of
telling ratepayers what the council was doing, the
mayor took the opportunity of congratulating recently
elected ALP members of federal Parliament I thought
that was extraordinary. I looked at the community
newsletters produced by other councils but could not
find similar lists.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Name them.
Hon. B. C. BOARDMAN - I will go through
them. The mayor not only congratulated them but took
the opportunity to comment on the implications of a
GST and talked about the role of councils. He talked
about the responsibilities of Parliament and legislative
criteria Local government has a role in providing
services to the community, not commenting on the
judicial or legislative practices of the Australian
Parliament.

This is nothing more than a politically motivated
.comment by the ALP, which is, once again, neglecting
the way in which the matter should be dealt with the
first place. It is another example of where some
councils, and some councillors - not all of them - are
losing the plot, losing their objectivity and diverting
their attention towards their own personal ambitions
rather than concentrating on why they were duly
elected.
Local government in Victoria currently operates very
well. It provides a clear set of guidelines and criteria to
enable proper service delivery. The councils which
exploit that framework and continually try to promote
themselves ahead of the interests of the community will
be exposed and dealt with. As Mr Pullen said in his
contribution, the responsibilities of elected
representatives are to the electorate first, more so than
to themselves. And until all people in the position of
electoral responsibility believe in that philosophy the
government will continue to enforce disciplinary action
as necessary.

Tuesday, 17 November 1998

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - As
Mr Power and Mr Pullen said, the Local Government
(Nillumbik Shire Council) Bill is a serious measure. It
takes away the democratic rights of the ratepayers of
Nillumbik by having their councillors sacked under
clause 5 of the bill. In the past the Minister for Planning
and Local Government has made certain promises to
communities that they would have elections, then a
couple of weeks ago he introduced a bill into
Parliament preventing that from occurring.

This bill should not be before the house because the
ratepayers ofNillumbik used their democratic rights
and elected councillors who were performing their
duties. The only reasons we have heard for their
sacking is that three councillors voted a certain way, in
opposition to two other councillors. The last time I
looked, that was what democracy was all about. Three
councillors out of five had a view as to how a council
oUght to operate and a couple did not get their way so
they whinged and whined to the minister. The minister
then called for a report, which was presented to him in
August of this year. Mr Power appropriately noted that
although the report was given to the minister in August,
it took him until October to make it public and act on it.
We all know why that occurred.
Hon. M. A. Birrell- He was consulting!
Hon. M. M. GOULD - I would like to know who
the minister consulted with - names, dates and so on.
There was no consultation!

One of the problems in Nillumbik was that its CEO
applied for a job with another council. He went for an
interview, got the job and then started negotiating his
redundancy package when he had another job lined up.
Hon. C. A. Furletti - And does the deal!
Hon. Pat Power - He didn't, did he?
Hon. M. M. GOULD - It is outrageous! From my
reading of the report tabled in Parliament it appears that
the big problem at Nillumbik was the CEO, not the
councillors. The CEO could not work with the
councillors because he wanted to get out, go to
Brisbane and start work for the Brisbane City Council.
The report states that he is the one who should have
been dealt with, not the duly elected councillors of
Nillumbik.

The opposition is not opposing the bill because it
believes the residents ofNillumbik:, like every other
resident in this state, ought to have duly elected
councillors. The bill sets out the date for the next
election to be held on 20 March 1999, and that is a
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good thing. I just wish we could have set in concrete an
election for the residents of Melton so that they could
have duly elected councillors too, rather than the
current situation in that municipality.

legislation. As I said, the opposition does not oppose
the bill. However, it is concerned about the seriousness
of sacking the democratically elected councillors of
Nillumbik.

The bill is a concern, and in the second-reading speech
the minister lined up all five councillors - the whole
lot of them - and said:

Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m. untO 2.02 p.m.

I would put any returning coWlcillors on notice that the
government will be monitoring their actions closely. Any
indication that behaviours of the past are again becoming
evident will lead to speedy and decisive action from this
government

So in his second-reading speech the minister says to the
councillors ofNillumbik, who are currently duly
elected councillors - suspended but not sacked until
the bill is passed by Parliament - 'We're watching
you, and if you decide to vote on an issue that we do
not like we will put you in the gun again and repeat
what we have done as a result of this bill: we will
suspend you from office and then terminate your
positions'. That is an outrageous statement to put in a
second-reading speech. The minister is lining up the
councillors and saying, 'We do not want you to stand
again'. Yet at the public meeting the Premier told the
suspended councillors, 'If you don't stand we will have
an early election'.

Who do these people think they are, that they can take
away residents' rights to stand for council and to
represent ratepayers within their wards? These issues
are serious. Duly elected councillors have gone through
the proper process of being elected through council
elections. They have appropriately represented the
ratepayers within their wards and they have acted on
the issues about which they were elected; but because
the government does not like the results the Nillumbik
councillors are achieving for their ratepayers, it sacks
them.
The bill terminates the rights of councillors to be proper
representatives. Democracy in this state, the last time I
looked, meant that we were all entitled to vote the way
we chose to vote. But the government now says, 'If you
do not vote the way I want you to, you are out the
door'. It is a question of whether democracy still exists
in this state.
Because the bill allows for fresh elections in March
next year the opposition does not oppose it, but it raises
concerns about the witch-hunt carried out just because a
couple of councillors did not get their own way. Those
people spat the dummy, went to the minister and
chewed his ear and the minister responded by
suspending all the councillors and introducing this

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
make it clear, because honourable members on the
other side of the house still have not got it through their
thick skulls, that the opposition does not support the
suspension or sacking of the Nillumbik shire
councillors. The opposition does not support the
removal of democratic rights in Nillumbik.
The only reason the opposition supports the bill is that
an election will be held expeditiously in March.
However, honourable members on this side of the
house believe there should be no need to hold an
election in March because the councillors should not
have been suspended in the first instance nor, as a result
of the bill, removed from office. The government
believes local government is its plaything, an area for it
to dabble in and a means of imposing its will on the
constituents. There is no reason for the bill to be listed
on the notice paper.
The opposition supports neither the sackings nor the
actions of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, and it does not support the actions of the
local members who have been party to the sackings.
The opposition supports reinstating democratic rights to
the residents and ratepayers in the Shire of Nillumbik: at
the earliest possible opportunity. That is a principled
position whereby ratepayers have a direct say in the
affairs of their municipality. They do not get that
through a commissioner, the Minister for Planning and
Local Government or the representations by honourable
gentlemen on the other side of the house.
An Honourable Member -

And ladies.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - From my
understanding it is only two honourable gentlemen Mr Furletti and Mr Forwood.
The residents do not get democratic representation
through those processes. The problem with democracy
is that it gives people a say in their local area. Under a
democratic system when people consistently lose
because they do not have the numbers, the government,
in conjunction with the minority - the people who do
not have support on the ground; the small cabal of
officers who are not elected but were appointed by
the undemocratic commissioners in their reign of terror
from 1993 to 1994 onwards - supports these people.
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Let US go through the major culprits in all this. Firstly,
there is the CEO, Mr Rochford

of the councillors the government stepped in and
sacked the council.

Hon. Pat Power - I thought you were going to
mention Vin Heffernan.

In the final analysis Rochford went. He has gone
wherever he wanted to go, probably up to Brisbane to
take up a job. He has been looked after. The ironic part
about it is that he received a payout. Under the
resignation terms of his contract the ratepayers of
Nillumbik paid Mr Rochford to leave the council. For
honourable members to say, 'Look, it was all about this
payout', which would have been up to $500 000
according to Mr Rochford's accountant, is nonsense.
Mr Rochford received a payout because the terms of his
contract allowed for that to occur. The arguments used
by honourable members to say that they did not want
the payout in the first instance are a nonsense.

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Well, I could. He was
one of the greatest grubs to look after Nillumbik.
However, I will talk about Barry Rochford, the CEO.
CEO Rochford could not get along with the councillors,
the people under him, or local residents and ratepayers.
He wanted to get out ofNillumbik because he could see
the writing on the wall. He became a CEO in Brisbane.
CEO Rochford went to the council and negotiated a
package. He not only negotiated a package with the
council; he negotiated a package with the minister, who
agreed to get rid of him. However, two of the five
councillors did not agree with it. What did the
government do then? It sacked the council because the
majority of the councillors agreed to do what the
minister wanted them to do and what the CEO wanted
to be done so that he could go off to the new job in
Brisbane, on whatever pay he was going to get along
with the payout he was going to receive from the Shire
ofNillumbik.

Honourable members interJecting.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Honourable members
might say that that is a fabrication: that is the truth; that
is what occurred. If one looks at the report
Commissioner Abraham produced for the government
one sees that it does not refer to where the problems
lay, and neither did any honourable member on the
other side of the house.
The council's problem was that in the vast majority of
cases three beats two. Two councillors could not handle
losing. What did they do? They went to their boss and
mentor, the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, and the council was sacked That is how
democratic this government is. When it comes to
democracy in Nillumbik, three beats two and the
minority does not like it.
The Abraham report gave no instances of corruption,
nefarious activity or anything that gave rise to the
expenditure of ratepayers' money in an underhanded or
deceitful way. There was no corruption, no impropriety,
no unfair dealing, and no breaking of the law. The
government prides itself on contract law, on the
individual, on Australian workplace awards and on
getting the best people into positions through a contract
and tenure system. To sack people under a contract and
tenure system you have to pay them out and it has to be
done legally. When that was attempted by the majority

That the councillors rejected the recommendations of
Commissioner Abraham is one of the greatest acts of
audacity that has been debated in this chamber! It is a
hanging offence. It is one of the offences used to build a
case to get rid of councillors and to impose a
commissioner. Fancy democratically elected
councillors under the authority of the people who put
them there - not the Minister for Planning and Local
Government, not the Premier, not the executive
government, but the ratepayers ofNillumbik rejecting a report by Commissioner Abraham, who was
appointed by the minister. The government set out from
the beginning to knock off the councillors at Nillumbik.
Fancy democratically elected councillors rejecting a
biased report and recommendations. According to the
government, that should never occur. Democracy
reigns supreme above people who have been appointed
undemocratically by executive government.
It is a sad day when councillors sit down and debate
issues but cannot make decisions that they believe are
in the best interests of their residents and ratepayers.
Throughout this process not one person has
demonstrated to the opposition that the Nillumbik
councillors did not act honourably. Local residents
should determine who represents them on their local
council. It is one of the guiding principles not only of
the opposition but also under section 74 of the
Victorian constitution. We will fail in our responsibility
as state legislators if we do not put this principle in
place.
Mr Furletti waved a bit of paper from the ratepayers
association that supported his case.

Hon. C. A. Furletti inteIjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - The honourable
member now wants to walk away from it. The
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honourable member got it wrong because that
ratepayers association is obviously politically biased.
Regardless of what Mr Furletti said, the Labor Party
does not support the sacking and suspension of the
councillors. The ratepayers association should put in an
addendum in block letters stating, 'We were wrong',
because the Labor Party does not support the sacking or
suspension of the councillors. What the ratepayers
association wants to put into its political rag is up to it,
but at least it should be truthful about the position of the
Labor Party.
There is great dishonour on an honourable member
who is suspended from this house or the other place.
His or her electorate is then not represented in
Parliament. When the Nillumbik councillors were
suspended, and under the proposed legislation they will
be dismissed, the dishonour is not on the councillors
because they acted honourably. The dishonour is on the
good residents and ratepayers of the Shire ofNillumbik.
That needs to be understood by honourable members
who should be representing their constituencies but are
not. When Mr Furletti talked about the meetings he
went to where the Liberal Party stacked out the first
three rows of the meetings - HoD. C. A. Furletti - Were you there?
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA - No, but people who
were there told me what went on! Even Blind Freddy
could see what went on and understand the news
reports about residents and ratepayers ofNillumbik
justifiably wanting their council run not by
commissioners but by councillors who will debate
issues in open forums. Ratepayers and residents want a
proper consultative process with true and proper debate,
not a situation in which a commissioner holds regular
council meetings within 5 or 6 minutes.
That is not what democracy is about. Democracy is not
about a commissioner representing one person only that is, the honourable Minister Maclellan as the
Minister for Planning and Local Government. It should
be not that person but the commissioners who run the
Shire ofNillumbik. It is dishonourable not only for the
councillors but also for the residents and ratepayers of
Nillumbik.
Mr Boardman referred to the City of Greater
Dandenong and a problem of communication because
the mayor had the audacity not only to congratulate the
successful Labor candidates for the last federal election
but also to comment on the GST and to mention her
undoubted concerns about the way it will impact on
local government and on her community. Part of the
responsibility of representatives of the third tier of
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government - that is, local government - is to make
statements and represent communities and constituents
on issues like the GST, rate capping or CCT. It is
absolutely imperative that mayors - the leaders of
councils - and councillors make those comments.
In 1996 and 1997 a concerted campaign was
undertaken by councillors, mayors and shire presidents
against amalgamations, yet Mr Boardman put to the
house that they have no right to comment on any issue
that affects them, their ratepayers or their constituents.
It is a nonsense argument, put by somebody who
obviously does not understand the issues involving the
representation oflocal councillors who are charged
with the responsibility of looking after their residents
and ratepayers.
This government and any future government must
ensure that councils operate fairly, non -corruptly and
without fear or favour within the communities they
represent. The Labor Party would support action being
taken if there were proof of instances of councils
having acted corruptly and against the interests of their
communities and of good governance. The Abraham
report and the actions of the Minister for Planning and
Local Government do not demonstrate any of those
instances. They do not give examples of cases where
good governance and upholding of the democratic
rights that young men and women of Australia have in
the past gone out and bravely fought for, and will
continue to do so in the future have fallen down. They
are precious rights which all honourable members on
both sides of this house should defend vigorously. It is
not good enough to suspend local government for a
period of time. It is not good enough to sack councillors
who have been elected by their constituents for any
reason other than reasons that have been demonstrated
and codified as corrupt and against the interests of
residents and ratepayers.
In his dissertation Mr Boardman asked what options the
opposition could suggest on the issue. We could make a
number of suggestions; I have listed three. The first is
that after the decision to get rid of CEO Rochford,
which was supported by the majority of councillors,
and the appointment of an interim CEO, which was
agreed to by both the councillors and Minister
Maclellan, with the only dissenting voices being
councillors de Man and Woodley, the Nillumbik
council should have been allowed a period in which to
see how it worked. Alternatively, the government could
have appointed somebody - perhaps even one of the
honourable members who represents the Shire of
Nillumbik - to oversee the council and mediate
between the CEO and the council, but that would not
have been necessary with the appointment of an interim
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CEO after the departure ofMr Rochford The last and most revolutionary - option this government
could have implemented, which would have been
supported by everybody, was for democracy to take its
course so that the people who democratically elected
the five councillors in the first instance in March would
have been allowed to vote to determine who their
councillors would be the next time around
That is what democracy is about. It is not about what I
or honourable members on the other side of the
chamber agree with or support. It is about what the
people believe, whom they support and whom they
want to re-elect to positions. The revolutionary thing for
this government to have done would be to let
democracy take its course by letting the councillors
continue to make decisions and to represent and work
with their local community, and to let the people vote
on their performance in March next year. That would
have been the ultimate test Instead, we have this
legislation which takes away people's democratic rights
and will reinstate them in March.
The opposition does not support the sackings. A
pre-eminent position taken by this government would
have been to allow the councillors to remain
representing their communities. The sacking of the
council was unwarranted and not in the best interests of
democracy within this state.
I conclude by saying that the Kennett government
should refrain from using local government and
councillors as their whipping boys and girls and go
back to a truly democratic position of allowing
councillors to govern in the best interests of their
communities.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Gas industry: privatisation
Hon. T. C. TBEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to
the government's decision today to sell the state's gas
industry to the private sector. Will the minister assure
the house there will be no gas shortages for industry
between now and the end of 1999 as a result of this
decision?
The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask myself whether
that is a proper question. It asks for an opinion on a
future event that no-one can anticipate. If the minister
wants to respond, he can.
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Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - Absolutely, Mr President.
Thank you for your protection but I am more than
happy to answer the question, bizarre as it is. In the first
place I welcome, as will the community, the
government's decision to privatise the gas sector. I can
only presume from the comments and body language of
members of the Labor Party that they will oppose this
action.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You have that bit
right.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Let us have it on the
record that the opposition, flailing around trying to
work out how it can become popular, has missed the
boat One way to become popular is to have leadership.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - What about answering
the question? That is a good way to show leadership.
Answer the question!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Mr Theophanous will
never have the opportunity to answer questions in this
house. I make it clear to Mr Theophanous that one of
the tricks of the trade when Leader of the Opposition is
to ask a question within the standing orders. If he asks a
question that is outside the standing orders but
nevertheless gets the indulgence of the minister to
answer it, the minister will answer it in the way he sees
fit, and I will answer in the way I see fit. I relish the
task.

IfMr Theophanous seriously believes the privatisation
of the industry will affect the level of gas supply, I look
forward to his putting forward any reason, logic,
sensibility or even just a few barefaced lies. I would be
happy with anything along those lines.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - The private sector did
a good job at Longford
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Let's keep it goingthe private sector did a good job at Longford. What is
Mr Theophanous suggesting - that we nationalise it?
Let us draw him out. The private sector ran Longford
under the Cain and Kirner governments.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - They had a proper
regulatory system then.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Mr Theophanous said
'The private sector did a good job at Longford'. Is he
seriously suggesting the private sector should not be in
charge of Longford?
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Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - I am asking you to
give an assurance about industry, but you won't.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Unfortunately I have to
answer the question as it is within my responsibilities.
Mr Theophanous has the answer he deserves.

Youth: pay rates
Hon. R. J. H. WELLS (Eumemmerring) - Will
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
inform the house of Victorian government policy and
plans on junior rates of pay for young Victorians?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am pleased to announce
today that the state government of Victoria will be
launching a major campaign to protect junior rates of
pay for young Victorians and therefore maintain the job
opportunities available to young Victorians. The
government is concerned that, without corrective
action, junior rates of pay could be abolished and
therefore the state's youth job market would be
devastated.
Today the government is launching a booklet entitled
Jobs for Young Victorians - it will be widely
distributed among employees and employers - to
protect the youth jobs market and ensure the first
experience young people have of work when taken on
by an employer at a lower rate, reflecting their lack of
experience and being new to employment, is protected
in the future.
Honourable members may be aware that in Victoria
over 75 000 people are employed on junior rates of pay,
most of them gaining their first life experience in a
working environment as a result of being on youth
wages. Such wages have served us well. The
government does not want to see the youth wage
removed; it wants it permanently legislated for in the
future.

I put it squarely on the record that the government
rejects the moves by the Victorian Trades Hall Council
and the Victorian Labor Party to have junior wages
abolished. The government rejects their stance and
believes it is against the public interest. If the Labor
Party and the union movement are in favour of youth
employment, they will drop the long-held belief they
are arguing for now - that junior wages should be
abolished.

The government regrets that the Labor Party and
Democrats in the Senate got together to amend
workplace legislation about 18 months ago, which
means junior wages are now in doubt. As the booklet
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clearly indicates, it is in the interests of the public that
young Victorians get their first jobs on junior wages
and get some life experience and therefore secure the
employment they deserve. If junior wages are
abolished, youth employment will be abolished. Many
employers, particularly small retailers, who take on
young people over the Christmas period, for example,
or give them school holiday work, would not be able to
afford to employ those people if they had to pay them
100 per cent adult wages. The jobs would disappear.
People would not be transferred to adult wages because
some employers, particularly small retailers, could not
afford the increase.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Tell us about youth
unemployment - 27 per cent!
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Under Labor policythe only one put forward as a policy of an alternative
government by Mr Brumby, the Leader of the
Opposition and his spokespeople at the Trades Hall
Council- youth wages would be abolished. But the
Labor Party is trying to keep its views on this quiet. A
press release has not been put out. The state caucus of
the Labor Party has agreed with the Trades Hall
Council to support the abolition of youth wages but
they are trying to keep it quiet because they know it is
unpopular; they know small businesses will revolt
against the idea and they know it will result in the loss
ofjobs. The state opposition is owned and operated by
the Trades Hall Council. It is therefore out to do its
work.
Hon. Pat Power inteIjected.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Perhaps not you,
Mr Power, but the government looks forward to the
Labor Party explaining its stance and why it wants to
abolish youth wages. The government knows there is
no doubt that it will be a recipe for unemployment. If
we want more job opportunities for youth, we have to
allow them to enter the work force on the basis of a
junior wage. That has worked well in the past and it
will work well in the future. To achieve that the
government has to defeat the campaign of the Trades
Hall Council and the ALP, which would introduce this
change.

Gas industry: privatisation
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Finance to the government's decision
today to sell the state's gas industry despite the fact that
the government failed to properly supervise and
regulate the safe supply of gas by the private sector at
Longford Why has the government now decided to
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privatise the rest of the industry while it is still the
subject of a royal commission that has not even begun
to hear evidence, let alone handed down any
recommendations?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
challenge the honourable member's preamble because,
again, he has included a whole range of imputations
that I simply do not accept. The thrust of his question is
how the government can announce the privatisation
while the royal commission is in progress? The two
things are absolutely and totally unrelated.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - How do you work that
out?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Mr Theophanous, by
way of interjection, acknowledged earlier that he
understood the biggest part of the gas supply sector was
privately operated. I fail to see the connection between
a royal commission and a decision by government to
privatise the remaining part of the gas sector. It has
been a long-held policy of the government to move to
privatisation where it can be demonstrated there are
benefits for the community as a result.
I put it to Mr Theophanous: here is a classic example of
where there is greater benefit to the community as a
result of a decision taken by the Kennett government.

Trade Measurement Victoria
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - Will the Minister
for Small Business advise the house of Trade
Measurement Victoria's first prosecution of a company
for selling an under-measure product?
Hon. LOUlSE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank Mr Hall for his question and his
interest in this issue. Honowable members may well be
aware of the important role of Trade Measurement
Victoria in consumer and business protection. The idea
is to ensure that if a business or consumer buys
something that is labelled as containing 1 litre in fluid,
it does contain 1 litre; or if a consumer or business
purchases something that is said to weigh 1 kilogram,
the product does weigh 1 kilogram.
I advise the house of the first prosecution under the new
trade measurement system in Victoria The company is
a South Australian company, Normans Wines Ltd, and
the offence involved short measure in the company's
wine casks. Trade Measurement Victoria received a
complaint from a consumer who regularly purchased
4-litre casks ofLangwarra wine produced by Normans
Wines. It is interesting to note that the consumer had a
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4-litre wine cask and two 2-litre jugs. He regularly used
to fill the jugs, which showed short measure.
Trade Measurement Victoria responds immediately to
consumer complaints. I employ inspectors throughout
the state who respond to particular complaints.
Investigators were sent to the packers' premises in
Northcote and it was found, firstly, that Normans
Wines had a measuring device that was not certified certification is required under the act, and secondly, that
the quantities were under measure. It is the duty of
companies to certify their equipment Inspectors
advised Normans Wines how to correct the problem
and, most importantly, instructed the company to recall
all the under-measure products within seven days, as is
the requirement under law.
However, Normans Wines did not recall the product.
Trade Measurement Victoria checked 10 days after the
company was required to recall the product and found
that under-measure casks - in some cases up to a glass
under measure - were still on sale in Victoria
Normans Wines was subsequently charged by Trade
Measurement Victoria The company pleaded guilty in
the Preston Magistrates Court on 21 October and was
fined $7000 plus costs.
As I said, this is the first case of a prosecution under the
new trade measurement legislation. My officers try in
the first instance to resolve the issue and advise
companies how to adjust their equipment. Companies
are required to have their equipment certified. We give
them a fair chance to rectify any errors that occur.
However, it is fundamental that the integrity of the
trade measurement legislation in Victoria is maintained
for the benefit of Victorian businesses and consumers.
In my opinion that company was given a fair chance.

In the last financial year 370 consumer complaints were
received by Trade Measurement Victoria;
55 infringement notices have been issued and paid
That prosecution sends a strong message to the
Victorian business community that Trade Measurement
Victoria is working particularly well and that if a
business advertises that a product contains 4 litres, the
Kennett government requires that the product hold
4 litres.

Hospitals: acute care beds
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Health to an article in today's Age stating
that a 30-bed acute care ward at St George's Hospital is
to close before Christmas. I refer the minister to the
comments made by his spokesperson, who said the
funding for the acute medical beds would be transferred
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to Box Hill hospital and used as directed by the
network. Will the minister assure the house that those
resources will be directed to provide 30 acute beds at
Box Hill?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) The answer is yes, which is consistent with what the
government announced in October 1996. I suggest the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition should not rely on
daily editions of the Age but do some research and
understand what the government announces.
Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - I suppose it is
understandable that the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is measuring the performance of this
government against that of the previous Labor
government, which made announcements but promptly
forgot what it was going to do, unlike this government,
which announces and sets out a comprehensive plan of
proposed changes.
I am happy to confirm that the government is on track
in implementing what it announced in October 1996.

Road safety: visually impaired pedestrians
Hon. J. W. G. ROSS (Higinbotham) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports inform the house of any
measures taken to improve safety for Victoria's visually
impaired community?

Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I advise the house that in 1998-99
audiotactile devices will be installed throughout
Victoria at an additional 29 locations, which will clearly
be a road safety benefit to the visually impaired
I am also pleased to announce that the allocation will
expand the installation program. Those who do not
know what an audiotactile device is may recognise it as
a device on traffic lights at pedestrian crossings. It
makes a clicking sound which varies in pace. It sends a
clear message to those who are visually impaired and
makes their lives easier and safer. Use of the device has
given the visually impaired greater freedom in the
things they choose to do, whether that be work or
recreational pursuits.
About 800 intersections in Victoria are fitted with
audiotactile devices, and the government plans to
continue to upgrade pedestrian crossings. I place on
record my personal thanks to those organisations in
Victoria that represent the visually impaired because
without their help and cooperation the government's
program, which contains criteria from which a priority
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order is selected for the installation of the devices,
could not be used to maximise benefits to the visually
impaired. There is no doubt that that community is
certainly reaping the benefits of the cooperation
between the organisations and government.
In July this year I attended a meeting of the Federation
of Blind Pedestrians at which people told us about the
difficulties visually impaired have on a day-to-day
basis, be they in getting to work or in other situations.
What came home to me more than anything was how
we, the sighted, take things for granted One visually
impaired lady who works in the city and lives in
Collingwood told me how difficult it is on rubbish day
to get to work because although people line up their
plastic bins at the edge of the footpaths in the evening,
by the following morning many empty bins have fallen
over or are on the footpath. We take such things for
granted every day, but the visually impaired find them
difficult.
I am pleased to announce that the latest funding has
been ofrea1 use to the visually impaired in our
community and that the program will help them to
achieve maximum independence.

Hospitals: funding
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I refer the
Minister for Health to the new hospital that is to be built
at KnOx. Will the minister admit that the Department of
Treasury and Finance is insisting that funding for public
hospital services at the Knox hospital will have to come
from a reduction to funding for existing public hospitals
in the Inner and Eastern Health Care Network?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) The metropolitan health services plan was published in
1996. I must remember to post a copy to the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition because she clearly has not
read it
Hon. M. M. Gould - Does the funding come out
of general revenue?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Read it. The government
is committed to moving services closer to where people
live so they can gain access to them, which the
opposition opposes. The fundamental underpinning of
the question is, 'Leave the services in the inner city.
Don't move them to where people can gain access to
them'. That is what her question asks.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous- You're reducing
services?
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - We are not reducing
services. Every time the Leader of the Opposition
intervenes on health he demonstrates his ignorance of
basic financial policy and he certainly reveals his
ignorance on health policy. It would help the Labor
Party if he kept quiet and did not express a point of
view because he embarrasses his colleagues and
establishes that he knows absolutely nothing about
health.
The government is interested in expanding the health
system to meet escalating demand, but in doing so is
keen to ensure the relocation of services makes them
more accessible. That entails moving resources from
the inner city area to the suburbs, which the Labor party
has forgotten is where the vast majority of people and
voters live. No wonder the Labor Party makes no
impression in the growth areas of metropolitan
Melbourne, because it is totally opposed to moving
services to where people live. In contrast, the
government will move services, so far as is practicable,
closer to where people live. That is what the
government announced in October 1996 and what it
will deliver.

Health: service directory
Hon. PBILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Health advise the house of recent
initiatives to better inform the Victorian community of
the range and availability of government-funded health
services?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - In
a sense the question follows on from the answer I have
just given. The government has spent the past six years
expanding health and community support services by
moving them, so far as is practicable, to where people
live to enable them to gain access to those services. The
government has worked hard at ensuring it gets the
linkages between the services right where people
require access to the health system and associated
support services.
One of the issues about which the government has
become aware is that many people do not know where
the closest services are to where they live. The
government has adopted a strategy of trying to provide
that information. Over the next few weeks every
household in Victoria will receive a directory
cataloguing all the health services that operate in the
local area. The directory would be too large if it were
done on a statewide basis, so it is being done on a
regional basis covering nine regions.
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Each major health service the government is involved
in funding is catalogued for the particular region. The
government will also be running a campaign advising
people about the directory.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - How much will it
cost?
Hon. R. L KNOWLES - It will cost $2.70 per
household I believe it is money well spent in advising
people. It is pleasing to see that the Leader of the
Opposition nods his head in agreement It is a sensible
use of resources to provide information to people about
the range of services they may need, be the household a
family, a young person or an older person.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Are they in different
languages?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Thank you for the
intetjection. Yes, the information is in a number of
community languages and there is also a back-up that
enables people to get the information through other
means where community languages are not covered in
the directory - for example, on the department's
Internet site. That will also give the department the
capacity to constantly update information to ensure the
directory is relevant I commend the directory to every
individual and encourage people to not only read it but
to ensure they have it close to their telephones in case
they need to access a health service or need to know
how to contact a service. It is an important initiative not
only from the government but from the department.

Electricity: business tariffs
Hon. T. C. TBEOPBANOUS (Jika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Small Business to the latest edition of
the Electricity Supply Association magazine entitled
Electricity Prices in Australia 1998-99, which shows
that in a privatised Victorian electricity industry
Victorian small businesses on the standard general
supply tariff pay more for electricity than in any other
state or territory, and up to 50 per cent more than their
New South Wales counterparts. What action will the
minister take on behalf of small business to seek a
reduction in those exorbitant prices?

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. TBEOPBANOUS - Look at the
figures - 50 per cent more than New South Wales!
Hon. LOUISE ASBER (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank the Leader of the Opposition for
that fantastic question. The honourable member must
have been asleep for the past few years. One of the
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So why is it the

highest of any state?
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - Because it has come
down more than in any other state, you fool!

The PRESIDENT - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is getting into bad habits. He has asked his
question. He should now desist and allow the minister
to respond.
Bon. LOUISE ASHER - I am more than happy to
point out who the fool is in this debate. The reality is
that small business does not yet have access to the
contestable market. I am prepared to acknowledge that
as I move around the state one of the criticisms I hear
from small businesses is that they wish they had had
access to the cheaper contestable privatised market at
the same time as larger businesses. Whatever document
Mr Theophanous is quoting from - A Government Member -

Misquoting!

Hon. LOUISE ASHER -

Or misquoting

Business: millennium bug
Bon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) - In light of
the recent Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
report entitled Information Technology and the
Year 2000 Problem - Is the Victorian Public Sector
Ready?, will the Minister for Finance inform the house
of the government's immediate response to the issue?
Bon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
say at the outset that the challenge posed to us all by the
millennium bug cannot be overstated. The sheer
dimensions of the problem command attention at all
levels and cannot be dismissed as simply another
technology challenge. The problem reaches into every
field of endeavour and every level of commerce across
the globe. It has to be recognised not simply as a
technology issue but as a major exercise in risk
management My primaty responsibility as the minister
responsible for management of the millennium bug in
so fur as it relates to the public sector is to ensure that so
far as possible there is no interruption to services
provided by government and that the same duty of care
is exercised by contractors who provide services on the
government's behalf. Together with the Minister for
Industry, Science and Technology, I am responsible for
ensuring that so far as possible the general public and
the business sector are informed of the nature of the
danger and are prepared for the turn of the century.

from-Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous -

You are not going to

do anything about it?
Bon. LOUISE ASHER - We are. Again the
honourable member has not understood the whole
rationale for the privatisation of electricity - to give
domestic consumers, and small and larger businesses,
access to the contestable market. Larger businesses
currently have access to the contestable market, and
their prices have gone down. Small businesses and
domestic consumers do not have access to the
contestable market, but expect that when they do prices
will come down, depending on the amount of electricity
they use.

I also inform the honowable member that prices have
come down in real terms. When the market becomes
contestable for small business at some time between
now and the year 200 1 prices will come down. That is
precisely why the Kennett government privatised
electricity - to give small businesses access to cheaper
inputs. The small business community supports what
the Kennett government has done. If anything, it is
impatient and wishes it had had earlier access to a
contestable market.

Our first line of defence is a quite sophisticated and
rigorous online reporting process developed by the
year 2000 risk management unit in the Department of
Treasury and Finance.

Bon. T. C. Tbeophanous - What about Bill
FOIwood's committee?
Bon. R. M. HALLAM - I am coming to that, just
be patient The reporting process tracks progress across
the government sector in six key areas of year 2000

activity, and the data collected then becomes the basis
of a report that goes to cabinet each month. I am very
proud of the system that has been developed. That
reporting process is backed up with a flying squad of
independent auditors, stand-by access to external
specialist advice, and more importantly a commitment
to every government agency that the government will
allocate the necessary funding to confront the issue
head-on.
The millennium bug exercise is literally a race against
time, and the first cabinet reports suggest that the
government has confronted the challenge and in many
respects is ahead of the pace. The report of the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee in effect vindicated
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the government's action because the majority of the
committee's 66 recommendations had already been
implemented or considered seriously by government. It
is to the credit of the members of the committee that the
millennium bug issue has been addressed on a
bipartisan basis. I acknowledge that the committee is
well served by members of the opposition. A bipartisan
approach has been taken because the issue is so big it
must transcend partisan politics.

how and why commissioners were originally appointed
during the birth of the newly formed Shire of
Nillumbik, how the shire boundaries were decided and
what sort of community consultation took place at the
time. Given that throughout their term the
commissioners demonstrated incompetence the
community wants to know why the minister did not
step in when he should have - as he did in respect of
some other councils, such as the City ofDarebin.

No business, industry or government can expect to be
insulated from the consequences of failing to act. The
Kennett government has given the issue the priority it
deserves. I genuinely welcome the report of the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee and commend the
work that underpins it.

Answers

Another concern of the electorate I represent is that
people would like to hear from the minister whether the
rumour is true that at the next election one of the
commissioners appointed in Melton, John Hyett, will
be standing as a Liberal Party candidate for election to
the state seat of either Melton or Sunshine. If that were
so it would give truth to community rumours. It is
indeed ironic that the government has appointed and
reappointed him and that the ratepayers are paying his
wages while he is a Liberal Party candidate for a Labor
Party seat.

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:

The PRESIDENT - Order! What has that do with
the bill? Do you know this is not the Melton bill?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

That so much of the standing orders as require answers to
questions on notice to be delivered verbally in the house be
suspended for the sitting of the CoWlCil this day and that the
answers enumerated be incorporated in Hansard.

I have answers to question nos 1483-1485, 1489, 1511,
1540, 1541, 1548, 1631-1633, 1640-1646, 1648-1654,
1656--1658, 1734 and 1776.
Motion agreed to.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (NILLUMBIK
SIDRE COUNCll..) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Hon. T. E. EREN (Doutta Galla) - Thank you,
Mr President, for giving me the chance to make my
speech. I will keep it brief.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Without interruptions.
Hon. T. E. EREN - Without interruptions, of
course. Obviously the opposition is not opposing the
bill because it would like to see democracy reinstated at
the Shire ofNillumbik as soon as possible. It would
also like to see democracy restored at Melton.
I will put to government members a number of
questions that are being asked by the community and to
which it would like answers. The public wants to know

Hon. T. E. EREN - Yes, it is the Nillumbik bill. I
had an assurance from the original commissioners that
the Shire ofNillumbik would have only five
councillors. This was clearly against the wishes of the
community of the shire. Did the commissioners listen
to the community? No. Does this government listen to
the community? No. Has there been any consultation?
No, there has been none.
I put on record also that the commissioners hired
Mr Barry Rochford Later it was admitted by
Commissioner Abraham that Bany Rochford had
become obsessed with his own position rather than
attending to the problems the council was facing. The
appointment ofMr Rochford cost the community in
Nillumbik a great deal of money. There is no doubt that
the commissioners have failed miserably but the
minister did not take the necessary steps to sort out
things that were happening in Nillumbik.
Certain proposals were made by members on this side
of the chamber. I have no doubt that none of them will
be taken on board but the community would very much
appreciate the minister answering some questions.
The PRESIDENT - Order! As I am of the opinion
that the second reading requires to be passed by an
absolute majority of the whole of the members of the
Council and as there is not an absolute majority of the
members of the house present, I ask the Clerk to ring
the bells.

RACING AND BETIING ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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BeDs rung.

Members having assembled in chamber:

The PRESIDENT - Order! So that I may be
satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I ask
honourable members supporting the motion to rise in
their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.

Third reading

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - (Minister for Finance) By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions. I
must say as an aside that the strength of some of the
views of the opposition was hardly consistent with the
ultimate position taken by the Australian Labor Party
but I do understand - An Opposition Member -

Did you follow the

argument?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I did follow the
argument and I understand that a fair bit ofheart's
blood went into debating the issue. I am able to reflect
at a personal level on the sort of background discussion
that would have taken place for the Labor Party to
come to a decision, given all those sensitivities. I thank
honourable members for their contributions.
Hon. Pat Power - Thank: you.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

RACING AND BETIING ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 11 November; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small Business~

Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - The
opposition does not oppose the Racing and Betting Acts
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(Amendment) Bill but it has some reservations about
giving the minister the opportunity to suspend harness
racing boards of management and replace them with
administrators.
The bill introduces a number of reforms in relation to
Victorian bookmakers and harness racing clubs and
makes minor amendments to the licensing of
greyhound clubs.
Part 2 makes amendments to improve the opportunities
of bookmakers to conduct sports betting, which is a
good thing as bookmakers have been at a competitive
disadvantage for some time. They have lost money to
the Northern Territory and Vanuatu, where such bets
have been able to be made during longer hours of
operation. The amendments will allow bookmakers to
conduct sports betting at approved racecourses for
24 hours a day, 7 days a week - so God help the
punters. However, given that various forms of racing
are conducted night and day, if people want to bet at
any time, bookmakers should be allowed to receive
their bets at all times.
Bookmakers will also be able to take bets on future
doubles or doubles at racecourses at any time, so
bookmakers will be able to take bets in advance of the
races.
In future, betting will take place at the proposed
auditorium at Flemington racecourse. It will be
monitored by the Victoria Racing Club to ensure that it
is conducted in accordance with the rules.
The bill will allow bookmakers to take pre-post bets at
additional functions such as the Moonee Valley Racing
Club's Breakfast with the Stars and others that line up
with major racing events. That is a good thing because
it gives bookmakers an opportunity to set up and take
bets just as Tabcorp has been able to do for some time.
There is no reason for bookmakers to be disadvantaged,
and I am pleased that that disadvantage for the local
bookie will be removed.
The bill enhances the operation of the guarantee
scheme which protects punters against bookmakers
who may default on paying winning bets. It also
extends the time limits within which punters are able to
colIect winning bets.
The bill introduces a number of changes to the
management of the harness and greyhound racing
industries, including the appointment of additional
members to the Harness Racing Board for the purpose
of appeals. The opposition has no problems with that
because it will make the board more efficient
However, it is concerned about provisions that give the
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minister the power, on the recommendation of the
Harness Racing Board, to suspend a harness racing club
committee and appoint a club administrator. It also
allows harness and greyhound racing clubs to conduct
meetings at more than one licensed course, as occurs in
the thoroughbred racing industry.
The opposition supports the majority of the provisions
in the bill, particularly those that support bookmakers,
one of the major stakeholders in the industry. But, as I
said earlier, the opposition has reservations about the
power of the minister to replace boards. Bookmakers
are an essential element of the racing industry. They
add colour and interest to the industry. My uncle was an
SP bookmaker in Red Cliffs until the local police
officer convinced him it would make life easier for both
of them ifhe applied for a bookmaking licence. I recall
going to harness racing meetings when I was young and
enjoying the family atmosphere. My uncle was a
well-known and respected oncourse bookmaker. I am
sure some honourable members would know him,
because he was a colourful character who used to work
on the blocks during the week and at the racecourse on
weekends. Harness racing still has a family atmosphere
about it, especially in country Victoria I have fond
memories of those times.
The racing industry will benefit from bookmakers
having the opportunity of placing bets at similar times
and on similar races as Tabcorp. The Spring Racing
Carnival was very successful. I went to the Derby and I
enjoyed the atmosphere and the way bookmakers called
the odds and changed them from time to time. Some of
them must have brains like computers, because they do
not lose too often, although I do not think they were too
successful in the carnival just past. A race meeting
would not be the same without bookmakers in
attendance displaying their skills and knOWledge. It is
far more interesting watching them than watching the
television screen. I picked the winner of the Derby, so I
came out in front.
In researching my speech I examined the 1998 annual
reports of the harness and greyhound racing boards.
The 1998 Greyhound Racing Control Board annual
report indicated that the total oncourse attendance had
fallen by 5.5 per cent, with the result that two
greyhound racing clubs have closed. Oncourse turnover
has decreased by 17.7 per cent, with 25 per cent of the
downturn being in the metropolitan area Bookmaker
turnover has decreased by 23.5 per cent. The chairman
of the board raised concerns about privatisation in his
review of the year's activity on the first page of the
report:

The board cannot support the distnbution of profits from
Tabcorp gaming on a market share of wagering basis and has
sought an increased distribution to recognise our market share
of offcourse wagering which has reached 9.12 per cent this
year.

The 1998 annual report of Harness Racing Victoria
raises similar concerns about the fall in attendances and
turnover. Pages 8 and 9 of the report set out the
comparative statistics and the summary of financial
performance. Attendances at harness racing meetings
are down 12.51 per cent. The oncourse tote turnover
fell 6.42 per cent and bookmakers' turnover fell
23.44 per cent. Obviously with attendances down
bookmakers are suffering. The industry has been in
long-term decline for some time. Since 1994 the
number of drivers has decreased by 20 per cent and the
number of trainers by 15 per cent.
Page 22 of the report lists potential conflicts of interests
under the heading, 'Related entities transactions'. The
chairman of the board, !an McEwen, is a consultant to
Programmed Maintenance Service Pty Ltd, which has
picked up contracts valued at $155 000, compared with
$30 000 the previous year. A board member, Michael
Brennan, is a director of Racing Analytical Services Ltd
and a partner ofErnst and Young. The question of the
chairman and board members picking up contracts for
Harness Racing Victoria needs to be monitored and
duly reported on, as it has been in the annual report.
The opposition welcomes the provisions that extend the
capacity of bookmakers to take bets. The opposition has
supported those provisions for some time. It is good
that revenue from bookmaking will now stay in
Victoria and be used to support Victorian hospitals and
charities, contribute generally to health and education
and encourage participation in sport, particularly among
young people. There is a chance Victoria will pick up
the right to host the 2006 Commonwealth Games. The
Commonwealth and Olympic games always lead to
increased enthusiasm for participation in sport among
young people.
As a result of the changes revenue that has been going
offshore and interstate - to the Northern Territory, and
more recently to New South Wales - will now stay in
Victoria, and I hope support sports and local clubs and
also encourage women in sport. Although women have
had terrific results in cricket, hockey and netball, they
are sometimes left by the wayside.

Hon. R. A. Best - All of which Vichealth supports.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - All of which I help
support through Vichealth; that is right, Mr Best. As I
have indicated, the opposition has reservations about
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harness racing, which was dealt with by the Minister
for Sport in another place in his second-reading speech.
The opposition is concerned that the minimum phone
bet for sports bookmakers is still $200. The Minister for
Sport has said that he is not prepared to go it alone and
change that minimum bet provision now because the
other states are not prepared to do the same.
It is surprising that the government is not prepared to go
it alone on an issue; it usually starts offby talking about
everything an issue has going for it. The
$200 minimum on phone bets should be reduced.
However, to use the government's words, we need to
ensure fair competition by providing that Tabcoxp
bookmakers can also take smaller bets.
A new provision extends the period within which a
complaint about a defaulting bookmaker may be raised
Punters will now be able to make complaints within
60 days in relation to cash bets and 21 days in relation
to credit betting.
I turn to the ability of clubs to shift race meetings to
different venues. Ibat will be great for the clubs and for
the community so long as the shifts are for legitimate
reasons, racing does not become centralised so that the
number of venues is reduced to one or two, and racing
can still take place in country areas. As I said earlier, I
have memories of going to harness race meetings and
my experience is shared by many country people.
The opposition would not like to see harness racing
come under the control of a board that might dictate to
clubs whether they could or could not conduct meetings
at, say, Red Cliffs or Mildura However, if a track is
unsuitable because it is not safe a meeting should not be
cancelled if it can be transferred to another venue. The
opposition does not oppose that part of the bill so long
as meetings are shifted for legitimate reasons and not
for the PUIpOse of putting other harness racing clubs out
of business.
I turn to the minister's powers to sack harness racing
and other clubs. The bill gives the minister the power to
replace committees of management of harness racing
clubs. The opposition has concerns about the provision,
especially the potential for it to be used to the detriment
of clubs that in the minister's opinion do not toe the
line. Earlier we debated the fate of a group of
councillors who did not toe the line - the government
sacked them. The opposition would not like to see the
same thing happen to boards of management of harness
racing clubs just because they did not toe the line or did
not agree with what Harness Racing Victoria wanted
them to do.
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Similarly the opposition does not want clubs to incur
the wrath of the minister and sustain a suspension or
have an administrator appointed because they do not
want to transfer a race meeting from their club to
another club. The opposition's fears in this regard will
be allayed so long as the minister acts according to due
process and for the appropriate reasons, and does not
act on a whim ifhe decides he does not like a particular
committee because it is prepared to stand up and say no
to him or Harness Racing Victoria
The opposition will continue to monitor the operation
of this part of the bill closely. Apart from its reservation
about ministerial powers the opposition believes the
proposed changes are good for the racing industry,
country Victoria and for harness and greyhound racing
in general. The opposition does not oppose the bill.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) -It gives me
pleasure to support the Racing and Betting Acts
(Amendment) Bil~ and I welcome the opposition's
support. As honourable members have just heard, the
bill introduces important changes to the way
bookmakers can operate within Victoria Firstly, the bill
removes restrictions on bookmakers. Currently under
section 4 of the Racing Act bookmakers are confined to
accepting bets while on a racecourse when a race
meeting is in progress. The bill will allow bookmakers
betting on sports events and feature doubles to do so
from approved racecourses at any time. Victoria will
have 24-hour bookmaking seven days a week, which
will be supervised by the VRC to make sure that the
appropriate checks and balances are applied.
The national sports betting market is a substantial and
growing industry throughout Victoria - in fact the
whole of Australia - with which people wish to
involve themselves. Those changes are aimed at
assisting the bookmaking fraternity, whose
participation we appreciate, particularly during the
important Spring Racing Carnival. Victoria is losing
business to places such as the ACT, Darwin, Vanuatu
and New South Wales. I will welcome Mr Cover's
contrIbution knowing his relationship with members of
the bookmaking fraternity. The market is worth
$280 million, and bookmakers in Victoria contribute
only $1.4 million of that turnover.
The second bookmaking reform relates to club betting
permits. Currently there are two forms of betting
permits. The first is for the Victoria Club, which
traditionally runs an event called the Calling of the Card
prior to the Melbourne Cup at which punters have the
opportunity to bet with bookmakers before the event is
run. The second concerns the running of the Stawell
Gift, which is a significant athletic carnival- a
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time-honoured event, as my colleague Mr Cover says. I
must agree that the history of the Stawell Gift is rich in
tradition. I will always remember the time when
Jean-Louis Ravelomanantsoa from Madagascar won
the Stawell Gift. The bill will broaden the opportunities
for club betting permits to accommodate other events
that might be run - for example, the traditional
Breakfast with the Stars event, which provides pre-race
opportunities for punters and bookmakers to assist in
lifting the profile ofhorseracing in Victoria
The third provision will improve the protection for
punters against defaulting bookmakers. These
important changes will assist bookmakers to remain
competitive, particularly with the TAB and other
betting mediums throughout Australia
The bill contains other minor amendments relating to
board appointments, the hearing of appeals in the
greyhound and harness racing industries, the
appointment of additional people to assist in hearing
appeals, which will lead to a speedier resolution of
appeals, and mixed sports gatherings.
Another issue that was flagged by Miss Gould relates to
the Harness Racing Board and rumours in the industry
in recent months about small racing clubs being
threatened because of a centralisation of racing
meetings in major regional centres. Yesterday, the
shadow minister for racing, Mr Pandazopoulos, issued
a press statement that was reported in today's Bendigo
Advertiser:
Shadow racing minister John Pandazopoulos said the bill was
directed at coun1ly harness racing clubs. He said clubs
suspected the govenunent and Ham~ Racing Victoria
wanted to reduce the number of clubs and race meetings, and
'get their hands on those clubs' financial reserves'.
'They are concerned that the Harnessing Racing Board will
give their clubs less meetings when next year's fixtures are
determined in the new year. '

Mr Pandazopoulos said the clubs had not been consulted on
the changes.
He said coun1ly harness racing had been significantly reduced
since the Kennett government was elected

We have just heard Miss Gould eloquently put to the
house that there are enormous challenges ahead for
small country harness racing clubs in Victoria My
colleague Mr Bishop and I are well aware of the
fantastic contnbution made by harness racing in small
places like St Arnaud's, Boort, Ouyen, Mildura,
Bendigo and Echuca There is a significant number of
small clubs throughout the north-west of the state and
we appreciate the great contribution those clubs make
to the economies of those towns.
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At the recent Great Vanilla Slice Bakeoffin Ouyen,
arranged principally by Mr Bishop - I must
congratulate him again on the fantastic promotion for
the township of Ouyen - the issue of centralisation
was raised. I happened to be on the plane with the
Premier and I told him we had spoken with the minister
about the rumours that had been circulating. The
Premier said, 'Look, no harness racing clubs will be
closed. It is not an issue. The minister has given me his
word He has consulted with the Harness Racing Board
and there is no agenda whatsoever. We spoke to the
Minister for Sport, who was kind enough to forward me
a copy of a letter sent by the CEO of the Harness
Racing Board to the presidents and secretaries of
country clubs and kindred bodies. Although the letter is
marked confidential and not for publication it is
important that the assurances provided to the industry
are acknowledged by me in the house because they are
the basis on which I have gained some comfort about
the future of the small racing clubs and the many
volunteers, trainers, owners and drivers in country
Victoria I will quote a small section of the letter:
I gave an unqualified assurance that the board was not closing
Ararat, nor did it have any intention of closing any other
harness track in the state of Victoria

Tbat is an unequivocal statement - something that my
colleagues and I welcome - showing that there is no
agenda
We as country members of Parliament are mindful of
the fantastic contribution small harness racing clubs in
Victoria have made and will make to the Victorian
racing industry. However, they do have some
challenges ahead, which should be acknowledged.
Crowds are down by 12.5 per cent, the on-course tote is
down by 6.4 per cent and bookmakers turnover is down
by 23.5 per cent. These are issues that any industry
considering its future would need to address.
I would not support the centralisation of racing clubs or
harness racing meetings unless it was supported by the
industry itself for the benefit of owners and trainers.
I welcome the support of the ALP for the changes made
by the bill, particularly those that will make our
bookmaking fraternity more competitive with other
areas of Australia I also welcome and acknowledge the
support for a wide range of small clubs in the harness
racing industry. I have much pleasure in supporting the
bill.

Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I speak
today on the Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment)
Bill but not as a frequent racegoer. I enjoyed Miss
Gould's recollections about times many years ago at
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Red Cliffs and in the Sunraysia area and also my
colleague Mr Best's defence of country racing in
whichever form.

Although I am not a racing person I rather enjoy going
to the races, be they gallops or trots. It is a great social
time in rural and regional Victoria I remember going to
the Wycheproof races one hot day. It used to take about
an hour and a half to get to whichever gate I wanted
because of the number of people who stopped to talk to
me along the way; and that probably typifies the
occasion of racing in regional and rural Victoria.
As others have said during the debate I welcome the

opposition's acceptance for the bill. We all realise that
in any life change is as certain as taxes and death and
that the management of the process of change is
important.
Along with my colleague Mr Best I would certainly not
like to see any centralisation of rural and regional
racing unless it was driven by the grassroots of the
industry as well. I have observed how the world of
sports has changed in recent years. We are locked into a
quick communications race and I will be interested to
hear Mr Cover's comments because of his strong
background in communications and sports promotion.
In today's world we must know more about everything
almost immediately. That includes having more access
to information and almost instantaneous sports results. I
am not an expert in racing, but now all sports are very
much geared to the communications sector and
certainly to getting results quickly and gearing them to
financial performance. I suspect that given the changes
that will be made in time the sheer size of the business
will lead to some centralisation. I reiterate that I will not
support that unless it is driven by the grassroots of the
industry. Centralisation may well be the best way to
maximise returns in any business, but in the sport of
racing, be it gallops or trots, we should not be
concerned with just returns.

The intent of the bill and the discussions that led to its
introduction give the minister and government an
oversight role and an opportunity to inject some
practical views into the industry, based on the needs
and opportunities of the sport, including those in rural
and regional Victoria
We all understand the financial requirements of not
only the racing industry in general but also the racing
clubs and businesses associated with them. I refer again
to the volunteers who work hard at race meetings in
small country towns to ensure that their racing clubs are
retained to protect some of the revenue of those towns.
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I am always surprised to note how big the betting
business is. Some of the literature I read indicated that
since last year the national sports betting market had
almost doubled. In 1997-98 it is worth $280 million.
As Mr Best said, the bigger clubs in our electorate, such

as Bendigo with 33 meetings a year and Mildura with
19 meetings, have great activities, good crowds, good
racing and good community spirit. One of the great
facilities at Mildura is the new world-class Ray
Hepworth building from which people can enjoy
watching racing and other sports events at that oval. It
is a tremendous facility in recognition of Ray
Hepworth's contribution to racing.

Not long ago we all gathered at a trots meeting at
Bendigo, which was combined with the Vichealth
Herald Sun Tour. It was a great example of a mix of
world-class sporting events.
Of the smaller clubs, Ouyen springs to mind because of
the recent great vanilla slice day. On the occasion of
that world-class event the population of Ouyen doubled
in one day. I commend the Ouyen community on their
efforts which made it a highly successful day.
However, the secretary of the Ouyen club, Stan Healey,
has approached me because there is concern that the
nine meetings scheduled at Ouyen may not only be
reduced in number - to six - but also that the type of
meeting will be changed. As Mr Best said we were in a
good position to be able to allay that concern because
we were able to obtain assurances from the Premier
who was there on the day. On a sadder note, shortly
before that occasion Peter Munro, a stalwart of the
Ouyen club, passed away.
The second-reading speech refers to the value of the
racing industry to this state being immense in economic
impact and employment I suggest that that applies
equally to the smaller clubs in regional and rural
Victoria, such as Nyah, Charlton, Boort and others. I
know that the honourable member for Rodney in the
other place also expressed concern about the Echuca
club. Those clubs are part of the fabric of the racing
industry around Victoria and no doubt around
Australia I hasten to add that I am referring to racing in
the broadest sense. I am sure it would be to the
detriment of smaller clubs if at any stage their meetings
were reduced in number or they were downgraded.
The smaller clubs provide a great opportunity for local
trainers, owners, drivers and jockeys to contribute their
skills to the racing fraternity. I wonder what would
happen if country racing were reduced? I suspect it
would wind down that great pool of people who run the
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programs throughout regional and rural Victoria, and it
could only be to the detriment of the sport overall.
I support the bill but urge the various administrative
boards to take into account the real value of regional
and rural Victoria to racing, and its impact on their
particular communities.
BOIL I. J. COVER (Geelong) - It gives me great
pleasure to make a contribution to the debate on the
Racing and Betting Acts (Amendment) Bill. At the
same time I am flattered by the challenge thrown to me
by my colleagues Mr Best and Mr Bishop. I would be
delighted to take up the challenge except that the
minister has a different view!

Among the challenges I want to talk about are the
bookmaking aspects of the bill, and also the comments
made by Mr Bishop about the explosion in bookmaking
and sports in general through communications
industries having all sorts oftecbnological advances
available to them such as the telephone and the online
services provided by the TAB, for example.
Like Mr Bishop, I am not a racing man. I am a great
sports fan and I certainly take an interest in the races
but not to the extent that some people do in making
what are known as high-risk investments.
BOIL

R. A. Best interjected.

BOIL I. J. COVER - I will say yes. Mr Best states
that he had to go to Manangatang as an owner to get a
win. Some years ago I was a part -owner in a horse that
had two city wins at Moonee Valley. While I boast
about being an owner of a city winner I must be
absolutely honest - which one has to be in this
place - and say that my share of that horse was
one-32nd, so I felt rather fraudulent leading the horse
back to the scale knowing I probably owned one of its
teeth and a couple of hairs of its tail.

Mr Bishop was quite right in saying that the nature of
sport, and in a racing context, betting, is expanding
through the communications industry. For someone
who does not take a great interest in the high-risk
investment side of racing it is quite mind-boggling for
me to go to what one of my friends calls a
multi-entertainment facility, otherwise known as
Pubtab, stand there and see the number of screens
around the room that show odds for races taking place
throughout the country at any given time on any given
day. This is one of the things bookmakers have to
compete against.
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I am mindful, as are many Victorians, of the colourful
contribution bookmakers make to the fabric of the
racing industry.
Hon. Jean McLean - Get rid of Pubtab.
Hon. I. J. COVER - I think they can coexist. The
government wants to make sure that in coexisting the
bookmakers have an opportunity to compete and
survive. One of my friends who takes more of an
interest in high-risk investment than I do was at one
stage prepared to man a campaign under the banner of
'Save the bookie'. Even once-a-year racegoers, as so
many people are for the Melbourne Cup during the
Spring Racing Carnival or the two-day Geelong Cup
Carnival in my electorate - the cup day is on
Wednesday and the Oaks trial stakes on Thursday want not only to soak up the horseracing and the social
atmosphere provided on the course but also to see the
bookies in action.
One thing I have learnt from going to racecourses and
having dealings with bookmakers is that if they know
you they might be quoting 10 to 1 and they give you
12. You think it's terrific. You subsequently learn,
however, that they know the horse has no chance at all
and they might as well give you 20 or 25. So you keep
going back to them; they are doing some marketing.
Hon. R. A.. Best - Customer service.
Hon. I. J. COVER - Customer service, and it is
important that they continue to provide that service,
even for mugs like me.
The legislation addresses that concern of my friend who
was prepared to mount a campaign. This will provide
the opportunity for bookies to compete against other
forms of betting not only in the state but nationally.
I am pleased that the bookmaking fraternity has
welcomed the changes in the bill, particularly the
opportunity for them to bet on sport and future doubles
seven days a week, 24 hours a day. The proposal
appears to be to provide some sort of auditorium, most
likely at Flemington, where business would be
conducted under the auspices of the Victoria Racing
Club. After the bill was introduced in the other place
bookmaker Michael Eskander was quoted in the Herald
Sun of23 October saying he was delighted with the
news. Some members may have heard him say the
same thing when he was interviewed on 3AW. He
stated in the article:
This means that we can compete with our counterparts
interstate, particularly in Darwin. This also means more
turnover staying in Victoria I couldn't be happier.
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So it works on two levels - the bookies are getting
improved conditions for their trade and their turnover is
staying in Victoria I have seen people go to the
telephone and ring people in Darwin, Alice Springs or
Vanuatu. I am not sure of the area code, but they can
place bets there. Victoria is the sports capital of the
nation.
Hon. P. A. Katsambanis - The world!
Hon. I. J. COVER - Yes, Mr Katsambanis - the
world. In turn the betting relationship should also
reflect that in Victoria Bookmaker Phillip Nott, who
hails from Geelong, is quoted in the same article as
saying:
I look forward to working in the auditorium. To be
competitive we need to be able to offer a seven-day-a-week,
12-hours-a-day service.

It is twice as good as that - 24 hours a day. At the time
of the article the chairman of the Victorian Bookmakers
Association, Gavin Marantelli, would not comment. He
subsequently commented on radio, endorsing these
remarks and welcoming the legislation. The bookies
must have been buoyed by the news of it in the Herald
Sun on 23 October because the next day was Cox Plate
day at Moonee Valley, and Gavin Marantelli reported
to me that the turnover for bookmakers on course was
up by approximately $1 million. So either people saw
the bookies in a new light or the bookies were feeling
so generous about the new conditions that they made it
attractive for people to make transactions with them.
I trust that the bookmakers, whether at the gallops,
harness or greyhound racing, will continue to enjoy
favourable conditions and such a good response from
punters and will continue to see their turnovers increase
accordingly.
While bookmakers have often commented about the
difficulties for their profession and have from time to
time sought assistance from the government, some
aspects of their plight are not necessarily a result of
government imposition, intervention or legislation.
Indeed, they are very much at the whim and the interest
of punters. Some of the ill that has befallen bookmakers
in recent years was perhaps at the hands of people
known as leviathan punters or those who ply their trade
as commission agents. There is not much that can be
done about people who place large bets with
bookmakers. It is good to see that bookmakers are still
with us and will continue to be, and that they will have
those opportunities under the bill.
I conclude by saying that other aspects of the bill have
been canvassed by my colleagues and supported by the

opposition. The government welcomes that position. I
support all other aspects of the bill that have been
referred to - changes affecting the Harness Racing
Board, the Greyhound Racing Control Board and the
harness racing committees and the other minor
amendments contained in the bill.
It was my intention to speak about the bill only as it
relates to bookmakers, and I conclude by saying that if
the opposition had opposed it we would have been
framing odds of 34 to 10 on the result - Hon. D. A. Nardella - You have just worked it
out, have you?
Hon. I. J. COVER - I have spent a lot of time on
this.
Hon. M. M. Gould - It is 33 to 10.
Hon. L J. COVER - I took as long to work it out
as you spend on your speeches, Mr Nardella - and got
a similar reaction! I was about to pay you a
compliment. When you are in the business and
someone has interjected, you usually give the game
away - I wish Don would! However, given that the
opposition is now supporting the bill, instead of 34 to
10 the legislation is odds on to pass through the house,
and I endorse that.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members who contributed to the
debate, in particular Miss Gould and the opposition for
their support of the bill, Mr Best and Mr Bishop; and I
commend Mr Cover on his particularly humorous
contribution to the debate.
Motion agreed to.

Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
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LEGAL AID (AMENDMENT) BaL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 November; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small Business).

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North)The opposition does not oppose the bill. However, in
the committee stage the opposition will move three
amendments.
The Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill deals with a range of
matters relating to the provision of legal aid but is
chiefly designed to remove the right of appeal to the
Supreme Court of solicitors who are removed from the
Victoria Legal Aid (VLA) panel.
The bill enables the provision oflegal aid to persons
applying for a review of their current detention pursuant
to the Crimes (Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be
Tried) Act without reference to a means test. With
regard to legal aid funding, currently Victoria Legal
Aid is subject to two sets of accounting standards: those
contained in the Legal Practice Act and those contained
in the Legal Aid Act. The bill provides for the Legal
Aid Act to apply.
An effect of the bill concerns an appeal from a decision
to remove a solicitor from a panel. When the VLA
wishes to remove a law firm or practitioner from a
panel it can do so on certain grounds. The bill removes
the right of a solicitor to appeal to the Supreme Court
from a decision of the reviewer. In the past seven or
eight months there have been between six to eight such
appeals.

Another effect of the bill relates to funding agreements
whereby the bill provides for the VLA to directly
contract with the commonwealth for the provision of
legal aid services. The Attorney-General retains powers
of direction.
The bill is important in a number of areas. An
examination of the minister's second-reading speech
reveals that many of the amendments have been
introduced because there is not enough money in the
legal aid budget When the federal Liberal-National
government was elected in 1996, from memory, it
withdrew about $33 million from legal aid funds
throughout Australia There was also a change in
federal legal aid only being directed to commonwealth
family law cases.

In 1992 one of the first acts the newly elected Kennett
government undertook was to reduce the legal aid
budget by $2.3 million. There is a massive problem
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with legal aid in Victoria It has been criticised by a
number of prominent people. Mr Justice Fogarty has
publicly referred to the lack of money in legal aid in
Victoria and the effect it is having on the judiciary to
handle the amount of cases brought before it. The other
aspect he raised is that it is affecting justice. Many
people have had to go to court without legal
representation. Some applicants who have applied for
legal aid have been rejected by the VLA because it
believed their cases were weak.
One problem with this type of operation is that justice is
not served. That has a direct bearing on the bill because
of criticism over a long time that justice is not served
The people who have come out strongly against the
changes to legal aid in Victoria are concerned that the
bill is a mechanism to get at them. Although the bill
proposes an independent review of a decision of the
panel to withdraw a solicitor or a firm from being able
to undertake legal aid work, the people who have
spoken out against the VLA and the cutbacks will not
have an avenue to an independent judiciary to launch an
appeal. According to the briefing the opposition
received on the bill there have been only six to eight
appeals to the Supreme Court over the past seven or
eight months and the cost has been about $56 000. The
government argued that it is $56 000 that could be used
to fund legal aid cases; it could go to the areas that need
the money most.
That may well be the case. However, rather than
removing the avenue of appeal to the Supreme Court,
the appeals process for practitioners or for firms to take
their issues to the court should be left in place. If there
are problems with the panels the next step would be to
put in place an independent review of a decision.
The amending legislation deals with a number of
relatively new changes to the operations of Victoria
Legal Aid that were introduced in 1995. There are now
other options for working through problems and the
right of solicitors to appeal to the Supreme Court as a
last resort has been removed. There can be a no more
independent judicial process for legal practitioners than
the ability to take matters to the Supreme Court as a
final option. Although many cases can satisfactorily be
dealt with at the independent review phase, the
Supreme Court option should be available for the very
few people who believe they have not had a firir
hearing, most usually on matters of law.
I understand that lawyers are prone to want to go to
court, and that consideration might be in the back of the
government's mind, but I still say that the current right
to appeal to the Supreme Court is important and should
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be retained The opposition's amendments refer to that
issue and will be dealt with in the committee stage.

Clause 4 amends section 24 of the act by inserting
proposed subsection (2A) and has the effect of waiving
the legal aid means test for people who make
application under the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act It provides that the assets of
people who are in a position to make application under
that act should not be taken into account when they are
seeking release under the provisions of that act. The
opposition supports the measure because it will assist in
rehabilitating such persons and getting them back into
society.
In many other aspects the bill is straightforward
legislation. An example is the provisions on accounting
procedures. A represented client's contributions to
VLA currently go into a trust account, but following the
changes they will go into the legal aid fund, which will
be audited The opposition agrees with that change. For
those reasons the opposition does not oppose the bill
per se, but will oppose various clauses at the committee
stage.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) - I speak
in favour of the Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill and the
changes it makes to the operation of Victorian Legal
Aid The first area of change concerns the Crimes
(Mental Impairment and Unfitness to be Tried) Act
Late last year the government took the step of
reforming the process formally known as the
Governor's pleasure system. It was a welcome and long
overdue step that provided a clear and unambiguous
framework for people who are adjudged to have
committed crimes while mentally impaired to go
through a legal rather than a political process when they
wish to be released from detention.
The new system requires such people to make
application to a court if they wish to have their cases
reviewed It operates differently from the parole system
that applies to the general prison population, under
which prisoners can make application to the Adult
Parole Board and do not need to apply to a court or hire
legal representation. Because people who come within
the provisions of the Crimes (Mental Impairment and
Unfitness to be Tried) Act have to make application to
a court - there is no other avenue of appea1- the
government has decided to waive the means test for
such people. The government believes such people
should be entitled to legal representation without
having to incur a means test. That is a welcome change,
and I am glad that the opposition does not oppose that
part of the bill.
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The bill also makes changes to accounting procedures
to provide that moneys received as part payment from
people represented by Victoria Legal Aid no longer
need to be paid into a trust account but can be paid
directly into the legal aid fund That is another welcome
change because it will mean that money paid by people
for their own representation will go directly into the
fund It will avoid double handling by Victoria Legal
Aid and save on administrative expenses. As
Mr Nardella pointed out, the fund is properly audited
and controlled, and is established by statute. Every
Victorian should feel secure in the knowledge that
contributions people make towards their legal
representation will be fairly and faithfully used, and that
the fund will be audited every year.
The bill also makes significant changes that affect the
referral panels used by Victoria Legal Aid To my
knowledge there is currently only one panel, and that
panel includes as members most Victorian legal
practitioners. A procedure exists whereby Victoria
Legal Aid may remove practitioners from a panel on a
number of grounds. The principal grounds are
providing representation that is not up to scratch,
habitually taking excessive time to defend persons
charged with criminal offences or having ceased to
practice. Practitioners who are no longer practising
should not be on the panel.
The mechanism for appeal against a Victoria Legal Aid
decision to remove a practitioner from a panel is to
appeal to an independent reviewer. There is a second
stage whereby, if a practitioner still feels aggrieved
after an independent review, he can take his case to the
Supreme Court. The independent review process has
worked well. An appeal to the Supreme Court requires
Victoria Legal Aid to expend funds in defending its
decision, which has been upheld by the independent
reviewer. Already $52 000 has been expended by
Victoria Legal Aid this year in defending such
decisions. That money could otherwise have gone to
those who really deseIve it and need it
A fair and independent process of review of decisions
to remove practitioners from a panel exists. It seems
superfluous to have a second appeal stage involving the
Supreme Court. The procedural change is a good
decision because it will free up funds that might
otherwise be frittered away in justifying an action
already upheld by an independent reviewer. Funds can
be used for the provision of direct legal aid to those
people who require it
Hon. D. A. Nardella intezjected.
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HoD. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - I find it amusing
that the opposition comes into this place bemoaning the
lack of funding of Victoria Legal Aid but is happy to
see money frittered away in the Supreme Court on
review upon review of decisions.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the
opinion that the bill requires to be passed by a majority
of the whole number of members of the Legislative
Council. So that I may ascertain that a majority exists, I
direct that the bells be rung.

Not all rights to appeals to the Supreme Court have
been removed A pmctitioner can still make application
to the Supreme Court, seeking orders under the
Administrative Law Act 1978 or other forms of relief in
the nature of certiorari, prohIbition, mandamus, quo
warranto or the granting of a declaration or injunction.
Those rights have not been removed from practitioners.

BeUsrung.

Changes have been made also to the complaints
mechanism. The Legal Aid Act establishes a
complaints mechanism for clients to complain to
Victoria Legal Aid if they feel aggrieved by the legal
advice they have received. It recreates a mechanism
that already exists in the legal world whereby in the
ordinaIy course of events a client who has a problem
with a practitioner can bring the case to the attention of
the Law Institute of Victoria and the Legal
Ombudsman. A process is in place whereby complaints
can be dealt with, and the second process under the
Legal Aid Act seems to be simply doubling up. There
should be only one process.
The complaints mechanism under the Legal Aid Act is
being removed so that all aggrieved clients oflegal
practitioners will have the same complaints
mechanism - that is, the usual mechanism under the
Legal Practice Act to make complaints to the Law
Institute of Victoria and the Legal Ombudsman - and
the same right to bring an action in a court oflaw. No
rights are removed; only the separate complaints
mechanism is removed. Legal aid is freed up so it can
be directed to where it is needed.
The final change in the bill concerns funding
agreements. Victoria Legal Aid is given the opportunity
to make agreements directly with the commonwealth
government upon the approval of the Attorney-General.
Again that is a welcome change, enabling Victoria
Legal Aid to negotiate directly with the commonwealth.
In all, this is a good bill. It tidies up the operation of the
legal aid system. It will allow people who need to use
the system, particularly those with a mental
impairment, to have access to the system without
having to be means tested. It tidies up other areas to
ensure funds allocated by the government on behalf of
the people of Victoria to legal aid will be freed up for
legal aid provision and not used in unnecessary and
expensive administrative and appeal processes. I
commend the bill to the house.

Members having assembled in the chamber:

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! The
question is that the bill be read a second time. So that I
may be satisfied that an absolute majority exists, I ask
honourable members supporting the motion to stand in
their places.
Required number of members having risen:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.
Clause 2

HoD. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank the opposition for its support of
the bill and thank particularly Mr Nardella and
Mr Katsambanis for their contnbutions.
Clause agreed to; clauses 3 to 7 agreed to.
ClauseS

HoD. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
move:
1.

Clause 8, omit this clause.

Clause 8 removes the right of a practitioner or law firm
to appeal to the Supreme Court. Mr Katsambanis said
that some $52 000 spent on appeals could have been
used for other pwposes. The opposition does not
condone and never has condoned any waste of money.
For a long time the opposition has asked that legal aid
funding be increased to cover the issues and cases that
need to be covered
The mechanism for an appeal to an independent
reviewer is in place in the act. Apart from the $52 000
spent by the government on appeals, no example has
been given of the use of the existing mechanism, but
the opposition regards the facility for judicial reviews
independent of the executive as important.
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Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I will address my comments to all three
opposition amendments. Section 30 of the Legal Aid
Act, which the opposition seeks to :further amend,
allows Victoria Legal Aid to set up a referral panel of
practitioners, as Mr Nardella said, who may be chosen
to carry out the legal aid services for Victoria Legal
Aid. Section 30 also provides, as Mr Nardella is aware,
a process for the removal of a practitioner from a
referral panel.
If Victoria Legal Aid proposes to remove a practitioner
from a panel, the practitioner may request the
appointment of an independent reviewer to hear and
review the matter. If the practitioner is unhappy with
the decision of the independent reviewer, the
practitioner may apply to the Supreme Court for an
order setting aside the decision to remove the
practitioner. The Legal Aid (Amendment) Bill removes
the right to bring application to the Supreme Court in
those circumstances.

The effective result of the opposition's three
amendments is to reinstate the right of a practitioner to
bring an application to the Supreme Court for an order
setting aside the decision to remove the practitioner
from a panel. In essence, the opposition seeks to revert
to the previous status quo while the government seeks
to amend the Legal Aid Act.
The government does not support the opposition's
amendments on the basis that the Legal Aid Act would
still contain adequate checks and balances because any
decision to remove a practitioner remains subject to
review by an independent reviewer. I am advised a
practitioner can still apply to the Supreme Court to have
the decision reviewed under the Administrative Law
Act on the basis that he or she has not been afforded
procedural fairness during the removal process.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
shall speak also about the other two proposed
amendments, which are:

apply to the Supreme Court for an order setting
aside that decision or determination and the
Supreme Comt may, a<; it thinks fit, grant the
application subject to conditions or
unconditionally or postpone the making of an
order or dismiss the application.".'.

Amendment 2 limits the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court. I agree with the minister that we should revert to
the previous situation. A case has not been placed
before the committee, or before the house during the
second-reading debate, about how many of the six or
eight appeals that have gone to the Supreme Court were
successful. If that information had been available we
could judge the validity of the removal.
Amendment 3 would insert a new clause to follow
clause 7 entitled 'Application to Supreme Court'. New
subsection (18) would, in effect, allow the Supreme
Court to determine an application.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Hon. G. B.
Ashman) - Order! I remind the committee that the
vote on Mr Nardella's amendment 1 will test his
proposed amendments 2 and 3.
Committee divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):

Ayes, 29
Asher,Ms
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best, Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr (Teller)
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover, Mr (Te//er)
Craige, Mr
Davis, MrD. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood, Mr

Clause 11, omit this clause.

3.

Insert the following new clause to follow clause 7 -

Powel~Mrs

Ross,Dr
Smith, Mr
Smith, Ms

Strong, Mr
Wells, Or
Wilding, Mrs

Noes, 8
Eren, Mr (Teller)

2.

Furletti, Mr
HalIam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles, Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs

Gould, Miss

Hogg,Mrs
McLean, Mrs

'A. Application to Supreme Court

NardeIla,Mr
Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Power,Mr
Pullen,Mr

Pairs

In section 30 of the Principal Act, for
su~section (18) substitute-

Boardman, Mr
Varty,Mrs

"( 18)A sole practitioner, finn, incorporated
practitioner, partner, director or employee
aggrieved by any decision ofVLA or
detennination of an independent reviewer made
under this section may, within 28 days after the
receipt of the notice under su~section (16F),

Amendment negatived.

Eren, Mr
Theophanous, Mr

Clause agreed to; clauses 9 to 17 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
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Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CHATTEL SECURITIES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health).

Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North)The opposition does not oppose the Chattel Securities
(Amendment) Bill. The purpose of the Chattel
Securities Act is to protect someone who has innocently
and without notice of the interest purchased goods that
are subject to a security interest.
The original act was introduced in 1981 by the then
Minister for Transport. It was brought in with the Credit
Bill and the Goods (Sales and Leases) Bill. Those bills
represented the first attempt to achieve uniformity in
Australia on chattel securities. The need for uniform
legislation was made clear at that time:
It will of course be obvious to honourable members who have
an understanding of the credit industry that state boundaries
mean very little to an industry as large as this one, dealing in a
commodity which touches the lives of us all at one time or
another. It is an industty that desperately needs uniform
guidelines and restraints for the benefit of the industry and
consumer alike.

The legislation was designed to ensure that the
purchaser who is not at fault obtains clear title to goods.
The major area of transactions covered by this bill is
security interests in motor vehicles. Under the Chattel
Securities Act a person is deemed to have notice of a
security interest if the interest is registered on the
vehicle securities register. The stated purpose of the
original bill was:
To provide a system for the registration of proprietary interest
in goods (primarily motor cars) and to enable in specified
circumstances a bona fide purchaser for value and without
notice of a pre-existing security interest to acquire a good title
to such goods notwithstanding that pre-existing interest.

If a finance company or dealer has registered that
interest any subsequent purchaser is deemed to have
had notice of the interest. The registration of interests
was expanded nationally in 1993, when the Chattel
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Securities Act was amended. Those amendments were
designed to prevent the major losses caused when cars
that are the subject of security interests are taken
interstate and sold there to purchasers who have no
ability to view the interstate register and the consequent
losses to finance companies whose security interest in
such a vehicle is not deemed to be registered for the
purpose of the interstate purchase.
In August 1997 a meeting of state ministers examined
the Chattel Securities Act in an attempt to develop
model legislation, and that model is the basis for this
bill. It is substantially similar to the existing act, and I
will deal in turn with the changes.

Under the existing legislation a possessory lien is not
included in the definition of a security interest. A
possessory lien is an informal arrangement under which
a trader to whom a chattel is taken for whatever
reason - it is usually a repair or alterations - has a
lien over the chattel until such time as the debt incurred
for the repair or alterations is paid by the owner. A
possessory lien will now be included as a security
interest for the purposes of the act.
I now turn to the extension of the category of vehicles
to which the act can apply. The current act can apply
only to a vehicle that 'is or has been registered', which
has had the effect of limiting the types of vehicles
covered. In certain circumstances a vehicle that is not
registered may be capable of being registered. It is
commonsense that the legislation should apply to those
vehicles, and that is what the bill does. It extends the
range of vehicles capable of being registered to include
agricultural instruments and machines. I understand the
Victorian Farmers Federation wants to allow farmers to
raise funds on those vehicles by allowing for a secure
credit scheme to cover them.
Finally, the bill deals with what may be regarded as a
loophole in the original act. Currently if a purchaser
goes to the registrar to check whether a car is subject to
a registrable interest, obtains a certificate stating the car
is free of interest, and an interest in the car is registered
before the contract of sale is finalised, then that interest
has precedence. The purchaser in that instance is
deemed to have had notice of the interest, despite the
fact that he or she took appropriate steps to check the
register. The purchaser would be exposed to potential
losses and would be deprived of clear title to the car.
The bill will extend the protection provided by the
search certificate to include the time between the
checking of the register and purchase of the vehicle.
The opposition does not oppose the bill.
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Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) - I am pleased
that the opposition is supporting the bill. It is a small
bill but its size belies its complexity. The bill developed
out of a Council of Australian Governments meeting
held in 1991 at which an agreement was reached
between state and territory leaders to develop a national
vehicle security register. The Ministerial Council on
Consumer Affairs established a working party to
develop the scheme known as REVS - the Register of
Encumbered Vehicle Scheme.

been registered and the buyer does not check the
register to see if the information is available, the party
with the security interest - the credit provider in a
hire-purchase agreement, for example - has the right
to retrieve his or her investment in the vehicle, which
may involve selling it. The buyer in that circumstance
misses out because of having failed to search the
register before purchasing the vehicle and establishing
that an encumbrance on the vehicle was not
extinguished.

The principal act of 1987 was amended in 1993 to
allow security interests registered throughout Australia
to also be registered in Victoria to enable prospective
Victorian purchasers of motor vehicles that were
previously located interstate to be made aware of any
financial encumbrances on those vehicles prior to
making purchase decisions. All states with the
exception of Tasmania now have linked databases. I
understand that Vicroads is currently negotiating with
Tasmania to link that state's database with the mainland
states database.

If a credit provider fails to register a security interest the
buyer wins because the vehicle was purchased in the
absence of knowledge of the encumbrance and the
means of obtaining that knowledge. That scenario
presumes that the buyer and the vendor were not in
collusion, and that the buyer bought the vehicle in good
faith without knowledge of the security encumbrance.

The inconsistency in laws across the states made it
difficult to identify security interests held in motor
vehicles - that is primarily what the bill deals with and led to significant financial losses not only for the
motor vehicle and finance industries but also for
individual consumers who purchased vehicles without
security interests being disclosed to them by vendors,
because they were thereby exposed to the risk of the
loss of vehicles if credit providers claimed their security
interests.
The ministerial council working party engaged a
consultant, Professor Tony Duggan, to report to it on
legislative impediments to the establishment of a
national register of encumbered vehicles. He reported
to the Ministerial Council on Consumer Affairs in
1996. The majority of his recommendations were
accepted by the full council in 1997, and the bill before
the house proposes amendments to the principal act, the
Chattel Securities Act, which are consistent with those
recommendations and which will bring Victorian
legislation in line with that of other states.
The bill will establish criteria to determine competing
claims for an interest in goods, primarily motor
vehicles. The issue is complex. In some instances two
or three security interests could be held in one vehicle,
and where collusion has occurred between vendors and
debtors two or three companies could all be trying to
retrieve the same vehicle.
Competing claims for interests in motor vehicles will
be governed by two basic rules. If a security interest has

In the past seams were commonplace in the motor
vehicle industry - vendors and purchasers colluded to
defraud finance providers. The absence of a national
register and inconsistent state laws made seams easy to
perpetrate. Cars could be sold interstate, and because
buyers did not have access to databases containing
information about security interests finance companies
were unable to recover their securities. Purchasers in
those instances could not be expected to check for
security interests interstate, thus any existing
encumbrances were extinguished.

The bill also establishes a first-in-time priority rule,
which is like the first-in-best-dressed principle. If more
than one security interest is held in a vehicle or goods
the subject of a dispute the interest first registered
prevails.
Clause 9 amends the principal act to give repairers who
have placed liens over vehicles priority over other
security interests when recovering moneys. That is
sensible. Motor vehicle repairers should not be exposed
to financial losses for failing to check the credentials of
customers who walk into their businesses, whereas
finance companies are obliged to check their
customers' credentials, employment and debt histories
to establish if they are good or bad risks.
Section 3( 1) of the principal act is amended by
clause S(d) of the bill to delete the words that exclude
possessory liens or pledges from the definition of
'security interest'. That amendment was recommended
by Professor Duggan, who found that only Victoria and
Western Australia excluded possessory liens or pledges.
The bill will bring Victoria into line with other states.
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Clause 5(c), which amends section 3(1) of the act, and
proposed new subsection (2) of section 8, which is
substituted by clause 8(2), relate to a drafting error in
the Victorian legislation, which was again identified by
Professor Duggan. The amendments provide for the
non-extinguishment of security interests in a vehicle if
it is sold to another credit provider who in turn leases
that vehicle to a consumer, if the consumer has acted in
concert with the debtor. The 1987 legislation intended
that that scenario should be considered fraudulent, but it
was unclear. The amendments will make the intention
of the act clear.
Clause 5(b) also amends section 3(1) to exclude simple
car hire agreements from the operation of the act.
Currently, if a credit provider has an interest in a
vehicle and it is hired out by an car-hire company such
as Hertz, the security interest or encumbrance held in
that vehicle could be extinguished. That is not the
intention or scope of the act. The government considers
it inappropriate and has taken steps to ensure that it
cannot occur.
Clause 6 repeals a conflicting provision in the current
act. The Duggan report recommended that all
jurisdictions enact choice-of-Iaw provisions to apply
where the vehicle is subject to the registered security
interest, depending on where the vehicle is located at
the time.
Clause 7 further protects consumers and mirrors New
South Wales legislation by providing a grace period for
purchasers of vehicles if they have made a search of the
register for security encumbrance and have received the
certificate giving the all-clear. In some cases in the past
another security interest has been added to the register
between the time of the certificate being issued and the
purchase of the vehicle. The consumer is protected by
allowing 24 hours leeway between the certificate being
issued and the vehicle being paid for.
Clause 9 amends the definition of registrable goods to
include unregistered vehicles such as trailers or farming
machinery to enable credit to be provided for
hire-purchase agreements on vehicles that do not
necessarily travel on roads. As the opposition
mentioned, the VFF has strongly advocated the change
and the government has accommodated that wish.
Clause 11(lXIB) repeals the existing section 26 of the
act relating to compensation payable where a search
certificate stating that the vehicle does not have a
security or an encumbrance fails to disclose that an
encumbrance exists. This could be caused by an
administrative oversight or systems error and is
generally beyond the control of the buyer. The current

act compensates the purchaser with money and the
credit provider with the vehicle, which is the reverse of
what commonsense would dictate. The change should
accommodate both parties. The buyer has the
opportunity to keep the car that he or she purchased in
good faith without knowledge of the security
encumbrance existing and the credit provider has access
to compensation for the monetary loss incurred.
The bill is one of many national scheme measures that
have been introduced in this house since the early
199Os. It certainly goes a long way towards establishing
nationally consistent laws which may be much more
competitive. It establishes relationships between states
laws as they would have been envisaged by our
forefathers at the start of federation but which,
unfortunately, evolved in different ways in different
states. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon.. R L KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank Mr Nardella and Mrs Luckins for their
contributions.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ELECfRICITY INDUSTRY ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 November; motion of
Hon. R. M. HAlLAM (Minister for Finance).

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition will not oppose the Electricity Industry Acts
(Amendment) Bill. However, during the course of the
debate a considerable number of points need to be
made about the electricity industry. Indeed, it is
appropriate that they are made, given the changes that
have taken place in respect of the electricity industry
and the gas industry.
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First I refer to some aspects of the bill. The bill seeks to
amend the cross-ownership rules contained in the
Electricity Industry Act 1973 and the Electricity Safety
Act 1998. The proposed changes to the Electricity
Industry Act will enable the Office of the
Regulator-General to exempt, subject to a competitive
assessment, new generation projects from the
cross-ownership rules. Later I will say more about the
Electricity Safety Act, the operation of which was
reviewed by the Office of the Chief Electrical
Inspector, which recommended a number of changes to
the act. Some of those have been taken up by the
government.
As I have indicated, the bill has two principal purposes,

the first of which is to relax the cross-ownership rules
by giving the power to the Regulator-General to exempt
electricity generation projects from cross-ownership
rules. The second makes changes to the safety regime
set out under the Electricity Safety Act. It is interesting
to note that the bill is another example of the
government rushing legislation into the house and then,
when it realises that the proposal is incomplete or has
mistakes in it, seeks to have the house amend it. In the
electricity industry, the Electricity Industry Act has
been modified some 19 times since its enactment in
1993. Acts which modify it include the Electricity
Industry (Amendment) Act 1994, the Electricity
Industry (Further Amendment) Act 1994, the
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act 1995, the
Electricity (Further Amendment) Act 1995, the
Electricity (Amendment Act) 1969, the Electricity
(Further Amendment) Act 1969, the Electricity (Loy
Yang B) Act 1997, the Electricity (Miscellaneous
Amendment) Act 1997, the Electricity (Further
Miscellaneous Amendment) Act 1997 and the
Electricity Industry (Amendment) Act 1998. Certainly
one could not say that this government has not used its
legislative power to effect changes in the electricity
industry!
One of those powers has been to introduce changes to
the Electricity Safety Act earlier this year amidst
considerable controversy. Again the government has
found it needs to amend the act. Legislation governing
electricity has been run through Parliament consistently
with little or no consultation with the community and
interested parties and little or no scrutiny or debate.
Recently the Premier said that changes should be made
to the composition of the Senate. He believes the
government of the day should have the majority
numbers in the Senate so that it would not have to rely
on minority parties such as the Australian Democrats.
He made a number of suggestions, including reducing
the number of state senators from 12 to 10. The
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government is hypocritical to put up that suggestion,
especially when it has two-thirds of the numbers in both
houses of Parliament. Its legislative reform process
often means that the legislation must be amended down
the track. Indeed, if this house had members of
Parliament representing the Australian Democrats
holding the balance of power we would not have a
circumstance where the government, because of its
incompetence, could since 1993 introduce 19 amending
bills to electricity acts.
The Premier may well talk about reform of the Senate,
but he should start with reform of the upper house
because it has become a rubber stamp of the Kennett
government Not a single amendment is made to
legislation which is not a government amendment We
have the ongoing abswd situation of debates in this
place replicating debates in the lower house and
everyone voting along party lines.
When I first came into this place there was no coalition
between the Liberal and National parties, so
occasionally they voted differently. For a substantial
period they voted according to their own principles. It
was like a breath of fresh air to see honourable
members not always toe the coalition line.
The bill will enable the Office of the Regulator-General
to exempt, subject to a competitive assessment, new
generation from the cross-ownership rules. The
problem the government appears to be trying to address
is that the so-called competitive regime it established
for the electricity industry is incapable of ensuring
investment in electricity generation. The problem is
recognised by the participants in the industry. A report
entitled Top End Problem: A Proposed Solution,
prepared by a top-end problem working group
representing the five Victorian distribution businesses,
states:
Electricity industry stakeholders are not confident that the
market will deliver sufficient capacity to ensure a reliable
supply at times of system peak, commensurate with historical
standard.
The high human (and political) value of electricity means that
something must be done to restore this confidence.

That was also highlighted in an article entitled, 'Partial
blackouts may hit Victoria in summer' in the Australian
Financial Review of 10 November. Most people have
experienced the brownouts and some blackouts during
the past few months. The article states:
Victorian electricity users face partial blackouts in the
upcoming summer period due to growing demand and lack of
supply, Infrastructure Trust of Australia managing director
Mr Anthony Kahn warned yesterday ...
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Some electricity market watchers believe Victorian peak
demand in surruner might exceed supply by about
400 megawatts if the weather tlmlS hot simultaneously in
Victoria, New South Wales and South AusttaIia ...
One electricity industry executive said there might be added
pressure on demand growth in Victoria because it was unclear
how many people had bought electricity-powered
airconditioners after the state's gas crisis.

One may ask why would people buy airconditioners
during the gas crisis. The answer is that some people
took the opportunity to buy reverse-cycle
airconditioners that have heating as well as cooling
cycles to provide heating during the gas crisis in the
expectation they would use the reverse-cycle
airconditioners for cooling during the summer months.
The problem of peak load is a significant issue and
problem in the community, but the government has not
addressed it. The problem will probably be aggravated
over the summer months because during peak-load
periods gas production comes on stream. Gas-fired
turbines such as those at Newport come on stream and
provide additional electricity during those peaks.
We do not know whether enough gas will be available.
It is highly unlikely that gas plant 1 at Longford will be
on stream for the summer. If it is not, it is highly
unlikely that the gas-powered electricity generation
stations such as Newport will draw gas to provide for
peak-supply periods. In any case, the Newport plant has
been run-down for different reasons. Partly due to the
way the market was designed by Troughton Swier and
Associates in the Energy Projects Division of the
Department of Treasmy and Finance, electricity
generation is now scheduled through the Victorian
Power Exchange which determines on a half-hour basis
through a process of competitive bidding which
generators will provide power. It means that power is
drawn from what are termed to be the most efficient
generators - at least, that is the principle. This method
led to a situation in which the base-load generators
effectively captured the market from other more rapid
response, but higher cost, generators such as those at
Newport. The consequence was that Newport was
operating at only 26.5 per cent of capacity and was
eventually forced to shut down completely in
accordance with the commercial principles imposed on
it by the government. Those principles mean that unless
average prices amount to something in excess of$45 a
megawatt hour there is not much hope that Newport
will be fired up, even if there is gas available as a result
of bringing gas plant 1 at Longford back on stream.
Many problems have arisen as a result of reforms to the
electricity industIy.
The Kennett government continually asserted that the
electricity industry was run by the SECV, and that the
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SECV had made poor capital investment decisions
because it had excess capacity. On looking back these
assertions are hard to justify. They show a huge
misunderstanding on the part of the Treasurer and the
Kennett government about how the electricity industry
operates.
The building of a power station is a long-term capital
investment process. It involves massive
capital-intensive projects that have a long life and are
designed to cope with an increasing demand for their
product. The increasing demand will inevitably lead to
short periods of excess capacity. It stands to reason that
if you build a new power station you will have excess
capacity until increased demand overtakes the increased
capacity provided by the new station. The SECV made
sure it was always ahead of the game in its investment
decisions to ensure there was a reliable and safe supply
of electricity throughout Victoria That is not the
situation at the moment.
Ifhonourable members reflect on the issue they will
recognise that Victoria now has more brownouts and
blackouts and there are more occasions when electricity
supply cannot be relied on than in the past. However, it
is not only in those areas that a considerable number of
issues arise. As I mentioned, the multimillionaire
consultants Troughton Swier were given $24 million by
the government to produce the model on which the
electricity industry has been constructed. That model
was supposed to deliver into the system cheaper
electricity prices and increased efficiency. I have
already indicated that it was so efficient it completely
closed down the Newport power station. However, that
is not all it has done.
Today at question time I asked the Minister for Small
Business a question about comparative electricity prices
and she evaded it Relative to other states Victorians are
now paying more for electricity, whether they be small
business operators, farmers or domestic consumers. As
a consequence of that and with the approval of the
house I seek leave to incorporate into Hansard a set of
tables. I have made the tables available to the minister
Mr President and Hansard All have checked the tabl~
and have agreed that they be incorporated.

Leave granted; tables as follows:
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Figure 1
18

Figure 4

Domestic electricity price
Standard Domestic Tariff
(with &Dnual consumptioa of3,5OO kWh)

clkWh
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Figure 16 Electricity prices for contestable customers

Rural electricity prices
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ELECTRICITY PRICES VICTORIA AND NSW (INTEGRAL ENERGY)
Domestic
(Standard Domestic Tariff
with an annual
consumption of3,500 kWh)
Rateclkwh

.A.nnual Cost

Small Business
(Standard General Supply
Tariff for franchise
customers with an annual
consumption of 30 MWh
Ratec/kwh
Annual Cost

Rural
(Tariffs for combined
domestic and farming
purposes with an annual
consumption of 18 MWh
RatecJkwh
Annual Cost

Contestable Customers
(Low Vohage Demand with
an annual peak of 100 kw
and annual consumption of
263MWhl
RatecJkwh
Annual Cost

Victorian
Distribution
Companies

15,74

$550.90

16.84

$5,052

19.53

$3,515.40

8.811

$23,170.30

NSW
Integral Energy

11.35

$397.25

10.42

$3,126

10.57

$1,902.60

7.45

$19,593.50

Difference

$153.65

$1,926

$1,612.80

Source: Constructed by the State Opposition from figures in Electricity Supply Association ofAustralia's magazine
'Electricity Prices in Australia 1998-1999 '.
I

Average across all Victorian 8's

$3,576.80
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The front page of
the document containing the tables identifies the source
and will not be incorporated. The source is Electricity
Prices in Australia 1998-99, a publication of the
Electricity Supply Association of Australia Ltd. I have
the full report. The first four tables have been taken
directly from the report and the fifth has been compiled
by the opposition, based on the numbers in the report.
It is interesting to make comparisons between
categories. Figure 1 identifies domestic electricity
prices under the standard domestic tariff for consumers
with an annual consumption of 3500 kilowatt hours. An
average household would use that level of electricity.
Victorian distribution businesses charge the
second-highest domestic prices in Australia - second
only to Aurora, the Tasmanian distribution business. In
1998 the only place where after privatisation electricity
is more expensive for an average Australian family than
in Victoria is Tasmania Of the distribution businesses
in other states, Integral in New South Wales and
ACTEW in the ACT have far lower prices than apply
in Victoria.
Figure 4 contains information on small business
electricity prices on the standard general supply tariff
with an annual consumption of 30 megawatt hours. In
this comparison Victoria does not even come in at
second best - it comes in as the absolute worst The
most expensive place in Australia to set up a small
business from the point of view of electricity
consumption is Victoria At the other end of the chart is
the New South Wales business, Integral, which is the
least expensive supplier. For the average small business
Victoria is again right up there as the most expensive
state in which to operate.
Figure 13 deals with rural electricity prices. Again
Victoria is the most expensive state, and not by a small
margin. The example is for an average farm using
18 megawatts of electricity for combined domestic and
farming purposes. Once again, fanners are paying more
in Victoria than in any other state or territory.
I was interested to hear the argument put today by the
Minister for Small Business about how things would
get better once we bad a more fully contestable market.
She wouldn't have a clue about it, but she was
prompted by Mr Birrell. At his insistence she argued
that things would get better when small businesses bad
access to the contestable market. She has absolutely no
idea about electricity prices in this state but, prompted
by Mr Birrell, she mouthed stupid comments based on
absolutely no knowledge. Indeed, most government
members simply mouthed the same inane remarks.
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I thought I bad better go and have a look at how
contestable market customers in Victoria are faring.
The truth is they are not faring too well. Indeed, as
figure 16 shows, Powercor provides the second most
expensive electricity in Australia when it comes to
contestable customers - only the ACT contestable
market is more expensive. Eastern Energy is up there.
The New South Wales company, Integral, is right down
the other end; it is the cheapest. I hasten to add that
these are not large contestable customers, these are
customers who use electricity - Hon. C. A. Strong - For your information, Integral
is a couple of years behind us, so it is a big customer.
These are customers about which you know nothing.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am glad
Mr Strong insists on these things. I hasten to tell
Mr Strong that this table was not produced by me, it
was produced - Hon. C. A. Strong - You are not relying on your
source for the statement that they are all big customers?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS- The table was
produced by the Electricity Supply Association of
Australia It was not produced by me. I do not think you
have to be brilliant to figure this out. Can you work this
out, Mr Strong?
Hon. C. A. Strong - Where does it say they are all
big customers?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I didn't say they
were big customers.
Hon. C. A. Strong - You did Answer the
question.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - No, I didn't. I am
happy to have it checked in Hansard. I said they were
not big customers. You're a fool! I repeat for the benefit
ofMr Strong that we are not talking about big
customers. This chart does not refer to big customers.
Hon. C. A. Strong - You are, you are talking
about Integral.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I will take you
through it, Mr Strong. This is for customers who use
263 megawatts, hardly huge customers. It is a
comparison of the prices in all the states for customers
who use 263 megawatts of electricity. It deals with
customers with an annual peak demand of 100
kilowatts an hour at a 30 per cent load factor. It
compares apples with apples. The figure you see is
simply taken from table 16, which lists companies that
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have used 263 megawatts of electricity. Mr Strong can
seek to rebut the authority of the publication but there is
no other way of reading this figure.
Hon. C. A. Strong - You have to know what the
tariffs are.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -It refers only to

contestable customers using 263 megawatts and
compares the prices in each state. IfMr Strong wants to
say it is not a fair comparison he should write to the
association and point out where it is wrong. He should
point out that he knows much more than it does, that
the association that produces this book doesn't know
anything and he knows everything. I am sure he will
find the association will quickly put him straight and
will defend the veracity of the figures it has produced.
The figures are directly comparable. That is why they
appear in one chart.
It is one thing to look at figures such as figure 13,
reproduced from this document, and quite another to
look at comparisons in dollar terms. The opposition
produced its own table of the four categories I have
been discussing - that is, domestic, small business,
rural and contestable customers. It is important to
include the whole gamut of customers because
comparisons have to be fair. Let us just look at the
parlous situation of the electricity industry from the
point of view of consumers in this state.

I will refer first to domestic consumers. An average
domestic consumer using 3500 kilowatt hours of
electricity in Victoria pays $550.90. I point out that
there is a mistake on the chart, which I will have
corrected; it should say kilowatt hours, not megawatts. I
will have that corrected. For the benefit ofHansard I
indicate that I will make that correction. For domestic
consumers using 3500 kilowatt hours of electricity a
year the cost in Victoria is $550.90. In New South
Wales the cost from Integral Energy - Integral is one
of the New South Wales companies that is based
around Wollongong - is $397.25. That is a difference
of$153.65. The average Victorian family is paying
$153.65 more per annum than the average family in
New South Wales.
I will now compare a small business in the Wollongong
area with a small business in Victoria. The small
business in Victoria consuming 30 megawatts of
electricity would spend $5052 a year. In New South
Wales the same sized small business would spend
$3126 for that amount of electricity. That is a difference
of $1926. All small businesses could use $2000 in
reduced electricity prices. It costs $2000 less in
Wollongong than in Victoria
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A rural consumer who uses 18 megawatts of electricity
for combined domestic and fimning purposes in
Victoria would spend $3515.40. In New South Wales a
farmer using that amount of electricity would spend
$1902.60.
HoD. W. R. Baxter - But it depends whether the
farmer is operating by pump on the night rate.
HoD. T. C. TBEOPHANOUS - These figures are
based on similar consumption across both states. They
are national comparisons. They are based on similar
uses and proportions for domestic and farming
purposes.
HoD. W. R. Baner -

And time of day?

HoD. T. C. TBEOPHANOUS - And time of day.
They are directly comparable. That is why the charts
are produced by the association, to allow us to make
these comparisons. Mr Baxter appears surprised. I am
sure most government members do not realise how
much more it costs in electricity prices in this state.
HoD. W. R. Baxter - It is not my experience in
comparing Powercor with Great Southern Energy in the
Riverina.
HoD. T. C. TBEOPHANOUS -

Perhaps

Mr Baxter would like to look at the figures produced by
an authoritative organisation rather than relying on his
own anecdotal evidence.
HoD. W. R. Baxter - But I am the one who writes
the cheque out to both!
HoD. T. C. TBEOPHANOUS - The difference
between Victoria and New South Wales is $1612.80.

The government, Mr Strong and Ms Asher keep saying,
'Don't worry, once everybody is on the contestable
electricity market they will all get cheap electricity. The
prices will be lower than in other states'. I think I heard
Mr Strong just whisper that that is absolutely correct.
Of course contestability has not yet reached down to the
level of small business at 30 or 40 megawatts a year,
but it has reached down, as Mr Strong well knows, to
consumers who use approximately 200 megawatts right
around Australia, not just in Victoria It is on that basis
that these comparisons have been compiled by ESAA.
For contestable customers in the low voltage demand
area with an annual peak use of 100 kilowatt hours
(kW.h) and an annual consumption of263 megawatt
hours (mW.h) the rate for all Victorian distribution
companies - that is, the average rate of all of them
combined- is 8.81 cents perkW.h (c/kW.h), whereas
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the average rate for Integral Energy in New South
Wales is 7.45 c/kW.h. The difference in money terms is
that in Victoria the cost would be $23 170.30 and in
New South Wales it would be $19593.50. It is true that
there are differences in the price structure within
Victoria., so the 8.81 c/kW.h is an average price for all
the distribution companies and does not reflect the
differences.
The cheapest price in Victoria is not 8.81 c/kW.h but
rather Citipower's price of 8.17 c/kW.h for contestable
customers. However, that is still not as low as the
7.45 c/kW.h from Integral Energy. On the other hand,
Powercor's price for contestable customers is
10.08 c/kW.h. A contestable customer can get
electricity in Wollongong in New South Wales for
7.45 c/kW.h, but in Powereor's area in Victoria it
would cost that customer 10.08 c/kW.h. That is at least
30 per cent more.
Which one would the government like us to compare?
Would it like us to compare domestic consumers?
Small businesses? Do you want to compare farmers?
Or would you like to compare the contestable market?
It does not matter. In all four cases Victorians pay more
than electricity customers do in New South Wales.
Mr Strong is one of those who has said on many
occasions that the government got a good price for the
electricity industry. Those prices may well have been
good from the point of view of the government, but
those higher prices have come at a cost all Victorian
consumers will have to bear. That cost is high
electricity prices for the next 5, 10, 15,20 or 30 years in
order to pump the profits into the electricity distribution
businesses.

That is the situation in Victoria - it is appalling.
Victorian businesses will not be and are not as
competitive as they were in their inputs of electricity,
and Victoria is now going down the same track with the
government's announcement in relation to gas. The
same types of problems will occur and the same issues
will have to be addressed.
I have indicated in previous debates on electricity that
even when Victoria goes to a contestable market the
differences between areas covered by companies like
Powereor and Citipower will not change. In fact the
differences will become more acute because the
infrastructure cost for Powereor is far greater than it is
in areas covered by Citipower. It stands to reason that
over time the costs for Powercor will be greater, and
they cannot be crossed over to domestic or industrial
consumers in other areas.
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The other problem for Victoria - Mr Strong is fully
aware of these issues, as is the government - is that
the network costs of the distribution companies do not
change; they are fixed. They are based on the
infrastructure costs for each of those companies. Even
in the contestable area there are massive differences in
price, although not because the cost of electricity varies
so much; obviously the cost of electricity between the
area covered by Powereor and that covered by
Citipower does not differ greatly. What is different is
the network price. The table makes interesting reading
from that point of view. The network prices for the
example I gave are in figure 16, the comparison of
contestable customers in relation to businesses that use
263 megawatts of electricity per annum.
Powercor's network price for those consumers is the
critical factor. The network price does not change as a
result of changes to the so-called competitive
framework that the government has brought in. The
network. price, the component of that overall price that
is mentioned in the table, is the following: for
Powereor, of the 10.08 cents per kilowatt hour that it
costs for Powereor contestable customers in that
category, 7.48 cents goes in network costs. !fone
compares that to Citipower, the total price is 8.17 cents,
of which 5.65 cents goes in network costs. So it is
5.65 cents in network. costs for Citipower versus
7.48 cents in network costs for Powereor.
That difference does not suddenly disappear after the
introduction of competition to all consumers in the year
2000 - it stays there. Not only does it stay there; it will
probably get worse as Powereor continually needs to
upgrade its infrastructure. It has a massive amount of
infrastructure to upgrade and therefore requires a huge
amount of capital investment to maintain its network.
There is no doubt that in the future Victorians will be
paying more for their electricity. Rural consumers will
be paying much more for their electricity than city
consumers. This is one of the legacies that the Kennett
government will leave to Victorians. It is a competitive
disadvantage that will last for decades as the privately
owned companies rip out the profits from the monopoly
businesses they have established in each of the
distribution areas.
It is important for the opposition to put on the record its
concerns about the bill. In so doing I want to make
some brief comments about the part of the bill that
deals with the Electricity Safety Act.
During the earlier debate on the Electricity Safety Bill,
the measure was heavily criticised by the MAV and
other sections of the community. Now the government
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is seeking to make more changes. Clause 14, which
relates to powerlines, amends section 86 of the
principal act. It means that if distribution companies are
to issue powerline clearance notices they must do so
with the permission of the Office of the Chief Electrical
Inspector. However, most tree clearances will be
permitted under a general approval.
The changes to the powerline clearance legislation
provisions are made partly in response to concerns
raised by council, and to that extent the opposition
congratulates the councils on their campaign. It is
another example of the way the government keeps
coming back to fix up problems. The Municipal
Association of Victoria, in a document headed
'Comments on Electricity Safety Bill' said the
following:
Clause 86 gives power not just to the Office of the Chief
Electrical Inspector but also to the relevant distribution or
transmission companies to give notice in writing to persons
requiring tree clearances which notices must give not less
than 14 days to the responsible person (council) to affect the
clearance. The concept also includes power to the companies
to do the clearance work themselves and bill the council for
the cost.

While the changes are welcome - they are minor
concessions in relation to powerline clearance - the
council's main concerns remain even after the
legislation. The opposition is not opposing the bill;
however, it has again raised substantive argument
which shows that all is not going well with respect to
the electricity industry. Electricity prices have
increased.
I have not touched on the myriad of additional service
and fee-for-service charges that the government has
brought about or allowed in the electricity industry.
However, the report that has been produced by the
Electricity Supply Association of Australia (ASEA) is
timely and serves to remind us that if we do not find a
way to reduce the electricity prices in Victoria to the
national average, Victoria will face the prospect of
being increasingly less competitive.
The most compelling argument is that in Victoria,
compared with Wollongong in New South Wales, a
domestic consumer pays $153.65 more, a small
business pays $1926 more, a rural consumer pays
$1612.80 more and a contestable customer pays
$3576.80 more for electricity. That is not a successful
program. It represents a huge failure on the part of the
government for the people who count - that is, the
people of Victoria
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) - After listening to
Mr Theophanous's contribution honourable members
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may have forgotten that there are two main issues
associated with the bill, the last part of which
Mr Theophanous addressed in the final part of his
speech. However, there are other significant parts of the
bill of which we should be aware.
The first part of the bill is concerned with the Office of
the Regulator-General. The office may exempt new
generation projects from the scope of the current
cross-ownership rules. The bill also has a number of
important amendments to the Electricity Safety Act.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned one of them,
which is important in its own right, but there are some
other important ones that I will mention.
Mr Theophanous spoke in general about the reforms of
the electricity industry in Victoria and I shall respond to
some of the points he raised.
I make three points about the reforms of the electricity
industry in Victoria Firstly, the privatisation of
Victoria's electricity industry started under a Labor
government with the partial privatisation of the Loy
Yang B power station. Secondly, work force
downsizing in electricity also started under a Labor
government. Thirdly, the contracting out of services
within the electricity industry was also started under a
Labor government Government members do not
criticise the Labor Party, now in opposition, for those
moves. We see them as necessary and a process which
we have continued and pursued to the point we are at
today. The initial direction taken by the Labor Party
when in government was the right direction which this
government has further pursued.
In response to the tables and information that the
Leader of the Opposition has put before the house,

firstly, I do not say that the statistics produced by the
Electricity Supply Association of Australia are wrong. I
am sure they are correct and have been compiled with
as much accuracy as possible. However, like anything
involving statistics, they can be interpreted and used by
somebody in any way he or she wishes to use them. I
shall comment on the statistics that have been used in
the debate because it is important to take into account a
whole range of other issues when looking at the
statistics.
Firstly, the statistics on the 1998-99 electricity prices
represent comparisons between states and distribution
businesses only for that one year. They give no
comparison of how electricity prices may have changed
over a period. It would have strengthened the
arguments of the Leader of the Opposition ifhe had
produced a graph showing what Victoria's electricity
prices were, say, 10 years ago right through to what
they are today in real terms.
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Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - I may produce it.
Hon. P. R. HALL - I would be happy if they were
fed into the debate because that would significantly
strengthen the opposition's argument A graph
containing that information would show that Victoria's
electricity prices would not be at high levels, as the
Leader of the Opposition implied, because we know
that in real terms Victoria's electricity prices have come
down since reform of the electricity industry. It would
be valuable if we had some trend patterns in electricity
prices in all states over a period of years. That is the
first point I make about the information the Leader of
the Opposition has contnbuted.

The second point - and I admit to not having a great
knowledge of the electricity industry in New South
Wales - is that I am sure Integral is only one of many
distribution companies in New South Wales. We have
been given comparisons of all Victorian distribution
companies against just one, Integral, in New South
Wales. Once again, if we compare the two states evenly
we should compare prices of all Victorian distribution
companies with all distribution companies in New
South Wales. It could be misleading ifwe are
comparing it with only one, which is what has been
suggested by the information conveyed by the Leader
of the Opposition.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - I f you looked at the
figures you would see they have the whole lot.
Hon. P. R. HALL - The table produced by the
opposition - the fifth document presented compares only Integral, and a large part of the
honourable member's argument was based on that
table.

I would be interested to read further from the report
produced by the Electricity Supply Association of
Australia to ascertain whether there are any
accompanying notes to the tables. I made an effort to
source the document from the library. Unfortunately,
there is only one copy in the library which the
opposition has, so I was not able to do that today. It
would be interesting to read the accompanying notes to
the tables because it is important to understand the
interpretation of the table that is given in the
accompanying notes. Government members have not
had the opportunity to do that.
The last point I make - this is no criticism of the way
the opposition presents figures - is that I presume the
house has seen only 4 out of 16 figures because one of
the figures was labelled figure 16. It would be
interesting to know the content of some of the other
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tables. The government is at a disadvantage when
debating the implications of that information because it
has not had access to the whole document, it has not
read the accompanying notes and it has not had the
opportunity to consider what else may have been in the
report from the Electricity Supply Association of
Australia. I do not say the figures are inaccurate, but
you can make figures do what you want. Many
qualifications and questions should be raised before
accepting the figures at face value.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - I f they are not
inaccurate, don't they show they are most expensive for
these categories?
Hon. P. R. HALL - Other comparisons should be
made and those trend lines are more indicative. It
would be more instructive for Victorians to look back
over a period of 10 years - say, 1988, 1990, 1992 and
1994 - to a time line that shows the difference in
electricity prices in Victoria because yes, you could
make a claim that we are the highest, or the second
highest in some categories, but where were we under
the previous Labor government? Where were we
10 years ago? I am sure we were way out in front of
other states. Under the reforms we have introduced in
Victoria we have seen real reductions in electricity
prices. There is no argument about that. Treaswy
documents have calculated domestic prices in real
terms. They are still in the uncontestable market, but the
real savings have been $58 a year on an average
household bill. If one adds that to the winter energy
savings concession of$6O that applies to all households
and small businesses, the government reforms have
provided a real return in dollars to Victorians. I make
those points. Mr Theophanous can use his figures for
whatever purpose he likes, but I say that other issues
should also be looked into.

I will now make a few comments about the bill. The
first part amends cross-ownership rules to enable the
exemption of new generation facilities. I for one
welcome that. Representing the Latrobe Valley, an
electorate where the majority of Victoria's power - I
think the figure is 85 per cent - is generated, I have a
great interest in the subject. The days of new major
brown-coal-fired baseload power stations are over and I
do not think that in future Victoria will have any new
power stations. The trend will be towards smaller
power stations located in different parts of Victoria to
supply local needs.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - Using what fuel?
Hon. P. R. HALL - Using gas, perhaps wind, or
perhaps even solar power as fuel. Hydropower is
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another potential generator. Trials are already being
undertaken of wind-generated power. Having small
power generations such as those will be the way we
will go and will be appropriate for some areas in the
future. At least one company involved in the electricity
industry is considering building a new generation plant
in the East Gippsland region. I would welcome that,
because East Gippsland has some transmission
difficulties and I think the people and businesses in the
area would be better served by a local generation
capacity.
It is important that we encourage the construction of
future generation plants, particularly where they will
serve local regions, and the possibility of exemption
from cross-ownership rules will encourage that sort of
investment Ibat is what we should be on about.

I now turn to the second main part of the bill, which
deals with amendments to the Electricity Safety Act
One of the main amendments of interest to me is that
which concerns powerline clearance. As members
representing rural electorates know, the powerline
clearance issue has been quite a vexed one over the
years. It does not apply just to rural Victoria; in
metropolitan areas powerline clearance is also often a
concern for people, particularly when trees lining
streetscapes have to be pruned to ensure that they do
not come into contact with overhead powerlines. That is
an issue that we all need to consider.
The same problems occur in country towns. Timbered

areas have the additional problem of branches coming
into contact with powerlines and potentially causing
bushfires. So powerline clearance is important, and I
am glad the bill clarifies some of the issues associated
with it.
Its clarification can be summarised by several points.
Firstly, the bill makes it clear that the Office of the
Chief Electrical Inspector is the authority responsible
for managing the code of practice for electric line
clearance, so we know who is in charge and who is the
boss.
Secondly, distribution businesses are not empowered to
issue clearance notices to transmission companies or
rail or tramway operators; however, they may still issue
notices to other responsible parties, such as private
landowners or councils, but only with the approval of
the Office of the Chief Electrical Inspector. The Leader
of the Opposition referred to an issue concerning
councils. The clarification of responsibilities with this
bill will be helpful for councils.

Finally, and even more importantly, distribution
companies will not have a legal discretion to initiate
prosecution against a responsible person for the
clearance of powerlines, and the sole responsibility for
prosecution in such matters will rest with the Office of
the Chief Electrical Inspector. Clarification of those
issues is important for us all.
Again turning to the issue of powerline clearance, I
particularly welcome the commitment given in the
second-reading speech about the remaking of the code
of practice concerning powerline clearance. The whole
issue needs to be reviewed and extensive publicity is
needed to clarify the issue for councils, landowners and
authorities. In the past it has been a vexed question, and
responsibilities for particular aspects of powerline
clearance have not been clear to those managing
properties over which powerlines cross. I particularly
welcome the remaking of the code of practice of
powerline clearance and the publicity that is
foreshadowed to accompany it.
In closing I say that I am pleased that the opposition has
chosen to support the bill, which makes sensible
amendments. However, we must look at the statistics
presented in this debate with caution, because we have
not had the advantage of seeing the explanatory
memorandums and we do not know the full content of
the report from which the statistics have been drawn. It
would be more important to have a trend line of
electricity prices over a year than the snapshot given for
1998-99 prices. With those few words I am pleased to
add my support to the bill.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I also
support the bill and am very glad the opposition does as
well, given its normal shock and horror about electricity
prices. We cannot let it go without commentbecause the facts are indisputable - that in 1982, when
the Labor Party came to government in this state,
Victoria had the cheapest electricity on mainland
Australia
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -

And now we have the

dearest!
Hon. C. A. STRONG - And in 1992 - just listen
to this, Mr Theophanous - when you left office, it had
the most expensive electricity on mainland Australia
One of the reasons-Hon. T. C. Theophanous Hon. C. A. STRONG -

That is a lie!

Ibat is not a lie; that is the

truth.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -

Where is your source?
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Hon. C. A. STRONG - I could quote you sources
at length.

coalition government was saddled with the most
expensive electricity prices on mainland Australia.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - At least I brought a
source in; I don't just make them up.

Based on an examination of the various graphs
presented, it can clearly be concluded that by 200 1 the
government will have returned our competitiveness to
the 1982 level. As a result of government reforms,
Victoria will have electricity tariffs that are either the
lowest on mainland Australia or at least on a par in the
highly competitive market with New South Wales and
South Australia There is absolutely no doubt that the
reforms the government has put in place have been
enormously beneficial to Victoria. The government has
essentially overcome Labor's legacy.

Hon. C. A. STRONG - That is a fact. If you are so
smart on sources, in your summing up produce sources
to say they were not in 1992 - because they were the
highest.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous intetjected.

The ACTING PRESIDENT
(Hon. B. W. Bishop) - Order! Through the Chair,
gentlemen.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Why were you forced to
privatise Loy Yang B? Because it was the only way
you had a chance to try to get on top of the prices.

Why were you forced to go into outsourcing against all
your philosophical desires? Simply because you had let
electricity prices run totally out of control so that in
1992 we had the highest prices of any mainland state.
Since that date prices have been declining.
I draw attention to figure 16 in the document
Mr Theophanous presented on electricity prices in
Australia, because that is the key table that shows what
is happening. Figure 16 shows the prices for contestable
customers. The table shows - by and large, without
the benefit of the source document - that the
scaled-off average price for the contestable market for
Victorian DBs is about 8 cents per kilowatt hour. By
200 1 that is by and large the price all consumers will
pay - assuming that price holds, as we have every
reason to believe it will.
That is the current contestable market and its changes
will have affected all consumers by 200 1. The market
price will go down, and those reductions in price will
flow through to the contestable market. By 2001 the
government will have returned Victoria to having the
lowest electrical prices of the mainland states, which
was the position when Labor came into power. It shot
that advantage to ribbons. The government has reversed
what occurred in 10 years of Labor government.

The graphs must be put in context. I find some of them
difficult to understand Figure 16 records Powercor as
having the most expensive contestable tariff at around
10 cents per kilowatt hour, with the average for other
distributors being approximately 8.8 cents per kilowatt
hour. I find that statistic difficult to understand because
Powercor is known in the industry to have the cheapest
tariffby far. As a result of competitive pricing,
Powercor has been able to capture some 40 per cent of
the contestable marlc:et. It has become a dominant
player by giving good value. I repeat: the graph records
Powercor as being the most expensive distributor in the
marketplace, which is hard to understand as on every
measure it is reputed to be the most cost effective.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - The graphs are typical of
Mr Theophanous's practice.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Mr Baxter says that would
be the normal practice for Mr Theophanous, but the
figures have been extracted from graphs presented by
the Electricity Supply Association of Australia (ESAA).
It depends on at what point in the tariff scale a
benchmarlc: is selected. The tariffs have been selected at
an annual demand peak of 100 kilowatt hours with a
30 per cent load factor. On the basis of what I said, that
is probably not a good point at which to strike a
comparison as the facts clearly show Powercor to be an
accepted leader in the industry.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You said I was not
telling the truth. Now you are saying the figures are
okay.

Sitting suspended 6.31 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

Hon. C. A. STRONG - I was highlighting the
facts of electricity costing in Victoria to rebut the
absolute nonsense ofMr Theophanous. As I said, in
1982 when the Labor Party came to office it was
blessed with inheriting the lowest electricity rates of
any mainland state. When Labor left office in 1992, the

Bon. C. A. STRONG - I am saying one of the key
factors is where one strikes a tariff rate. The rate chosen
in the ESAA charts show Powercor to be the most
expensive provider among the Victorian distribution
businesses, but that is not what is accepted in the
industry or on the basis of market share.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - They are the ESAA
figures.

even clearer that only the CEI can initiate those
activities.

Hon. C. A. STRONG - IfMr Theophanous had
not been talking but listening to and concentrating on
my informative speech, he would have heard that
Powercor has some 40 per cent share of the contestable
market and is accepted by everybody who knows what
they are talking about as offering the best price.

Most of the bill deals with the establishment and
refinement of a new regime for electrical inspection and
electrical safety for electrical installations and
appliances. That regime will be put in place to certify
and record all electrical installations. The recording and
certification will allow for random audits to be carried
out to ensure that the quality of the work is up to

In the short time remaining to me I will address some of
the key issues of the bill. The bill continues the
important finetuning of the maturing privatised market
that has delivered absolutely huge benefits to all
Victorians. As I have explained, our electricity prices
are in sharp decline, moving from being the highest in
Australia to what should be the lowest in Australia by
2001. The process has resulted in debt repayments of
more than $800 million. Given Victoria's population of
some 4.6 million, every man, woman and child does
not have to pay some $170 a year in interest charges. It
is the most massive win-win situation ever created. As
well as having lower electricity charges and $170 less
in debt repayment for every man, woman and child, the
state has all the skills and prestige that have come to the
state as a result of the privatisation of industries.

scratch.

The bill deals with several issues important to the
maturing industry. It amends cross-ownership
provisions to allow greater diversity in new power
generation facilities, aimed particularly at small-scale
and niche generation facilities that will be able to
exploit gas and other new sources of electricity
generation. It allows for new generation facilities to be
set up without breaching the cross-ownership
provisions.
The majority of the bill deals with the Chief Electrical
Inspector (CEI) and the safety regime in the new
privatised industry. As has been said by other
honourable members, part of the bill makes clarifying
amendments to the line clearance part of the legislation.
It does not, in my opinion, change in any way the
substance of the areas dealing with line clearance, but
makes it specifically clear that only the Chief Electrical
Inspector's office is able to issue notices for clearance
and to initiate any actions to recoup from a clearance
default.
The bill sets a management plan process in place. Each
utility will develop and submit a plan to the Chief
Electrical Inspector for his approval. Once that
management plan has been approved notices for
clearance and directions can be given so long as they
conform with the management plan, which makes it

When people take the time to read the part of the bill
that deals with the new regime of not only what could
be called the more normal installations but also those
installations carried out under electricity safety
management schemes - which are schemes that
operators can develop and lodge with the Chief
Electrical Inspector and which, when certified by the
CEI, become their own processes - they will realise
the new regime operates by virtue of a quality
assurance process standing in place of the Chief
Electrical Inspector's normal process.
It is a very detailed regime, part of which requires

certification of almost all electrical installations, the
completion and lodgment of forms with the owner of
the premises where work is to be done and the
lodgment of forms with the CEI so audits can take
place. It will be self-funded because the forms to be
filled out will be purchased from the CEI. Their
purchase price will go towards funding the inspection
and audit process in the whole regime.
On the face of it, it is a complicated regime. The depth

of this complication and the extension of the system
will be detailed in regulations to be issued in due
course. I hope that process will not be too intrusive and
will be sufficient to ensure a number of audits so that
the quality of installations can be guaranteed and the
process will not be so intrusive as to necessitate
burdensome paperwork.
Standing behind that process is a series of infringement
notices and penalties that ensure penalties will be
applied if people are negligent and do not carry out
their work to the required standard, thereby
endangering safety. The ability is there for licences to
be withdrawn.
The main part of the bill deals with the focused new
regime to ensure electrical safety and the quality of
electrical installations. That will be an interesting area
in its development. I would not be surprised if, as we go
into the new regime, we do not need to further fmetune
that aspect because it is a vexed area. On the one hand
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we have an obligation to ensure the safety of the
community in using electricity, which people are used
to using although it is a dangerous commodity, but on
the other hand we do not want to erect so many barriers
to entry or place impediments in the way of people
doing their work that it becomes a cost to and a
fiustration for people using electricity.
With those few comments, I add my support to the bill.
It is an important bill in advancing the process of
setting in place a new electricity regime for Victoria
That regime is leading the way in Australia and I am
proud to be part of the process. Contrary to the
continual crying of wolf by the opposition, that regime
has produced much cheaper electricity for Victoria and
will continue to produce even further cost reductions in
electricity in the future.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
For Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance),
Hon. Louise Asher (Minister for Small Business) - By
leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I thank honourable members for their contributions to
the debate.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Sessional orders
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That so much of sessional orders be suspended as would
prevent new business being taken after 10.00 p.m. during the
sitting of the Council this day.

Motion agreed to.
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GAS INDUSTRY ACTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - It is
interesting that the house is debating the Gas Industry
Acts (Amendment) Bill in the wake of the Longford
explosion and in the context of the government's
decision today to proceed with the privatisation of the
gas industry. The government has become adept at the
art of deception. Nothing shows more clearly what will
happen with the privatisation of the gas industry than
the way the government has sought to deceive
Victorians over the privatisation of electricity.
In the previous debate we saw the stark facts presented
by independent bodies such as the Electricity Supply
Association of Australia which show that Victoria has
the highest prices for average electricity consumption in
domestic, small business, farming and contestable
market areas. But those facts have no impact on the
government because it does not want to hear them.
Instead a concoction of irrelevant and false assumptions
that were not borne out by statistics. Government
members simply mouthed notions suggesting that
somehow electricity prices in Victoria had been
reduced. But prices have not been reduced relative to
other states. The whole structure is built on a lie. The
largest increase occurred in 1992 when the present
government came to power and immediately increased
electricity prices by 10 per cent. Mr Strong, the minister
and the government continue to ignore the increase in
electricity prices the government imposed at the
beginning of its term. Any subsequent reductions have
not compensated for the increases.

We should at least begin from an understanding that it
is perfectly legitimate to compare the 1998-99 prices of
electricity between the states, which shows that Victoria
is sadly behind We have lost our competitive edge in
electricity because of privatisation. That makes sense
because anybody who thinks about what has taken
place would realise that to get the prices that were
achieved for electricity distribution companies it is
necessary for prices to increase to justify the prices that
were paid That is what is taking place.
The Gas Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill should be
seen in the context of the Longford explosion because it
contains several provisions covering the emergency
powers of the market regulator and supplier, Vencorp.
It should also be seen in the context of the
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government's gas privatisation experiment. The
government does not wish to highlight these matters
because that would be highlighting its incompetence,
mismanagement and failures.

It relates to the immunity provisions for the Victorian
Energy Network Corporation, Vencorp, which is the
system operator responsible for maintaining system
security.

On 25 February 1994 at the Council of Australian
Governments meeting in Hobart the Victorian
government, together with all other Australian
governments, agreed to the principles of competition
policy as articulated in the report of the review of
national competition policy. On 11 April 1995 Premier
Kennett, together with the premiers of all other states,
signed an agreement with the commonwealth agreeing
that the governments:

It is wrong for the Kennett government to claim that the
ACCC has authorised its market rules. It has not. Far
from the bill being part of the competition framework,
it is simply part of the process of setting up the gas
industry for privatisation.

Intend to achieve and maintain consistent and complemental)'
competition laws and policies which will apply to all
businesses in Australia regardless of ownership. Conduct
Code Agreement 11/4/95.

Section 5( 1) of the agreement states that:
... the parties agree that the competition code text (ie Part IV
of the Trade Practices Act 1974) should apply by way of
application legislation to all persons within the legislative
competence of each state and territory.

The government decided to ignore those undertakings
when it comes to the gas industry. Instead it employed a
group of consultants, Troughton, Swier and Associates,
that include among their ranks the Premier's former
senior energy adviser. They were paid $24 million for
three years work, and they were appointed without
going to tender. In the end they came up with a model
that is to be governed by what are known as the market
and system operation rules, which are to be legislated
for in clause 19 of the bill. The rules are complex and
under the competition agreement signed by the
commonwealth the rules must be approved by the
ACCC. They were lodged with the ACCC on
22 December 1997 for approval under Part VU of the
Trade Practices Act. In its ruling the ACCC made the
following point:
The commission grants authorisation '" subject to the
following conditions ...

It goes on to list eight pages of conditions for the
granting of such authorisation. The ACCC has said,
'Your market rules are anti-competitive and we will
authorise only them if you make wholesale changes'.
The changes include conditions such as C6.1, which
states:
The applicant must review the provisions limiting the liability
of Vencorp, its related bodies and their employees and agents.
(i)

the review must use the public consultation process ...

The government has snubbed its nose at the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission and at
Professor Alan Fels. Instead the government has said,
'We will rely on section 51 of the Trade Practices Act',
the clause under which a state may exempt itself from
competition laws.
It is interesting to note that the government did not
decide to exempt itself from competition laws in
relation to the Auditor-General- most Victorians
would have applauded that and would have said, 'There
is a reasonable ground for exempting the
Auditor-General from the competition laws' - yet the
government asks for an exemption under section 51 of
the Trade Practices Act to allow for less competition in
the gas industry. I cannot imagine anything more
absurd and hypocritical than a government saying, 'We
must have competition insofar as the Auditor-General is
concerned, but for the gas industry we do not have to
have competition at all. All we really want is the
go-ahead to flog off the gas industry'.

The government is without doubt attempting through
the bill to use its powers to exempt the market and
system operation rules from the application of the
competition code. The government has given up on the
idea of a competitive gas market and is willing to settle
for its own anti-competitive model in order to get the
privatisation agenda up before the next election!
Before Parliament can properly assess the bill the
government must demonstrate that the community will
benefit from legislation that restricts competition - in
other words, that the benefits from restriction on
competition outweigh the costs and that the government
could not achieve the benefits by otherwise altering the
market structure. The government must explain to
Parliament why it is not complying with the conditions
imposed by the ACCC. It has not done so to date.

Mr Strong espoused the virtues of competition in the
electricity industry but did not mention that a model
had been constructed in the gas industry that is even
more restrictive of competition than the electricity
industry model. I have already informed the house that
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in the case of the electricity industry the restrictions on
competition mean there is effectively no competition
for the network costs in each of the distribution
companies, and those network costs account for more
than 50 per cent of the cost of electricity - the greater
proportion of the cost to consumers of electricity now
and in the future will not be subjected 10 competition.
The fact that the cost of maintaining networks will vary
between distribution companies has to be a cause of
concern. That factor will be transported directly into the
gas model, resulting in differential costs in the gas
industry as well.
The overriding issue to be considered in the course of
this debate is the securing of a safe gas supply for
Victorians. For that reason, I move the following
reasoned amendment:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof 'this house refuses to read this bill a

second time Wltil the government is prepared to guarantee a
safe and secure supply of gas for all Victorians until the end
of 1999'.

The reason for moving the reasoned amendment is that
earlier today in question time when I asked the Leader
of the Government for the same commitment about the
industry he was not prepared to make it He was not
prepared to guarantee supply to Victorians, yet the
government is proceeding full steam ahead with its
privatisation agenda. The opposition finds that
unacceptable.
Other problems with the bill include the fact that it is
retrospective in nature. Clauses 9, 10 and 17(3) will
operate retrospectively. That fact was highlighted by
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee at
page 10 of Alert Digest No. 8 of 1998. It states:
The committee notes that by the operation of clause 2(2) of
the bill, clauses 9, 10 and 17(3) apply retrospectively to
June 1998 (the date of the ice blockage) ...
The committee is concerned that persons may be adversely
affected by the retrospective application of these provisions ...

The bill is another layer in the veil of protection and
secrecy surrounding Vencorp and its actions during the
recent gas crisis. Vencorp is exempted from freedom of
information applications and the government has
refused the opposition permission 10 meet with it.
A number of groups in the community share the
opposition's concerns. The Energy Users Group
expressed similar concerns in a document entitled
'Comments on Electricity Industry Acts (Amendment)
Bill and Gas Industry Acts (Amendment) Bill'. It states:

We are concerned that permitting the minister to make
directions amending previous VencoIp directions to correct
defects, mistakes or omissions, could allow Vencorp to avoid
due care and diligence and that end users will bear the risks of
this.

Clause 9 is the second part of the government's attempt
to protect Vencorp from scrutiny. If clause 8 does not
protect Vencorp entirely, clause 9 certainly will by
exempting Vencorp from liability for negligence
provided it can be shown that it acted in good faith. It is
not good enough for the government to introduce a bill
to protect Vencorp in the wake of the ice blockage
incident and to seek not only to backdate that protection
to before the incident took place but to allow the
minister to make orders that will apply retrospectively
from that date.
Limiting the liability ofVencoIp has many
consequences. On page 49 of the determination on the
market and systems operations rules the ACCC
commented that:
Limiting the liability of Vencorp, its related bodies and their
officers and agents may constitute a banier to entry due to the
increased risk. of participation or the increased cost of private
sector insurance cover ...
Limiting the liability ofVencorp and its officers may affect
their behaviour in a way that makes the Victorian
arrangements less efficient In other words there is a possible
moral hazard in having liability limited to certain
circumstances.

On page 54 of its determination the ACCC states:
The commission is concerned that limited liability may mean
that Vencorp and its related bodies and employees and agents
will fail to meet the standard of care which would be required
of them if their liability was not limited. That is, there is moral
hazard which may create perverted incentives resulting in
reduced public benefit

It is not the opposition making these claims but the
ACCC. It is saying that the model proposed by the
government may create diverse incentives resulting in
reduced public benefit. What a condemnation of a piece
of legislation by the government, to have the ACCC
making these sorts of comments about the operation of
the legislation and its consequences!
The opposition takes the issue very seriously and even
more seriously now, given what happened in the
Longford incident. The opposition has moved the
reasoned amendment because it believes that the
government has a moral obligation to guarantee the
supply of gas next year before it embarks on the
privatisation of the gas industry. Ifit cannot guarantee
the supply of gas, it should not be selling off the gas
industry and any capacity for the government to control
future possible disasters in that industry.
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The second reason to reject privatisation is that it will
result in a drop in service standards. As with the
electricity industry, services will either be reduced or
previously free services will have to be paid for.

ACCC. As I said, the ACCC's determination has eight
pages of conditions on the acceptance of the model.
The problems the ACCC raised include the need for
finalised system security guidelines; concerns about the
limited liability ofVencorp and the lack of public
consultation; doubts about the role and responsibility of
Vencorp during times of interruption; the need for
greater consultation on proposed market fees; the need
for greater transparency regarding moneys allocated to
systems security; and concern that not all participants
were covered by dispute resolution provisions. The
government has proceeded with the proposed sale of
the gas industry without addressing those issues.

The third reason for the opposition's rejection of
privatisation is that the government has no mandate to
privatise the gas industry. I want to say a few things
about that. The Kennett government went to the last
election saying that it had no plans to privatise either
water or the Gas and Fuel Corporation. In fact, the
Premier said on 3LO on 25 March 1996:

Finally, as I said, the model for a privatised gas industry
is unworkable. Industry groups including BHP, AGL,
and Amcor, and the Australian gas users group
criticised the government for adopting an abstract
conceptual regulatory model never before applied to
any gas industry. This is contained in BHP Petroleum's
submission to the ACCC.

The opposition maintains that privatisation of the gas
industry should be rejected for five fundamental
reasons. I have dealt with the first, which is that
privatisation will mean higher prices and fewer services
for Victorians. They have been the legacy of
privatisation of the electricity industry and the legacy of
the privatisation of the gas industry will be the same if
it is sold as the government is proposing.

We cannot do anything with the ~ and Fuel-

when he was talking about gas privatisation. During the
last election campaign Mr Kennett is quoted in the Age
of 23 March 1996 as ruling out further public sector job
cuts:
The only change ... will be if in fact there [are] later
privatisations, and that will continue with electricity, and it
won't happen to water and it can't happen to gas.

The government cannot claim a mandate for the
privatisation of gas in this state. It was not proposed
during the last election campaign and consequently the
government has no mandate for privatisation.
As I have already said the government spent
$24 million on a model that has been unable to
guarantee a secure gas supply in winter, is considered
anti-competitive by the competition watchdog, the
ACCC, and unworkable by key players in the gas
industry and led to a delay in the construction of
alternative pipelines for more than two years. That is
the legacy of the current government. Just as with the
sale of electricity, the sell-off of gas will lead to
massive job losses which will devastate regional areas.
The sell-off of electricity has resulted in higher prices
and a drop in quality. Higher electricity prices have had
to be endured by domestic, small business and rural
consumers, and there has been an enormous reduction
in the reliability of supply.
Another reason for rejecting privatisation is that the
model has been identified by sections of the industry as
unworkable and anti-competitive. The model adopted
by the Treasurer does not have the full approval of the

The government's proposals shirk its responsibility to
secure Victoria's gas supply. The government cannot
guarantee the supply of gas to Victorian households or
businesses next winter and beyond. That will be made
clear when the government votes against the
opposition's reasoned amendment. Indeed, the Kennett
government is passing the buck on the key issue of the
responsibility for security of Victoria's gas supply.
The Longford disaster cost Victorian businesses more
than $1 billion. The priority should be reliability, safety
and security of supply, not selling off the industry. The
decision to proceed with the sell-off completely
pre-empts the outcome of the royal commission that
will be examining the adequacy of the regulatory
oversight under the model operating at the time of the
Longford explosion. The Longford plant explosion
revealed the extent of the confusion over which the
regulatory agency is accountable for security of gas
supply in Victoria's new gas industry.
Two questions should be pursued at the Longford royal
commission. Firstly, the extent to which the absence of
a direct oversight of the Longford facility by a
government agency since disaggregation of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation contributed to the Longford disaster;
and secondly, whether adequate preventive steps were
taken by Vencorp to fulfil its statutory responsibility to
coordinate the interaction of gas production,
transmission and distribution.
As a result of the deliberate decisions of the Kennett
government Victorians are still vulnerable to gas
disruptions. It was the Kennett government that decided
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to delay or down size the south-west pipeline connecting
the main Victorian grid with the existing separate
south-west grid, proposed offshore developments and
underground storage facilities near Port Campbell; and
the $172 million interconnect project connecting
Victoria with New South Wales that would have
allowed Victoria to receive Cooper Basin gas and
provided competition throughout the state. It put in
place a downscale pipeline against the advice of the
industry.
For all the reasons I have indicated during the debate,
the opposition has moved a reasoned amendment which
seeks from the government a guarantee of a safe and
secure gas supply for all Victorians. No doubt the
government will use its numbers to disguise the fact
that it cannot give that guarantee; that it cannot
guarantee the supply of gas to Victorians. The
government has its priorities wrong. Rather than
finding ways of securing a safe and reliable supply of
gas, the government is selling off the industry and
creating the same problems we have in the electricity
industry: more brownouts and blackouts, less security
of supply and higher prices than any state or territory in
the country. That is the road the Kennett government
has decided to take Victorians down by its
announcement today.
During the committee stage the opposition will again
indicate its opposition to part 2 of the bill which
amends the Gas Industry Act. As I said earlier, the
opposition opposes clause 8 which inserts proposed
new section 16HA to allow the minister to direct
Vencorp in certain ways. During the committee stage
the opposition will seek to test some of the provisions
in part 2. I urge honourable members to support the
reasoned amendment.
HoD. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I strongly
support the bill and oppose the reasoned amendment. I
will deal firstly with the reasoned amendment which, in
essence, is ridiculous. It states that the bill not proceed
until the government is prepared to guarantee a safe and
secure supply of gas for all Victorians. During the past
30 years governments have never given that guarantee
or been expected to give such a guarantee. They have
never been able to give such a guarantee. Governments
cannot guarantee the performance of independent
operators. It is not the government's business to
guarantee the performance of the private sector. It can
regulate the industry to ensure it provides the proper
level of safety and security and it can regulate the price
of gas. No political party has ever given guarantees
about the performance of the private sector. The former
Labor government never guaranteed, never sought to
guarantee and was never able to guarantee a safe and
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secure supply of gas. The reasoned amendment is the
height of stupidity. It is total nonsense. Will the
opposition ask the government to guarantee that
aeroplanes will fly; that balloons will stay up in the air;
or that the Australian Football League will continue to
play football games at the MCG? The opposition is
unbelievable and unrealistic.
I turn now to the important provisions in the bill, which
are extremely important in the context of the impending
privatisation of the gas industry and which will enhance
and continue the deregulation of that sector. The bill
has three main thrusts. Firstly, it corrects the
unintentional impact that the ownership rules will have
on competition; secondly, it ensures a smooth transition
to overcome any legal problems that may derive during
the transition from the Victorian regulatory regime,
which has been in place for sometime, to the national
regime; and thirdly, it improves the operation and
effectiveness of the Gas Safety Act by enhancing safety
outcomes.
One of the major ownership issues involves the
significant producer provision, which limits the power
ofEsso-BHP as a monopoly player in the industry but
which has an unintended result that joint venturers with
Esso-BHP may be unintentionally caught up in the
provision to their detriment.
The bill provides for somebody who has a less than
20 per cent interest in any joint venture to not be caught
up in the significant producer provisions.
HoD. T. C. Tbeophanous - Do you want to have
an election on the privatisation of gas?
Hon. C. A. STRONG- We will, won't we?
HoD. T. C. Tbeopbanous - You want to get it in
before the election.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - During our last term in
office Mr Theophanous challenged us to an election on
the privatisation of electricity - and was his nose
rubbed in it! Won't he ever learn? If he thinks he is
going to win an election on gas he will go down in
exactly the same way as he did with electricity. People
are not as dumb as he thinks they are. He should not
judge others by himself. The Victorian community is
not as dumb as he is.
I turn to the provisions that started Victoria down the
deregulation path earlier than the other states. Victorian
access codes and various arrangements were in place
before the Australian codes - they predate the national
provisions. The Victorian regimes have been approved
by the Australian Competition and Consumer
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Commission under the Trade Practices Act as
appropriate, but the bill puts beyond doubt their
acceptance under that act by giving them a statutory
authorisation.
Finally, the bill deals with safety issues, the question of
the integrity and safety of the gas system and the
various orders that can be given by Vencorp and the
Office of Gas Safety to ensure that when there are
accidents and problems in the system they are dealt
with safely and in a way that will minimise the impact
on consumers. In his second-reading speech the
minister summarised some of the key issues. He said
that for the orders to be effective the people charged
with ensuring the safety of the gas system must be
confident that when they give orders that are in the best
interests of the gas system they or the organisations
they represent are in no danger of being faced with a
legal comeback if they have acted in good faith and in
accordance with the act.
Inevitably what has happened - and I refer to the
recent ice slug incident and the unfortunate explosion at
Longford - is that in the process of protecting the
integrity of the gas system and protecting consumers
from such a situation orders were issued but in many
cases the i's were not fully dotted and the t's were not
properly crossed. If by chance some legal eagle went
over the orders in detail he or she could find in them
errors in the dotting of the i's and the crossing of the Cs
that may allow action to be taken against individuals
who in good faith and in the public interest issued
orders, as did organisations such as Vencorp.
The amendments allow the minister to go back and dot
the i' s and cross the t' s in the orders to make sure they
fully conform with the act in the interests of the public.
The amendment will not retrospectively change the
orders or provide some protection for people who may
have been negligent. The amendment is essentially
about making sure that any orders that were given in
accordance with the act cannot be challenged for any
technical faults that might be in the order. The device
for doing that is to give the Treasurer the ability to go
back and state the orders in a fashion that is in total
conformity with the act - in other words, it is to
provide an ironclad legality in the orders. Those are the
three major elements of the legislation.

in size than the combined industries in New South
Wales and Queensland The Victorian market is a
significant market in which an enormous amount of
interest is shown by players from the privatised market
throughout the rest of Australia. The gas industries in
other states are by and large owned by private sector
interests, and they will be interested in getting a share
of the huge Victorian market.
The gas industry has a wonderful track record; it has
been providing gas to Victoria for the past 70-odd
years. When we put together the privatisation of gas
and the synergy it will have with electricity this reform
will be enormously important. It will once again help to
power Victoria ahead of the rest of Australia and
entrench Victoria's place as a major national player.
With those few comments it gives me great pleasure to
support the bill. As honourable members know, it is an
area in which I have been interested and about which I
have been enthusiastic. The reasoned amendment is
absolute nonsense and I urge the house to reject it.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 32
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop, Mr (Teller)
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover,Mr
Craige,Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr

Furletti, Mr
HaIlarn, Mr
Hartigan., Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross,Dr
Smith, Mr
Smith, Ms

Stoney, Mr (Teller)
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs
Wells,Dr

Wilding, Mrs

Noes, 9
&en, Mr

Gould, Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean, Mrs (Teller)
Nardella, Mr

Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr
Theophanous, Mr

Pair
MrHaIl

MrWaIpole

Amendment negatived.

The bill is enormously important because the
privatisation of the gas industry will be of major
advantage to Victoria, as was the privatisation of
electricity. One of the things that is not well understood
by many people is the size of the gas industry in
Victoria Mr Theophanous used to work for the Gas
and Fuel in earlier days and would know that it is larger

The PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the opinion
that the second reading of the bill requires to be passed
by an absolute majority of the whole numbers of the
Legislative Council.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
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Read second time.

Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 7 agreed to.
Clause 8

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika)Clause 8 provides power to the minister at the request
ofVencorp, at any time, to make a direction in writing
amending a direction made, or purportedly made, by
Vencorp under this division. It also allows him to do
that retrospectively.
If one reads the provisions in clause 8, particularly in
conjunction with the provisions in clauses 9 and 17, one
recognises that clause 8 provides for the minister to
make directions on or after 11 June 1998 and before
30 September 1998, but not later than 31 December
1998, and that the Vencorp direction is deemed to have
been made as so amended.
That allows Vencorp to request from the minister
another direction that overrides the original order made
by Vencorp - for example, if it is shown that some of
the original directions put Vencorp in some kind of
difficulty - it may even be uncovered during the royal
commission that Vencorp failed to act properly with
respect to its obligations in the gas crisis - the
provision allows the government to issue another order
as though the first order was never made in the first
place.

Hon. R. M. HaUam - That is true.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is the way
the government operates. If it makes mistakes, it simply
comes into the chamber and retrospectively fixes them.
It is not a luxury the rest of the community enjoys. We
cannot go around changing the constitution as can
occur under clause 21 of the bill. The directions made
by the minister cannot even be challenged in the
Supreme Court of Victoria That is the way we run the
state. It is like a dictatorship. It is at the whim of one
man. When Premier Kennett decides that something
will be done, he simply makes an order and if he does
not like it today or tomorrow, he changes it and says,
'Don't worry about it'. The law in this state applies to
every citizen except the Premier, a man who goes
around acting like a little dictator.
Hon. W. A. N. Hartigan intetjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is another
example of how he does it. It is an absolute disgrace
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because two workers were killed at Longford That
might not worry you, Mr Hartigan. It probably does not
worry you or your colleagues that eight people were
injured, that businesses lost more than $1 billion
because of the Longford explosion. But those things
happened. The idea that the minister can come into the
chamber and simply by writing out an order absolve the
government of responsibility is just absurd. It is
undemocratic and un-Victorian.
It is not fair to those people who were killed and injured
at Longford The provision is one of the most
objectionable we have seen come before the chamber in
many years. It gives not only the power to the minister
but also a blank cheque. It does not specify the nature
of the directions. They could be anything. Vencorp
could make some absurd direction which causes
hardship for all Victorians and the minister could
simply absolve it of any legal responsibility using the
provision under the constitution that prevents Supreme
Court action being taken by members of the public.
The opposition cannot accept that course. I also note in
passing that this issue was raised by the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee. That committee,
which has some good members, states in its report:
The committee notes that by the operation of clause 2(2) of
the bill, clauses 9, 10 and 17(3) apply retrospectively to
10 June 1998. The committee notes that no explanation is
provided in either the second-reading speech or the
explanatory memorandwn as to the significance of that date.
The committee will write to the minister seeking clarification
in relation to the specific retrospective date.
The committee is concerned that persons may be adversely
affected by the retrospective application of these provisions
and will write to the minister seeking finther comment as to
the likely impact on persons and organisations.

I do not know whether the committee did that, and I
certainly do not know whether it got a response.
Perhaps honourable members may be able to enlighten
us; perhaps the minister can enlighten us as to whether
the government gave any response. It would not
surprise me if it did not because the government has no
respect for the processes of the chamber, the committee
or anything else.

Clause 8 provides power for directions made on or after
11 June 1998.
We all know what it is for and what it is about. It is
about the fact that this is the date on which the ice
incident occurred, or corresponds with the period when
the incident occurred. It is therefore designed to provide
immunity to the government and to Vencorp for actions
that mayor may not have been taken as a consequence
of that incident.
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In the public interest

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister says
it is in the public interest. I would have thought the
public interest is to allow the legal processes of this
state to take their course. I would have thought that
would have been in the public interest, too. The
minister is one of these people who has absolutely no
respect for legal processes, as is seen by the fact that he
was prepared to change the constitution to remove the
legal right of workers to be able to claim common-law
rights under the constitution. The minister would be the
last person to talk about public interest and the rights of
Victorians because he has been headlong in the process
of removing rights of Victorians to seek legal redress
through the courts. That is what this bill does.
Coincidentally, by chance or luck, the bill covers not
only the ice incident but also the Longford incident
Hon. R. M. HaIlam interjected
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The minister
nods his head and says, 'Well, that's good' .

The government killed two birds with one stone. It is
getting out of its obligations in relation to not only the
ice incident but to Longford as well.
I do not know if the government has responded to the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee question,
but on this side of the house we would be interested to
know whether it has, and what explanation it gave to
that committee in relation to why it was necessary to
have these retrospective provisions in the bill.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) For the record my response is that the government has
not responded to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee on the basis that the advice was received
only a very short time ago. In defence of
Mr Theophanous I must say that one thing he does not
lack is imagination.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is the nicest thing
you have ever said to me.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Take it as a compliment.
Mr Theophanous has built up a straw man in respect of
this clause. I repeat the effect of my comments in the
second-reading speech, where I said that it is vital that
the corporation charged with the responsibility for
preserving system security has both the authority and
the confidence to respond to any threat free from the
risk of personal or corporate liability, where - big test,
Mr Theophanous - it acts in good faith to protect
system security or ensure safety. In the speech I said:

These immunity provisions are founded directly in the public
interest and in the need to ensure that the relevant corporation
or person and third parties involved have confidence to
protect the public interest

I make this point in response to Mr Theophanous's
comments. When responding to a threat to system
security or safety it must be recognised that people are
acting under extreme pressure and in the public interest.
Mistakes of an absolutely minor nature may be made in
drafting directions - for example, the misspelling of
the titles of parties or grammatical errors may occur.
The effect of any such technical defect is that currently
the validity of the whole direction, in so far as it is
addressed to that party, may be called into question, and
the policy objective of the directions power to manage
the system for the public benefit put at risk, perhaps
even defeated.

What Mr Theophanous is putting to the committee is
that this is all gloom and doom and despair. The
objective is quite the reverse. The government is tIying
to do nothing more than protect the public interest in so
far as that public interest might be thwarted by a
technical defect in a direction given in respect of the
circumstances. While Mr Theophanous allows his
imagination to run riot, I put to him and the committee
that the reverse is the objective of the government. The
government wants to ensure that the real test of public
interest is not put at risk by some minor technical
defect. The objective of the government is nothing
more than exactly as I put it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - Firstly
I would like the minister to indicate to the house
whether the government intends to respond to the
questions of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee.
Hon. R. M. Hallam -

The answer is yes.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I would like to
point out to the minister, without referring to the quote I
have already cited from the second-reading speech, that
the ACCC has been very critical of these provisions,
based not on the argument that I have put but on the
argument that this kind of provision leads to
inefficiency and uncompetitive behaviour. It means that
any organisation such as Vencorp recognises and
knows that it has a way out of its own mistakes. It does
not have to take the same level of responsibility as the
private sector does in the sense that if it makes a
mistake in the end it can still use the provision to get
itself out of problems.

The ACCC raised the concern because this is not a
privilege which extends to the private sector. Private
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sector organisations make these sorts of mistakes, and,
of course, Esso is the prime example in this instance. I
am sulprised that the minister does not have some
sympathy for this argument because in the past he has
supported the arguments put by the ACCC on
competition issues and the idea of parity between the
private and public sectors.
The minister might say it is in the public interest, but in
the end it is in the interests ofVencolp as an
organisation. It has been shielded in a way that one
would never entertain, I would hope, shielding a private
sector organisation such as Esso. I would be interested
to hear what the minister says with respect to the
ACCC argument, particularly on this question of why
we should shield the public sector organisations and
make them more lax than they might otherwise be.
Why should they get that kind of shielding when it is
not done for other organisations? I do not think the
minister has necessarily done this in relation to the
Victorian Workcover Authority, for instance. I do not
think it gets this level of protection for decisions that it
makes. It is an unnecessary anomaly. It is one which
the ACCC does not support and it has been highlighted
by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee. I
do not think the government has mounted a reasonable
argument as to why the committee should accept it
Hon. R. M. BALLAM (Minister for Finance) - A
number of challenges are offered in the Leader of the
Opposition's comments. He tells me that I should have
sympathy for the position taken by the ACCC. In fact, I
do have sympathy for the argument put forward by the
ACCC, but I make this comment and I do so with due
respect: the ACCC does not have ultimate
responsibility for the system and the public interest.
The ACCC has the lUXUry of being able to pontificate
in advance on something that the government has no
power to anticipate and then walk away. The
government does not have that luxury. It must ensure
that all of the possible circumstances have been
anticipated. Mr Theophanous says that this is offered as
a shield, and that that of itself might lead to some sort
of laxity on the part of Vencorp. I refer to proposed new
section 161 inserted by clause 9, which states:
A person to whom this section applies is not liable to any
action, claim or demand on account of any damage, loss or

injury sustained or alleged to be sustained because of
anything done or omitted to be done in good faith (a) in or in connection with or incidental to the exercise of a
power to give or make a direction, prohibition or requisition
under, or purportedly under, this act; or

(b) in the reasonable belief that the act or omission was in or in

connection with or incidental to the exercise of such a
power.

If the government were to be persuaded by the
honourable member's argument to exclude proposed
new section 161 - namely, protection from liabilityit would open the door to an even worse potential fate
in respect of the public interest. I again make the point
that what the honourable member is putting to the
committee is good in a hypothetical sense but it may
turn out to be totally impractical. All the government is
trying to do is ensure that the public is faithfully
protected. It may not be in the form the honourable
member would wish and he may want to build all sorts
of hypothetical straw men, but the government is trying
to do nothing more than protect the public interest

If the honourable member were prepared to put aside all
the rhetorical arguments he would recognise that this is
a true reflection of what is in the best interests of the
public, and that the government is doing nothing more
than protecting those best interests. I believe there is a
compelling argument to provide those who are exposed
in this way with protection from liability. To not do so
would be totally irresponsible. On that basis I urge the
committee to support the clause.
Committee divided on clause:

Ayes, 31
Asher, Ms
Ashrnan, Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr

HaIlam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr

Best, Mr(Tel/er)

Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs

Birrell, Mr
Boardman, Mr

Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr (Teller)
Cover,Mr
Crnige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furletti, Mr

PowelI, Mrs
Ross, Dr
Smith, Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs

Wells,Dr
Wilding, Mrs

Noes, 9
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Gould,Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean, Mrs

Nguyen,Mr
Power, Mr (Teller)
PuIIen, Mr
Theophanous, Mr

NardeIIa, Mr

Pair
HaIl,Mr

Clause agreed to.
Clause 9

WaIpole, Mr
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition's objections to clause 9 are s~ilar to those
for clause 8. Clause 9 extends the protection from
liability for Vencorp, whereas clause 8 provides power
to the minister. Proposed new section 161 states:
Protection from liability
(1)

A person to whom this section applies is not liable to any
action, claim or demand on account of any damage, loss or
injury sustained or alleged to be sustained because of
anything done or omitted to be done in good faith.

We heard the minister's argument during the debate on
clause 8. It is not an argument that holds water because
that kind of good faith protection is available anyway
under the normal provisions of common law. As an
example I refer to the case ofEsso and the way the
royal commissioner will look at its actions. IfEsso is
found to have taken all reasonable steps and done
everything appropriate in relation to safety at the si~
but an accident occurred anyway, I am sure Esso WIll
not be subjected to the sorts of claims that would be
made if the royal commissioner found it was negligent
The minister says the provisions of the bill are not quite
the same thing, but the bill offers a level of protection
that goes even beyond the level of protection stated by
the words in it. The onus of proof will be discharged by
Vencorp simply saying that it acted in good faith,
making it impossible for anyone to take action against it
for failing to act properly. The clause protects Vencorp
well beyond the levels of protection that are available
under the law for other private sector companies. I do
not think anyone can dispute that fact.
I understand the argument put by the minister about
public interest and not wanting the state to be sued - it
is fair enough - but if the argument were extended to
its logical conclusion citizens would have no rights
against the state. To those people who are interested in
the philosophy of liberalism I say that that is
completely contrary to that philosophy; liberalism
requires that there has to be a balance between the
rights of the citizen and the rights of the state.
The bill essentially makes the state immune to the rule
of law because it establishes one rule of law for all
private sector organisations and a different rule of law
for the government. Liberal philosophers such as John
Stuart Mill would have totally rejected that notion. He
would have put the argument that Mr Forwood
can-Hon. Bill Forwood - Don't tempt me.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr Forwood can
make faces if he likes, but he knows very well that a
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philosopher like John Stuart Mill would have said that
you cannot have a situation in which private sector
organisations are treated differently from public sector
organisations and in which the state is provided with .
immunity against prosecution by citizens - and that IS
what this bill effectively does. The provision of
immunity may well be of value to the government, but I
reiterate that the ACCC has also put the other side of
the argument - that enabling organisations to gain
exemption by simply making statements that they acted
in good faith makes for lax organisations.
In making a final point I take up one part of what the
minister has said To some extent I agree with the

provisions contained in clause 10 of the bill concerning
the persons who executed the directions of Vencorp.
However, I draw a distinction between the Vencorp
organisation and what directions Vencorp might have
given to other parties. If other parties - contractors,
licensed plumbers or some other individuals - were
given directions by Vencorp and carried out those
directions in good faith and it turned out that the
directions were improper, I can understand why those
persons should be provided with immunity. I have
specifically not pulled out clause 10 for that reason. The
opposition's objection is not to the terms of the
directions given by Vencorp but to the organisation
itself being immune from prosecution. That raises a
different set of issues.
Where will it stop? The Victorian Workcover Authority
or the Transport Accident Commission could be made
immune from prosecution. It could go on and on, and
we would finish up with two sets of rules being set
up - one for private sector organisations and one for
govemment-owned organisations, with different levels
of legal protection applying in each case. I do not think
anyone wants to see that sort of situation emerge in this
state.
If the government thinks carefully about the issue it will
realise that what it proposes is contrary to the
fundamental principles of the law and ofliberalism. I
make that distinction and put that case to the
government.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) The honourable member will not be surprised to hear
that the government is not persuaded by his argument,
because I led argument in the debate on the
government's position on clause 8.
By way of response I say that I really cannot
countenance the circumstances outlined by the Leader
of the Opposition that an agency saying that it acted in
good faith would be given immunity. That would not
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be the test. The test would be much tougher than an
agency simply saying that it acted in good faith; it
would be whether it had in fact acted in good faith. I
make the point again that we are really talking about a
reaction to emergency circumstances, and I invite the
Leader of the Opposition to think through the
ramifications that would flow from those emergency
circumstances.
The Leader of the Opposition said that it might be good
value for the government to introduce the immunity.
That is not the test we applied at all. The test is not
whether it is good for the government; it is whether it is
good for the community. I invite the Leader of the
Opposition to look beyond the veil he sees to really test
what his reaction would be should he be confronted
with emergency circumstances. He was generous
enough to say he understands that protection should be
given to someone who acted in response to a direction
given in those emergency circumstances. If he is
prepared to offer that by way of consolation it is not too
big a step for him to understand that the same sort of
reaction should apply to those who give the directions,
again using the test of whether those directions were
issued in good faith.
Again I offer this comfort to the Leader of the
Opposition. The government is not contemplating the
circumstances he built in his argument, but an
emergency situation. We do not want the entire
community frustrated by some technical defect in
respect of a direction given in such emergency
circumstances.
That is exactly what has driven the entire debate.
Mr Theophanous says there is real concern about the
ramifications of that. He cites the determination of the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. I
invite him to take account of the fact that the same
issues were canvassed within the ranks of government,
but the test at the end of day is not what is good for
government as much as what is good for the
community. The government is trying to protect the
community by doing something that is in the best
interests of the community, given the anticipation that
the legislation would be read in the context of
emergency circumstances.
I again invite the honourable member to think of what
the ramifications might be. The government has gone
through and understands the arguments offered by the
honourable member, but it is not persuaded that his set
of solutions is in the best interests of the community at
large.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - This
will be my final contribution on this clause. I
understand what the minister has said about the test of
good faith - that it is not simply somebody saying
they acted in good faith. I invite him to consider a
perhaps not-so-hypothetical example.

Esso could claim that it acted in good faith in sending
two inspectors to Longford to try to put out a fire that
had erupted. It could say, 'We recognise it was a breach
of normal safety precautions, but other issues were
associated with it'. Perhaps the proper safety equipment
was not available or rules and regulations had been
breached. But despite all that, it had an emergency
situation - a fire was raging - and in good faith
workers were sent in, but they were killed or injured.
That would not protect Esso, as the minister well and
truly knows. It would in no way protect Esso if it said,
'We acted in good faith in trying to put out a fire by
sending in people even though that meant breaching
regulations'. That certainly would not protect Esso
from legal liability. The problem with saying that
someone acted in good faith is that it is difficult to
prove that somebody did not act in good faith.
I invite honourable members to think about the
situation. If they give it a bit of thought, they would
have to agree that any such organisations would argue
they acted in good faith. It is hard to imagine a
circumstance - Hon. Bill Forwood - The courts have a long
history of deciding good faith.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - There might be a
long legal history, but generally courts do not decide
whether an organisation acted in good faith. They
decide whether in the circumstances the action, whether
or not in good faith, breached regulations and whether it
was appropriate. The problem with the provision is that
it allows Vencorp to take actions that might be
inappropriate and that might be counter to the
regulations that would apply in other circumstances. If
Vencorp acted in good faith - even based on the
minister's own test it may be established that Vencorp
acted in good faith - Hon. C. A. Furletti intetjected.
Hon. T. C. TIlEOPHANOUS - I am trying to
make a distinction between the private and public
sectors. The private sector does not get such protection.
Consequently, honourable members must be clear on
what protection we are giving the public sector. We are
giving it a significant protection. So long as the public
sector is able to establish it acted in good faith, it does
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not have to take further responsibility for the
consequences of its actions. I am talking about
consequences as opposed to intent One may intend to
act in good faith but the consequences of one's actions
may be inappropriate. The consequences might derive
from the fact that procedures were not followed, for
instance, even though an organisation acted in good
faith. It is a significant level of protection that does not
apply to the private sector. For that reason, it should be
struck out.

available to a private sector operator and a public
instrumentality.

The opposition supports clause 10, which extends the
protection to a third party. I suggest that the level of
responsibility one would expect of a soldier is not the
same as that expected of a commanding officer. The
opposition has some sympathy for the argument
underlying clause 10. On that basis, we continue to
oppose clause 9 of the bill.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I was saying it does
not have a good faith defence whereas Vencorp does.

Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance)\Vithout intending to extend the debate, I simply make
the point that the honourable member offers the seed of
a response to his own question in that he says we are
offering a good faith defence that does not apply to the
private sector. In the next breath he talks about that
defence being available to Esso. Esso is a private sector
operator.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - A good faith defence
is not enough for Esso.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - Why did you cite it?
That is the whole point Esso does not have a statutory
good faith defence.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is correct.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I thought you were
offering the committee a hypothetical defence
notwithstanding the fact that there was a breach of
safety precautions. Let me make the point again that
Vencorp is not Esso. I am talking about a public sector
entity, which is quite different from a private sector
operator. Let there be no confusion about the defence
crossing that line.

I go back to what I said in the first place. The defence
of simply pleading good faith is not there in the first
place because that would have to be demonstrated, and
it does not necessarily flow automatically that some
statutory defence is open to a private sector operator. I
am sure that private sector operators would seek to
offer that defence in any action, but they would not
have a statutory defence that would fall within that
category. The hypothetical circumstance the honourable
member brings to the committee is misleading because
it infers there is a blurring between the defences

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - There is because a
good faith defence is not enough in the case of a private
sector operator.
Hon. R. M. HALLAM - I rest my case. If that is
your conclusion, why did you offer Esso as an example
in your hypothetical case?

Hon. R. M. HALLAM - You are reinforcing the
government's position.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
put on record my opposition to clause 9 on the basis of
retrospectivity. In such cases, retrospectivity may result
in what was illegal becoming legal.
Hon. R. M. Hallam inteIjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - It can. That was part of
the problem tackled by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. Something that was illegal can
be made legal and can be given immunity through these
clauses and it could be something that the government,
opposition members or the general community do not
know about.

The Minister for Finance invites the opposition to
decide whether the provision is in the community's best
interests. I cannot make that judgment because of its
retrospective provision; it is impossible for anyone to
make that judgment. One has to take into account the
retrospective aspect when deciding whether it is good
for the community. Vencorp should be made
responsible for even those technical defects, if that is
the appropriate way of dealing with it. The government
wants to shield Vencorp from that responsibility.
However, as Mr Theophanous says, that creates a
distinction between the public and private sectors. I
understand what the minister has said. I put on the
record my objection to retrospective legislation of this
type. We do not know how it will be used in the future.
The minister gives the committee an assurance that it is
of a limited nature for technical aefects, but my reading
of the legislation is different; I believe it can be used
much more widely. That concerns me.
Committee divided on clause:

Ayes, 31
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr

Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
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Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell, Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Cover, Mr (Teller)
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furletti,Mr

Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles, Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Mrs
PowelI,Mrs
Ross,Dr
Smith, Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells,Dr
Wilding,Mrs

Noes, 9
Eren, Mr
Gould, Miss
Hogg, Mrs (Teller)
McLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr (Teller)

Nguyen, Mr
Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr
Theophanous, Mr

Pair
Hall,Mr

WaIpole,Mr

Bon. T. C. TBEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) Clause 21 changes the limits of the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court. It is yet another example of the way the
government is prepared to change the constitution in
virtually every bill introduced in this place. The
opposition will not divide on the legislation, but
varying the constitution to provide immunity to persons
is objectionable. It is even more objectionable where
that immunity is retrospective, as it is in this case. It has
become par for the course for the government, with
more than 100 bills being introduced in this place
providing that ordinary members of the public cannot
appeal to the Supreme Court. That includes the famous
removal of the right of workers to appeal to the
Supreme Court in matters concerning common law.
This bill is another example. The opposition will not
divide on the clause, but registers its opposition.
Clause agreed to; clauses 22 to 37 agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.

Third reading

Clause agreed to; clauses 10 to 16 agreed to.
Clause 17

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition simply highlights the absurdity of the clause.
A reading of clause 17(4) makes one realise just how
absurd the legislation is. Clause 17(4) inserts a new
provision which states:

Read third time.

(5A) If a direction of the minister under subsection (5) amending
an earlier direction for the purpose of correcting a defect,
mistake or omission (a)

includes a statement that the earlier direction is
deemed to have been made as so amended; and ...

the earlier direction is deemed to have been made as so
amended.

That is extraordinary. The only analogy I can draw and, who knows, it could be the next step by the
government - would be if the government passed
legislation in which a minister had made a mistake in
what he or she said during the course of debate. The
minister could not only later correct that mistake but
could also retrospectively change Hansard so it
reflected the correction to the mistake. That is an
example of the lengths to which the government is
prepared to go. The idea that one can retrospectively
correct a mistake is absurd. I doubt even the Minister
for Finance would apply such a provision in the private
sector.
Clause agreed to; clauses 18 to 20 agreed to.
Clause 21

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

RAIL CORPORATIONS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 November; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

Bon. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - The opposition
opposes the Rail Corporations (Further Amendment)
Bill. The legislation is significant in size and makes six
major amendments: firstly, to ensure there are mUltiple
owners of the franchised businesses, and to preserve
competition franchisees who own more than 20 per
cent of one metropolitan train or tram business will be
prohibited from having any interest in the other;
secondly, to ensure the franchise arrangements with the
private operators are enforceable; thirdly, to confer on
private operators statutory rights to ensure they have the
property rights necessary to operate the train and tram
networks; fourthly, to give to authorised officers
employed by the franchisees certain powers that
officers of the Public Transport Corporation currently
have; fifthly, to provide that franchised passenger
services will have priority over rail freight services;
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and, finally, to establish the Director of Public
Transport.
The opposition opposes privatisation of the public
transport network, especially for passenger services in
metropolitan, provincial and rural Victoria Public
transport services, especially fixed rail public transport
services, have been built up over many generations.
They are assets owned and built up by the community
through the payment of taxes and by the contribution
workers' labour has provided over those generations.
More importantly, those public rail and tram services
have been built up in a context where community
service obligations have dominated the planning,
provision and operation of the services. It is unfortunate
that the notion of community seIVice obligation, which
ensures that services are planned and provided for by
successive governments so that irrespective of where
Victorians live they are able to access public rail
services at reasonable prices and to receive equality of
service, will now be eroded.
It is sad that community service obligations are

disappearing under federal and state governments of
both political persuasions. It is unfortunate, because as
we move into the next millennium we should live in a
community where, regardless of people's capacity to
pay, they are able, as a consequence of being taxpayers,
to access seIVices. Tbat means that if they live in the
inner city, in the rapidly growing urban sprawls on the
edge of Melbourne, in a provincial city or in some of
our more remote townships they will have access to
services that enable them to commute to work where
appropriate, to visit relatives or to use other public
transport systems to attend medical appointments,
major sporting functions or entertainment venues. The
loss of emphasis on community service obligations has
been a worrying trend for a number of years.
Trams, trains and increasingly buses have been an
important part of Victoria's integrated public transport
system. Since the early 1980s language has developed
in which the system on which our trains operate is
referred to as heavy rail and the system of articulated
trams is referred to as light rail - trams that are able to
travel at significant speeds and because they are
articulated have carrying capacities significantly greater
than the W-class trams and other model trams that
succeeded them.
The former Labor government initiated and funded a
project in which modem motor rail vehicles were built
and came to be known as Sprinter trains. Honourable
members would be aware that Sprinter train services
are providing successful and popular services between
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Melbourne and some of Victoria's major provincial
cities. Those very successful Sprinter services should be
extended beyond the provincial cities to provide regular
passenger services to townships.
I refer to the history of the workers who made the fixed
rail tram and train systems such a popular part of the
culture of Melbourne and Victoria, and the unions that
represented them. Together they created a network of
tram and train services that is envied nationally and
internationally. All honourable members would
acknowledge that at a time when the uman sprawl in
major cities in Australia and around the world is
causing enormous environmental and traffic congestion
problems, Melbourne's tram and train services are
looked on with envy.
It is important that honourable members contemplate
the efforts of those workers and their unions. The
former Australian Railways Union, with which I had
the pleasure of working for a number of years; the
Australian Federated Union of Locomotive Enginemen,
the engine-drivers; and the tramways union have
recently amalgamated with other industry unions to
form the Public Transport Union. Many of the people
who have had long service as public transport workers
or with public transport unions could tell interesting
stories about the way the fixed rail system began and
from its infancy extended out as the spokes reached
further and further into metropolitan Melbourne and
country Victoria. I cannot allow this opportunity to pass
without stating on behalf of the opposition its
appreciation of the work those people have done.
The opposition argues that the bill represents a broken
promise by the Kennett coalition government. An
examination of the public record reveals that in the
lead-up to the last state election the Kennett
government gave an undertaking to Victorian electors
that it would not privatise the public transport system
during its term in government. I acknowledge that it
said it would move towards corporatisation, but that is a
separate argument.
Our opposition to the bill is also based on an
examination of the public transport experience in Great
Britain. Honourable members who have had an
opportunity to use the public transport system in Great
Britain or to examine some of the data on an analysis of
the system there, as I have done, will acknowledge that
at best it is not working and that at worst it has been an
absolute failure. A report published in the Guardian on
3 August states:
Punctuality on Britain's privatised railways is getting worse
and passenger dissatisfaction with the standards of service
mounting.
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Customer surveys and research carried out by the
Australian Railways Union when I was working with it
indicated that declines in passenger participation were
connected with perceptions that trains did not run on
time or that standards of passenger service were
declining. There is a real danger of the Great Britain
experience with privatisation being repeated in
Victoria The survey work, which was carried out in the
mid-1980s, indicated uniformly that people want their
trains to be on time, clean, and a relatively safe
environment in which to travel.
The Guardian report further states:
In his latest quarterly bulletin, Mr O'Brien-

the director of the Office of Passenger Rail
Franchising said punctuality had fallen on 48 of the routes operated by
train companies and improved on only 16.

It is important to understand that passengers will not
cop that sort of trend and that it will lead to passengers
deserting the system and reverting to private travel. It is
difficult to win back passengers once they have
perceptions of or have experienced services that are
unreliable. It is reasonable to argue that
under-performance by privatised trains in Great Britain
is endemic. Trains run late regularly, and the companies
overcome their management - -

Hon. R. M. HaIlam - That is a bit Irish!
Hon. PAT POWER - Those who are familiar
with the public transport system would know that if
trains run late on a regular basis - Hon. W. R. Baxter - How late?
Hon. PAT POWER - Mr Baxter intetjects, and I
feel driven to respond, because it is an important issue.
Mr Baxter asks how late. It is generally acknowledged
that the great majority of passengers on fixed rail
systems will cope with a tolerance of trains running
within 5 to 7 minutes of advertised time. When I talk
about trains running late on a regular basis I am not
talking about a train being 2, 3 or 5 minutes late; I am
talking about train services being out of kilter by a
factor of 10 minutes or greater. The opposition does not
argue that trains should be expected to always run on
time under either a publicly or privately owned system,
so the question raised by the intetjection is an important
one.
When the Blair government came to power in Great
Britain it established fairly quickly as a consequence of
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its investigations that the operational aspects of the rail
companies were approaching a national disgrace. This
resulted in what the British call a salami situation where
the system becomes fragmented. Services are chopped
and changed in an attempt to meet the agendas of
privatised companies, which of course cannot be
anything other than different from the agenda of a
system run by the public sector for the public sector.
On September 27 the Age reported that Stagecoach, one
of the companies operating in Great Britain, was failing
to meet standards for punctuality and value for money
and cleanliness. To the layperson such comments may
appear to be nitpicking but for those of us who
understand the public transport system and the
expectations that passengers have of it, failures to be
punctual, meet standards and provide cleanliness are, as
I have been arguing, the very reasons for passengers
deserting the system in significant numbers and history
shows it takes a long time for them to come back. It is a
very costly consequence.
Interestingly, in that same article the Age refers to First
Group's Victorian chief executive officer, !an Dobbs,
who until recently was the chief executive officer of the
Public Transport Corporation. The Age reports that
First Group failed to meet passenger standards for
safety, security, punctuality and value for money.
Again, that is consistent with the pattern in Great
Britain. It is most important that the government give
the Victorian community a categorical assurance that
such patterns of unsatisfactory service will not be
established in Victoria.
Connex, another privatised company operating in Great
Britain, showed a declining standard of customer
satisfaction on a number of issues. Another company
that is expected to seek work in Victoria, National
Express, failed customer service surveys for punctuality
and cleanliness.
I shall conclude on that point. The basis for the
opposition's rejection of the bill is simple: the
opposition does not believe that privatisation of
Victoria's tram and train fixed rail system is in the
public interest. Privatisation represents a broken
promise in the sense that the Victorian government
promised the community that there would be no
privatisation in this term of government corporatisation, yes; but privatisation, no. Therefore the
legislation ought to be rejected on two counts:
government members should reject it because they gave
the Victorian community a promise they would not do
it, and opposition members will reject it because it is
not in the public interest
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In my brief submission I have sought to demonstrate

that Victoria's fixed rail system is the envy of major
cities around Australia and, indeed, around the world It
is the envy of other places because it has been built
from scratch as a publicly owned, publicly operated,
community driven service that has to the best of its
collective ability sought to provide tram and train
services to people living in metropolitan Melbourne,
major provincial cities and country Victoria.
As a consequence of my experience I would be the first
person to acknowledge that national governments of all
political persuasions have failed to meet their
responsibilities in working in partnership with
successive state governments to ensure that a proper
flow of funds is made available to allow passenger rail
services in particular to be upgraded and expanded.
I hope honournble members will note that I have not
used this opportunity to criticise the government for not
having extended fixed rail services. I acknowledge that
enormous funds are necessary to provide that
infrastructure and that ought to be a joint responsibility
of federal and state governments. On behalf of the
opposition I have put that privatising Victorian tram
and train services is not in the public interest and
represents a broken promise by the Kennett
government. On those two bases the bill ought to be
rejected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) - Unlike
Mr Power, I maintain that the bill is absolutely in the
public interest. I hope to demonstrate why I believe that
to be so.
Mr Power spent a good deal of time attempting to
demonstrate to the house that the traditional publicly
funded and operated system this state has had for so
long is in the public interest. I wonder whether people
who have so often found themselves stranded on a tram
stop or on a railway platform because the transport
unions had pulled on a sudden strike thought that the
system was being operated in the public interest, or
whether the farmers who had their produce stranded in
a rail yard somewhere because of a strike thought it was
in the public interest.
One of my earliest recollections of dealing with the
railways was as a schoolboy when there was a mini
wool boom. Unfortunately my father's wool clip was
caught up in rail wagons in the North Melbourne rail
yards and we could not get it offbecause of a strike. By
the time we got to the wharves the mini wool boom had
collapsed, and it still sticks in my crawl I sometimes
feel a deal of sympathy for the rank and file workers in
the public transport system - the tram drivers, the train
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drivers and the shunters and so on - because so often
it seemed to me that they were mere pawns in a union
game and that their interests were not taken into
account at all.
On many occasions they did not want to be on strike;
they were being used So often strikes that were almost
endemic in public transport during the 1960s and 1970s
had little to do with the service. They were part of an
agenda being run by a very left-wing Trades Hall
Council that may have had something to do with a
conflict remote from Australia's shores.
Hon. D. A. NardeUa inteIjected.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - IfMr Nardella believes
many of the strikes at that time on the wharves and in
public transport had nothing to do with left-wing
causes, he was not in the same country as I was.
Hon. Pat Power - Mr Nardella is not saying that.
He is disputing that the Trades Hall Council was left
wing.
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - Whether or not it was left
wing, perhaps it did not have the influence that I
believed it had Perhaps it was being used by left-wing
organisations in much the same way as were the
rank-and-file members. I have some sympathy for those
men and women who were used for agendas which had
little to do with their work practices.

In his contribution, Mr Power gave a rendition of some
length about the alleged ills of the privatised train
system in Great Britain. He attempted to persuade the
house that the customer rates in the United Kingdom
have fallen. I understand that since privatisation usage
of the system has risen considerably. Patronage is up.
From anecdotal experience, having spent some time in
the UK from time to time, but particularly about
15 months ago, I used a train every day when I
accommodated myself at Bishops Stortford on the West
Anglia line, about 40 minutes north of London. It was a
superb service. The trains were on time, clean and
packed all the time, entering and exiting Liverpool
Street station.
At least on that evidence the privatised system is going
extremely well. Be that as it may, ifMr Power wanted
to demonstrate to the house the alleged ills of a
privatised public transport system he may have looked
closer to home at the Warrnambool and Shepparton
train systems. I hear only very good reports about the
Warrnamboolline. The Shepparton line runs through
my electorate. Not a week goes by when I do not get a
compliment from a passenger or two about how much
better the service is now than when it was run by
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V!Line. Punctuality is good; the quality of the service is
much enhanced; and the staff welcome you aboard as a
passenger and a customer. They see you as an
important part of the system rather than the take-it or
leave-it attitude that existed previously and was a
reason for the decline in patronage in the public
transport system.
The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Victoria's
experience is that privatised transport systems are
working well, that people are responding accordingly
and patronage is rising. I look forward to the same thing
happening with the tram system in Melbourne and the
metropolitan train network when private sector
initiatives and private will are put into the system.
One has only to consider the other examples of
privatisations to see again the proof of the pudding. We
have heard today about the electricity privatisation.
Regardless of what the Leader of the Opposition may
endeavour to conjure up in the figures and graphs that
he used, I challenge the opposition to go anywhere in
Australia or the Western world and not hear great
plaudits for Victoria's electricity privatisation.

Hon. Pat Power - Have you been to Cuba lately?
Hon. W. R. BAXTER - That is not in the Western
world. Whether one looks at debt reduction, price
reduction, reliability, alternatives, contestability of
service, service to customers or a range of things that
not one of us pre-privatisation even contemplated, the
system is operating to the benefit of Victorians. I see no
reason why that will not happen with the railways and
tramways.
For many years country freight lines have been
undercapitalised and inefficiently operated. When I was
a wheat grower I always thought freight prices were far
too high and that I could convey my grain in a
wheelbarrow to the port of Geelong faster than the rail
freight service. That may have been wishful thinking,
but nevertheless wheat growers were pawns to the
system even though they were major customers. I
remember when a train came alongside the silo we
stopped the header, loaded the train and sent it back to
Geelong because the railways seemed totally incapable
of doing it themselves. We were using GY wagons
invented in the days of bag handling. There was not
enough capital investment in the system to put in
bottom-hopper wagons. For many years we put up with
that inefficiency as growers, a state and a nation in one
of the world's most competitive industries. The
Canadians had the most magnificent bulk handling
railway system and pulled wagons vast distances, much
further than in Victoria, to get to the prairies of Canada
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and back to the ports, yet they were beating the pants
offus. They had a privatised freight-handling system
that was making the investment and proving, through
competition, a good service.
I often had the view, until I was convinced otherwise,
despite hearing the rhetoric, that short-haul grain
lines- Victoria's are short-haul by world standardswere not economic. It was said that for rail freight to
pay one needed the long-haul lines such as occurred in
Queensland with coal or in Western Australia with iron
ore. That may well be so in terms of publicly operated
systems, but it is not so with privately operated freight
companies. In the United States, Canada and Argentina,
the short-haul privately operated freight lines make
money.
They are attracting customers and freight back off the
roads on to rail, and I look forward to that happening. If
we can privatise country freight lines in Victoria, as
efficient operators around the world have done, not
only will we get more grain back onto rail, we will also
get other items of freight back onto rail. Again I say to
Mr Power that the proof of the pudding is in the eating.
He need only go to the library and read some of the
reports that are coming out of the United States and
Canada to realise that short-haul freight lines are on the
up and up in those two countries - and there is no
reason why it cannot happen in Victoria
In closing I will be parochial. Since 1967 attempts have
been made to re-route the rail line from the centre of
Wodonga, and some 31 years later we are on the cusp
of achieving that great ambition. It will free up a lot of
land in the Wodonga CBn and give the city an even
greater competitive edge over its sister city, Albury.
Wodonga is already growing at a faster rate than
Albury and has the potential to be one of the great
regional growth areas in Australia if, among other
things, we can get rid of the rail line.

I am nervous that there may be some reluctance on the
part of the Victorian Rail Track Corporation and
V!Line to lend their utmost support to that proposal
now that the privatisation process is in train because
they may well consider that such a project would take
their eyes off the main game or may involve some sort
of capital expenditure on the part of the new owner. I
make the plea that major projects such as the removal
of the rail line from Wodonga need to be quarantined
out of such negotiations to ensure that they are not
thwarted as Victorian transport takes the big and crucial
step of moving from public ownership to private
ownership. I put that on the record because I am
concerned about it. It need not be a barrier but it could
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be. It would be detrimental to Wodonga if that were to
be the case.
I reiterate that I strongly support the proposal as another
step along the way to providing Victoria with an
efficient rail system. We have put up with inefficiency
for too long. We have put up with the unions being able
to use the public transport system as a tool for their
agenda in a whole range of areas. I am flabbergasted
that Mr Power had the gall to talk about the Victorian
public transport system being operated in the public
interest because clearly for many years it has often not
been operated that way. At least this change will take
the system out of that arena and put it and its employees
into the private sector, where they will be protected
from some of the shenanigans of Trades Hall and its
acolytes. I strongly support the legislation.
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - The
bill provides for the segmentation ofMelboume's rail
system and creates the infrastructure for a privatised
public transport system. It will extend to new private
operators powers that currently reside with officers of
the Public Transport Corporation, such as the ability to
issue fines for fare infringements and to control traffic.
The bill will put in place cross-ownership provisions to
prevent monopoly control of the industry. Any
franchisee who owns more than 20 per cent of one
metropolitan tram or train business will be prohibited
from having any interest in the others. The bill also
establishes a new director of public transport as an
industry watchdog to manage franchise agreements and
resolve any disputes.
In some respects Melbourne is defmed by its public
transport system. If you think of Melbourne you think
of trams; and our trams are promoted as a tourist
attraction around Australia and the world. The
integrated system is part of our culture and heritage,
and as such belongs in our hands and not in the hands
of private operators. Approximately 300 million trips
are made on the Melbourne public transport system
each year and at least 10 per cent of the population uses
public transport every day to travel to work or school,
or for shopping and entertainment.

Census figures reveal that 16 per cent of the people
living in Melbourne's west travel to work by public
transport. Approximately 15.1 per cent of people in that
area do not own a car and will be at the mercy of the
private operators when public transport costs rise
following privatisation. Those people have little choice
about their mode of transport and for many people rail
is their only way of getting around. The public transport
system is crucial to the social fabric of Victoria That
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will be illustrated by the fact that when public transport
becomes more expensive and less accessible following
privatisation more schoolchildren will be forced to ride
bicycles on busy and dangerous roads.
Good government requires the maintenance of a
balance between public and private transport.
Privatisation will ruin the balance that currently exists
and will not be in the interests of the community. Public
transport sets the pace for Melbourne's economy. If
people cannot rely on the system for the efficient
movement of goods and services the economy will
slow down. To tamper with the public transport system
is to tamper with the economy. The minister should
spend more time assessing the likely economic impact
of public transport privatisation.
The opposition has not had time to consider properly
the ramifications of the bill. It has had insufficient time
to scrutinise this important and complicated legislation
and to fully assess its implications. There has been little
public discussion about the bill. The Kennett
government does not have a mandate to privatise
Melbourne's public transport system. Prior to the last
election the former transport minister, Alan Brown,
clearly stated that public transport would not be
privatised. The public has the right to know the
ramifications of privatisation.
The bill was introduced at the end of the sessional
period when a bill of this significance should have been
given more time in the public domain. There is no
reason why it could not have been introduced much
earlier. Ramming it through the house is in keeping
with the Kennett government's trend of avoiding public
accountability and limiting healthy, informed debate
and criticism.
The quick passage of the bill leaves a lot of questions
unanswered What are the views of our disabled
community? Have they been assured that additional
services for disabled persons will not be compromised
by new players who are driven by profits? Will a
privatised, profit-driven system compromise safety
standards to ensure they meet a bottom line?
Of particular importance to Melbourne West Province
is how the segmentation of the public transport system
will affect the range of companies that presently supply
goods and services to the Public Transport Corporation.
What will happen to their contracts under new
franchised managements? Melbourne's western region
has a tradition of quality train and track manufacturing
and servicing. Servicing the PIC has meant that there
are economies of scale to maintain the industry, which
is a significant employer in the region. Will new
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franchise competitors look interstate or overseas for
supply?

Last Sunday I attended the memorial rededication of
the F2II locomotive at the Railway Museum in
Williamstown by the Minister for Transport. Many
interested local people were present. The train was used
in Melbourne for many years. We talked about how to
maintain and improve the public transport system. I
know how important the public transport system is to
Melbourne, especially in the western area where I live
and work.
Another interesting subject is the operation of the
public transport market. In his second-reading speech
the minister referred to the likelihood that a
profit-focused system will seek to exploit market gaps
in the transport system and said that it also has the
potential to create new market gaps, especially where
particular services are uneconomic. One example is the
Williamstown line in Melbourne's west. A few years
ago great political pressure was placed on the Kennett
government to prevent the closure of that line. A private
operator will not have any need to take account of the
voices of residents if they conflict with the operator's
balance sheet prerogatives.
The public transport market may also be affected by
ticket structures. The privatisation of inter-city rail
services in the United Kingdom saw huge increases in
ticket prices. In Victoria the privatisation of the
electricity industry has resulted in significant rises in
service costs. The cost of using our public transport
system will escalate due to privatisation. Increased
ticket prices could lead to its substitution with private
vehicle use, resulting in environmental cost and
pollution problems.
There is no guarantee that as competitive pressures
increase in a privatised system uniformity of ticket
prices will continue to exist. Train operators may seek
to undercut competing tram operators in a bid to
increase their market share. In the long run we could
see a variation in ticket prices across the city. Can we
expect the Kennett government to intervene in such
circumstances if that is what the market dictates? How
will Bayside Trains, if that company decides to
continue a Williamstown service, compensate itself for
running an uneconomic line? Will it force ticket prices
up? Will it place a user-pays charge on suburban train
station car parks to minimise pressure for ticket price
increases? No-one knows. The facilities at many train
stations such as Tottenham and Seddon need to be
upgraded.
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Only the government can provide the public with the
required level of safety. I do not think private operators
will consider the safety of the community if there is no
profit in it. There are potential problems in giving
employees of private operators the same powers as
officers of the Public Transport Corporation. The ability
to handle the public by directing traffic or issuing fines
requires costly training.
The bill also allows the Director of Public Transport to
operate a franchise. This could happen in the case of,
say, the insolvency of a private franchisee. How would
the directorate operate a business? How would it cover
any losses accrued while running a business at a loss?
For those reasons, the opposition strongly opposes the
bill.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - It gives me
great pleasure to support the Rail Corporations (Further
Amendment) Bill. In doing so I appreciate the
comments made by Mr Nguyen from the point of view
of a metropolitan member. I remind him that rail
services extend throughout the whole of Victoria He
concentrated on the concerns he has about the
metropolitan area, but I point out that there are also
enormous concerns in country Victoria among the
people I represent.
The businesses associated with the privatisation of our
public transport system are of vital importance to the
people in my electorate in the north-west of the state
and throughout country Victoria. Because of the
distances between towns, people in country Victoria
rely heavily on the services provided by the V!Line
Passenger service.
A reliable and efficient transport system provides links
between small towns and regional centres, which is
important to the many people in country Victoria I
remind members also of the importance of the V!Line
freight system, which transports agricultural produce
efficiently from our producers and farms to our
domestic and export markets.
Although many people will always be concerned about
issues relating to change, it is vital that we focus on the
long-term picture and what is in the best interests of the
users and providers of the service. The proposed
privatisation of our transport system gives us a unique
opportunity to improve our services in a number of
areas. Before I address the areas of opportunity and
improvement I put on record my acknowledgment of
the fantastic service provided, particularly on the
Bendigo line, by the V!Line employees who have
undoubtedly provided the improvements and
efficiencies that have led to increased services and
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patronage and an atmosphere of reliability that has not
been enjoyed previously.
The way the staffhave improved the services and
assisted the transport of passengers must be applauded.
Only recently the Minister for Transport announced
more services for the line between Swan Hill, Bendigo,
and Melbourne. That is a result of improvements
brought about particularly by the introduction of the
Sprinter services and the reduction in time taken to
travel between Bendigo and the metropolitan area. Now
the trip takes about 1 hour 40 minutes. It has increased
patronage and therefore obviously reduced the risks to
motorists of incurring speeding fmes and having to deal
with other issues associated with travelling at high
speeds to Melbourne. That one component of passenger
travel highlights the opportunity for people to move on
an efficient and effective rail service.
Last April the Minister for Transport announced to the
public a charter guaranteeing that transport services
would be protected and improved under the reform
program. The passenger charter set out a range of
government-backed guarantees covering fares, service
levels, punctuality, reliability and safety as well as other
issues that are important to passengers.
I am disappointed that Mr Nguyen has not read that
charter. The questions he raised in his contribution
suggested that he did not understand many of the
obligations the government had taken on to ensure that
in the privatisation of our transport system not only are
passengers travelling on the system protected but also a
speedier and better transport system is provided.
The proposal is an opportunity for our regional centres
to grow. Mr Baxter reflected on his experiences in the
United Kingdom and said that the introduction of new
competitors into the system gives an opportunity to
provide transport services and equipment by way of
trains and rolling stock which improve quality and
service to the passenger. I hope the proposal will also
lead ultimately to reduced travelling times and greater
frequency of services.
The privatisation of passenger services to country
Victoria is an opportunity to increase regionalisation.
We have enormous land and infrastructure to spare.
Instead of continuing the centralisation throughout the
eastern suburbs, people can have a better quality oflife
and the opportunity to raise families in a friendly
country atmosphere. That can be enhanced with an
efficient and reliable rail service to the metropolitan
area where employment opportunities are greater.
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The privatisation of the rail system is a unique
opportunity, particularly for our regional centres,
including Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo, through the
north-east of the state to Wangaratta and down to the
Latrobe Valley. I do not shirk the responsibility of
ensuring that services provided by the private operators
of the system are reliable and efficient. However, given
the United Kingdom experience, we should not let the
opportunity pass.
The second issue I raise goes to the heart of the Labor
Party's rejection of the privatisation of V!Line. I refer to
the union movement, which has traditionally rejected
privatisation. However, a couple of years ago the
Bendigo railway workshops entered into a management
agreement with Goninans. One of the conditions of that
agreement was that the government would proceed
quickly with the privatisation of the rail system, which
would also assist in the outsourcing ofPTC work, and
that PTC work would be exposed to competition in all

areas.
The unfortunate consequence of the delay in the
privatisation of the rail system has meant that for some
time the Goninans factory at Bendigo has waited
patiently - although sometimes impatiently - for the
privatisation to occur. The honourable member for
Bendigo East in the other place and I have attended
stop-work meetings held by the workers at the Bendigo
railway workshops, now Goninans. They have
expressed their frustration at the government's
slowness in implementing the privatisation.
I am thankful that today I can speak in support of the
workers at the old railway workshops and the Goninans
site and ensure that the legislation passes. They more
than anybody have accepted the challenge of making
the workshops efficient and competitive with every
other maintenance and railway facility in Victoria
They have been disadvantaged because of the time it
has taken for the privatisation process and the
legislation to pass through Parliament.
As a work force they have been innovative and have
accepted the challenge to be competitive. It is
unfortunate that they have been caught in circumstances
not of their making, where the privatisation process has
been held up and the outsourcing of work from the PTC
has not eventuated in the time frame that was expected
by the Goninans workshop.

It is some 18 months past the date when Goninans
realistically expected the privatisation process to have
been formalised and the competitive opportunity given
to people within both V!Line Passenger and V!Line
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Freight to compete for work, including work on
maintenance and upkeep of the rolling stock.
On behalf of the workers at the Goninans workshop and
the Bendigo workshop committee, I welcome the
legislation. They passed a motion that both the
honourable member for Bendigo East and I passed on
to the Premier, urging him to introduce privatisation
legislation as soon as possible.
I am delighted to welcome the legislation that gives
those workers the opportunity to compete for work that
was previously kept in house by the PTC and protected
by the union movement within the metropolitan area
and gives the workers in Bendigo an opportunity to
compete for and get work in Bendigo. I welcome the
legislation, which has the potential to create jobs.
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) The sad part about the bill is that the government has
had six years to fIx up whatever perceived problems it
had However, Mr Baxter pines for the 1950s and
1960s, the heyday of the anticommunist movement: he
has been stuck in a time warp.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Why don't you address
Mr Best's point?
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA - I cannot address
Mr Best's point because I do not know the specifIc
situation in Bendigo. Secondly, I have not had the
opportunity to talk to the Labor member there, who I
believe would have a different position from Mr Best
and would be better informed

An honourable member intezjected

He was probably in a
meeting with management out there rather than with the
rank and fIle.
HoD. D. A. NARDELLA -

Hon. R. A. Best - With the workers, right on the
shop floor.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - When was the last
time you were on the shop floor? It has been a while
since Mr Best was on the shop floor.

This is an ideological bill that has nothing to do with
efficiency or the provision of a better public transport
service. It involves an ideological position taken by the
government to privatise everything and anything that
moves.
I shall examine the government's privatisation record.
Let's examine the disasters in the private prisons where
the government has entered into contracts with private
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contractors under the BOOT scheme. It has created
prisons with hanging points; it has created a situation
where the number of suicides and other problems in
prisons has been way beyond anything in the public
system.
The government has ploughed $333 million into the
privatisation of the automatic ticketing system. That
system is stuffed People hate it, it is inflexible,
especially on trams, and it is behind time. The
Auditor-General reported a loss of$8 million in ticket
sales in recent times. The purchase of tickets to travel
on the system has become optional for passengers.
The system operating in the metropolitan area has been
working on the summer timetable since 1993. The
government will claim that private operators will
improve the system. They can certainly improve the
system by instituting a service that goes beyond the
summer of 1993 timetable that operates today. The
indicators from the beginning will improve from that
extremely low base.
As the house will be aware, Melbourne is and has been
voted the most livable city. One reason for that is our
public transport system. Disaggregating and privatising
the public transport system threatens the balance in
metropolitan Melbourne. Rather than pushing ideology
and implementing the policies of the failed Thatcher
government and its failed transport ministers, the
government should be addressing the real problems and
not abrogating its responsibility to ensure the Victorian
public transport system is not privatised, is accountable,
runs on time and services the patrons who use it in their
day-to-day lives.
HoD. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I shall
briefly raise a few issues relevant to the Rail
Corporations (Further Amendment) Bill. It is an
important bill because from what we have seen in other
sectors there is no doubt that privatisation and the profit
motive drive a much higher level of service. The truth
is that within the structure of the privatised transport
sections the real way that new owners will make money
is by increasing their market share, which means
increasing service. We look forward to that

Mr Power's opening comments were a re-run of what
we heard in the electricity and gas debates when he
drew analogies with the. UK system which, was said to
be a disaster and not working properly. The reality is
that electricity and gas have been successful, as I am
sure transport will be.
We also heard from Mr Power about the requirement
for assurances - always assurances - about some
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things, as if the government had some divine power to
give assurances against every conceivable situation that
may arise.
I want to deal with one of the most important elements
of the legislation - that is, how the new privatised,
deregulated and disaggregated organisation will work.
We really have two tram services, Swanston Trams and
Yarra Trams; two train services, Bayside Trains and
Hillside Trains; plus V!Line Freight and V!Line
Passenger. All these will have contracts with the
government and their contracts will contain many
clauses dealing with service levels, franchise fees,
costs, and so on. How will all of that be managed?
What will the contract management arrangement be?
The bill sets in place a new office of Director of Public
Transport. The Director of Public Transport will be
responsible for the administration of all those contracts.
That person will be the one who makes decisions about
any clashes of service and priorities; who will be
responsible for the smooth working of the system; who
will impose the various penalties as they are required;
who will ensure that the franchise fees and so on are
paid, and who will ensure that the fare and service
levels embedded in the customer charter are met. The
Director of Public Transport will be a new absolutely
critical body and a key element of - The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! I ask
honourable members to hold elsewhere the
conversations they are having just behind and close to
Hansard, which is making it extremely difficult for the
debate to be accurately recorded.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - I am sorry, Mr Deputy
President, I was not paying attention to your ruling. I
was concentrating on my watch, trying to stay within
the 5 minutes.
The director will have an enormously important role,
similar to the roles of people in Vencorp and VPX in
the electricity and gas industries.
The other key area covered by the bill that dovetails
with all that is the penalty regime set out in the - The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! The Chair
is now having difficulty hearing Mr Strong's
contribution because of conversations taking place
either side of the Chair. Perhaps it is because we are
getting close to the end of the night. I ask honourable
members to keep noise levels to an absolute minimum
while Mr Strong makes his concluding remarks.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Clearly the penalty regime
is an enormously important leg that goes with the leg of
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the Director of Public Transport, and the bill empowers
that penalty regime with legislative force in division 2.
It gives me enormous pleasure to support the bill,
because I believe it will totally transform public
transport in this state. We should look forward to the
next two or three years, in which we will see quite a
new system which is driven by the desire of the
operators to increase market share. The only way they
will be able to do that is by expanding their services,
and the only beneficiary of that will be the consumer. I
support the bill.
The DEPUfY PRESIDENT - Order! I am of the
opinion that the second reading needs to be passed by
an absolute majority of the whole number of members
of the Legislative Council. As I understand there will be
a division, the absolute majority will be tested on the
division.
House divided on motion:

Ayes. 31
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell, Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Cover,Mr
Craige, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furletti, Mr

Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles, Mr
Lucas, Mr
Luckins, Mrs (Teller)
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Or
Smith,Mr
Smith,Ms
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding, Mrs (Teller)

Noes. 9
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Gould,Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean,Mrs
Naniella, Mr

Nguyen,Mr
Power, Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr

Bowden, Mr

Walpole,Mr

Pair

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
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Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

meeting those requests and/or will he make some
suggestions about how safety in the area may be
increased?

Rall:StAJbans-SydenhaID

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the house do now adjown.

Wellcoming Women's Health Senice
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
matter I direct to the attention of the Minister for Health
concerns a letter the minister would have received from
Mrs Janice Williams of Horsham in which she details
concerns about services at the Wellcoming Women's
Health Service in Horsham.
I have been told by other women at Horsham of their
concerns about the current management of staff in this
service. Will the minister look carefully at the way this
service, which is of significant benefit for women, is
currently being run?

Road safety: The Lake Primary School
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I direct
my concern to the attention of the Minister for Roads
and Ports. I have been approached by representatives of
The Lake Primary School on the outskirts ofMildura
about traffic and pedestrian safety in that area. That
good little school enjoys an excellent reputation. It is
located on busy Seventeenth Street which, the minister
may recall, is the road to Merbein.
The school is almost opposite the caravan park. It is
difficult for drivers to turn right safely into the school
parking area to drop off children if they are coming
from the direction ofMerbein or travelling south along
Seventeenth Street. There has been one accident and a
number of near misses in the area, and the community
is concerned about road safety there. Lollipop persons
attend the school crossing during relevant times.
However, we are working through a number of issues
with Vicroads and the local authorities. They include a
reduction in speed limits for the school area, enhanced
signage to alert traffic in the area; and provision of a
right-hand turn lane to allow safer access to the school.
A representative of the Wakefield Transport company
attended a meeting called about the dangerous area. He
offered sponsorship to increase the community's
awareness of the danger by means including the
erection of warning signs. Will the minister assist in
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Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - The matter
I raise is for the attention of the Minister for Roads and
Ports representing the Minister for Transport in the
other place. The Minister for Transport has announced
that work will start next year on the 4-kilometre
extension of the electric rail network from St Albans to
Sydenham. Electrification is appropriate and well
overdue.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Your government didn't do
it!
Hon. M. M. GOULD - We had the money set
aside, but when you came into government you did not
spend the money.
However, it will cause an increase in traffic at the
intersection of St Albans and Main roads. Currently
V!Line trains come from Bendigo every hour.
Electrification would increase the frequency of the
trains going through the intersection to every
10-15 minutes, which would create enormous traffic
jams and raise safety issues as people try to cross the
two major roads. There is a campus of Victoria
University of Technology across the road, which means
students have to cross these major roads. Local traders
are concerned that they will suffer as the trade goes
elsewhere because of traffic congestion.
Will the minister ensure that the new works include
placing the St Albans railway station underground as
part of the project?

Paterson's curse
Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern) - I direct
the attention of the Leader of the Government to a
matter that I ask him to transmit to the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management in the other place.
The Leader of the Government will know from his
frequent visits to north-eastern Victoria that the noxious
weed Paterson's curse is widespread in that part of the
state and the adjoining Riverina area. He will recall that
during his period as Minister for Conservation and
Environment in the last Parliament he was instrumental
in establishing Operation Blue Hills, which did much to
alert landholders to the detriment caused by that
introduced species and showed that with some
application and persistence it can be controlled. That is
clearly evident in north-eastem Victoria, especially
when one flies out of Albury, because one can see
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straight lines on the hillsides where one side is purple
and the other is green, which indicates that the
landowner on one side of the tence is taking steps to
contro I the weed and his neighbour is not.
The honourable member for Benambra in another place
and I have had numerous representations in recent days
from the Fairyknowe area neal" Tallangatta concerning
the tardiness and apparent reluctance of some of the
private pine plantation owners to make any endeavour
to control Paterson's curse. Many of the plantations'
neighbours, through Landcare and their own initiatives
as part of the overall attack on noxious weeks and
rabbits through the Rabbit Bu:ster program, are making
great strides in controlling Paterson's curse. The
Melbourne-based Willmott Forests, for example,
apparently takes the view that although it may own the
pine trees it does not have any responsibility for
controlling the noxious weeds on its land
Will the minister confer with his colleague with a view
to encouraging her to use a little moral persuasion, if
not stronger means, on some of those absentee pine
plantation owners to show them the error of their ways
and point out that they have a responsibility to the
community?

Western Water: restrictions
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
direct the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports,
who is the representative in this place of the Minister
for Conservation and Land Management, to water
restrictions being imposed by Western Water in the
Melton area

West Heidelberg health care centre
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) - I refer
the Minister for Health to the possible provision of a
new integrated health care centre in West Heidelberg. I
recall that the metropolitan health care plan suggested
that an integrated health care centre should be
established on the site of the former Preston and
Northcote Community Hospital, but that plan was
subsequently superseded by a proposal for a new health
care facility in the West Heidelberg area. Honourable
members would know that I have an immense amount
of time for the existing Banyule health care centre in
West Heidelberg.
Hon. M. A. BirreU - I was not aware of that until
now!
Hon. BILL FORWOOD - I chaired the Olympic
Village redevelopment committee on behalf of the
Minister for Health and I got to know the health care
centre quite well, including Jim Pasinis, who runs it. I
am also well aware that a new hospital will go up on
the site of the former repatriation hospital and that the
government is doing well in providing new health care
facilities in the region.
I understand that consideration is now being given to a
new integrated health care centre in the area. Will the
minister advise me of the status of the project and
comment on the suggestion that is rife in the area that
such a new facility will be located on the site of the old
Colosseum Hotel on the corner of Bell Street and Oriel
Road, West Heidelberg?

Werribee: toxic waste dump
The community does not know when the water
restrictions will be imposed and also has concerns
about the selling off of the assets. Water restrictions
may be in force for a long time to come and the right of
supply needs to be guaranteed. Correspondence
between Western Water and the Shire of Melton has
stated that no further development at the Toolern
employment node region is to occur due to insufficient
water resources.

Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) - I ask
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to
refer a matter to the Premier. I take this opportunity to
congratulate the Werribee community and the Werribee
Residents against Toxic Dump on their victory last
Friday when CSR reached an agreement with
Wyndham City Council that prevented the dump being
built. The win sent a clear message to other
communities to fight toxic dump proposals.

A government member interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - IfI have got the
minister wrong, I stand corrected. Much business
development and growth is planned to occur in that
region, and a large amount of money is going into it.
Will the minister assure the Melton community residents and businesses - that sufficient water
resources will be made available for any future growth
in employment and residential expansion and that water
restrictions will not inhibit growth and jobs in Melton?

The Premier has attacked CSR's backdown on the
Werribee toxic dump plans after revelations that
Victoria could soon be left with no dangerous waste
facility. Mr Kennett admitted that the state government
would have to look for another site by about 2002. Can
the Premier assure the Victorian community that in
future it will be consulted and that all safety standards
will be complied with on any proposed sites?
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Bass Coast Beach Festival
Hon. K. M. SMITII (South Eastern) - The matter
I raise for the attention of the Minister for Tourism and
Small Business is about the Bass Coast Beach Festival,
which is held in Gippsland West in South Eastern
Province. That wonderful spectacle is held on the
beaches of the Bass Coast and Phillip Island
A Government Member - We did this last year!

Hon. K. M. SMITH - Yes, we did do it last year. I
am not looking for another - Hon. M. A. Birrell- Handout?
Hon. K. M. SMIm - No handout is needed
because the minister was very generous this year and
gave the people of the Bass Coast Beach Festival
$5000. The festival was a huge success. Last Saturday
night I had the great pleasure of going to Phillip Island
and making a number of presentations to the surfing
fraternity who had come down from New South Wales
and Queensland to compete at a very high, elite level.
The festival, which is a very important event in the
region, has adopted a new name. To keep up with the
motorcycle grand prix, it is to be called the Quicksilver
Grand Prix after the Quicksilver surfmg company that
manufactures a variety of surfboards, wetsuits, watches,
shoes and related surfing equipment. Quicksilver has
taken over the major sponsorship to the extent of some
$40 000. Last Saturday night I learnt that Quicksilver
has opened 30 stores in Turkey, 2 stores in Moscow
and recently one on the Champs Elysees in Paris. That
Australian company was started by two people in
Torquay and has done very well for Australia overseas.
I am not saying that the Bass Coast people need
assistance. On Saturday night at the presentations the
people asked me to pass on their very best wishes and
thanks to the minister and to ask if they could have
$5000 for next year, please.

North WestemHealth Care Network
Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne) - That is a hard
act to follow even on the adjournment! I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Health the matter of his
announcement today that $15 million is to be given to
the North Western Health Care Network. The network
was formed by the amalgamation of the former
north-eastern and western networks and contains some
fine hospitals. The intention is that the money will
assist hospitals by reducing waiting lists. However, I
note from the annual reports of the former north -eastern
and western health care networks and the current North
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Western Health Care Network that a previous
allocation from the government of some $18 million
was totally absorbed by redundancy payments as a
result of a reduction of994 people - nurses, medical
staff and others - over two years.
Will additional funds be used for the purposes
announced - that is, to provide additional services and
not to fund further staff reductions as occurred in the
past and as mentioned in the reports?

National Gallery: dispute
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology, who is the representative in
this place of the Minister for the Arts, the industrial
dispute at the National Gallery of Victoria Despite
claiming a commitment to investing 'in our people', the
National Gallery management appears to have done
little to secure jobs for any of the 105 people 45 casual and 60 ongoing staff-employed as visitor
services officers and cleaners, who will lose their jobs
next year when the gallery closes for alterations.
Peripheral security is provided by a security company
at the State Library of Victoria, where the gallery will
have a presence during the relocation from the St Kilda
Road site, and at the storage site at North Melbourne.
Even so, it would not be unreasonable for some VSOs
to be employed in a customer service capacity as
cloakroom attendants, gallery attendants, information
desk officers and switchboard attendants. The National
Gallery management maintained that that would
compromise its tenant agreement with the State
Library. That claim did not stand up to scrutiny, as
proven at the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission hearing of 28 October.
Instead of being retrained or at least some of those
employees being assisted, they are being abandoned
and their role on a much reduced level is being
contracted out to the lowest bidder. Some staff at the
National Gallery have been employed on an ongoing
basis to provide core functions for many years. They
have now been classified as temporal)' or fixed-term
employees. That is an inaccurate and unfair
classification. Their positions are not project based and
are intrinsic to the running of the gallery. The
classification enables the gallery to avoid its
redeployment and redundancy responsibilities. The
dismissal of the employees just weeks before their
second 3 per cent salary increase is seen as further
evidence of a lack of goodwill.
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Will the minister ensure that everything possible is
done by the National Gallery of Victoria to protect the
jobs of its workers?

Vicroads: Transport Industry Consultants
Hoo. PAT POWER (Jika Jika) - I seek the
assistance of the Minister for Roads and Ports on
matters that have nothing to do with preselection. I have
received correspondence from Werner Thle, who
operates Transport Industry Consultants Australia, a
company registered with Vicroads as a recognised
engineering signatory. Mr Thle advises me that he has
been inspecting vehicles, assessing modifications,
checking Australian design rule compliance and
meeting standard engineering practice since
approximately the mid-1980s.
On 24 July Mr Thle received a letter from Vicroads
vehicle safety services advising that his recognised
engineering signatory had been suspended on the basis
of the checking of imported and reshelled vehicles.
Mr Thle believes he has received unfair treatment by
Vicroads which has resulted in the destruction ofms
business as a small consultancy employing six staff.

Mr Thle believes the decision by Vicroads is unduly
harsh and argues that at no time has he issued an
engineer's report that has been deliberately misleading.
He has advised me that although he provided a
response to Vicroads it was rejected. Vicroads
maintains its allegation that Transport Industry
Consultants has been certifying incorrectly prepared
cars.

1998 with a view to examining the possibility of the
two schools merging on the White Hills Secondary
College site.
The schools established a combined working party and
charged it with the responsibility of delivering a formal
proposal to the Minister for Education. Issues such as
curriculum, grounds and buildings, personnel, staff and
school council amalgamations were canvassed. The
schools considered the report and supported the
proposed merger commencing at the beginning of the
1999 year.
Subsequently primary schools in the surrounding area
expressed their concerns about the merger and a
working party was established by the regional office to
address them. The last meeting of the regional office
working party was held on 19 August and three
positions were stated. However, all schools agree that
should the merger proceed an enrolment protocol
should be adhered to by all schools in the district, and I
understand all the schools affected have agreed to the
protocols that have been established.
I support the merger of the two schools. P-IO schools
may be established in regional centres such as Bendigo,
but they are not uncommon in country areas and offer
great benefits to students. Both schools are anxious that
the minister should arrive at a decision prior to the start
of the 1999 school year. Will the minister inquire of his
colleague the Minister for Education when the decision
will be made so that the schools can proceed with the
amalgamation process?

Responses
Mr Thle argues that the indefinite suspension is in effect
a cancellation. He argues that many owners would be
financially disadvantaged if they were required to
change to another registered engineering signatory. He
also argues that his staff are in danger of losing their
jobs if the fIrm fails as a result of his being prevented
from working again. It may well be that the minister
has some familiarity with this issue.
Is it possible for the minister to comment this evening
on whether the matter can be reviewed in the context of
the claims made by Mr Thle so that the status he
enjoyed previously can be restored?

White Hills-Bendigo East school
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I refer the
attention of the Minister for Health as the representative
of the Minister for Education in another place to the
proposed merger of the White Hills Secondary College
and the Bendigo East Primary SchooL Formal
discussions between the two schools began in March

Hoo. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - Mr Baxter raised with me
a matter he has asked me to pass on to the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management in another place.
Mr Baxter is a noted activist in ensuring better land
management in north-eastern Victoria, and I commend
him for his focus on ensuring that noxious weeds in the
area are dealt with properly. He has already exercised
considerable influence on the government about the
matter. I will be happy to raise with the minister
Mr Baxter's latest concern about the spread of
Paterson's curse in certain parts of north-east Victoria I
can certainly understand his concern, and I agree with
him. I will immediately pass on his concerns to the
minister for her action.

Mr Nguyen raised a matter for the Premier concerning
Werribee. I will pass it on to the Premier.

Mrs McLean raised with me a matter for the Premier in
his capacity as Minister for the Arts relating to the
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current industrial dispute at the National Gallery of
Victoria It is a time of change at the gallery, and I hope
a time of change for the better. I hope the dispute can be
solved amicably. I will ask the Premier for his
comments.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) Mrs Hogg raised the concerns ofMrs Janice Williams
of Horsham about the Wellcoming Women's Health
Service in Horsham and mentioned that Mrs Williams
has written to me. I have not seen the correspondence. I
will reply to Mrs Williams.

Mr Forwood raised concerns about the future
development of health services in the West Heidelberg
area. Given that the government had indicated its
original intention of establishing an integrated health
care centre on the site of the former Preston and
Northcote Community Hospital it is important that I
point out that it is not proceeding because further work
has been undertaken on the redevelopment of the
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre and an
independent integrated care centre on the old PANCH
site is not viable in light of that redevelopment

The government also recognises that the facilities at the
Banyule community centre - known as the West
Heidelberg Community Health Centre - are
inappropriate and are not adequate for the range of
services the centre needs to provide. Therefore the
government has decided it would make much more
sense to redevelop Banyule Community Health
Services to encapsulate some of the services previously
envisaged to be provided by the proposed integrated
care proposal. lbat is the direction in which the
government is heading. We are prepared to build into
the capital works program the redevelopment of the
Banyule centre. Mr FOIWOOd mentioned a particular
site. I assure him and the house that no site has been
selected for the redevelopment, but we would obviously
want to obtain an optimum site for the delivery of
health services. That is part of the ongoing process of
plans for the new Banyule Community Health.
Mr Pullen raised with me his concerns that the
additional funds now available to the North Western
Health Care Network as a result of the distribution of
moneys following the signing of a new Australian
health care agreement should not be used for staff
redundancies.
HoD. B. T. Pullen -

Redundancy payments, as in

the past.
HoD. R. I. KNOWLES - I question whether that is
the way the network has made redundancy payments in
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the past. Let me assure Mr Pullen, in terms of the
central aspect of his question, that the new funds are
being made available to increase the range of services
the North Western Health Care Network will provide to
its community. Without necessarily accepting the
premise he raised, I assure him that the additional funds
are being made available to provide increased access to
the North Western Health Care Network.

Mr Best raised with me a matter for my colleague the
Minister for Education. He asked for an assurance that
favourable consideration will be given to the proposal
to combine the White Hills Secondary College and the
Bendigo East Primary School to establish a
P-IO school. I will certainly pass that on to my
colleague. Mr Best requested an early expression of the
government's view on that proposal so that the schools
can continue to plan the implementation, if it is to
proceed, from the commencement of the 1999 school
year.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mr Bishop raised an important issue of child
safety and conflict with a lot of traffic around The Lake
Primary School, which is on the outskirts ofMildura.
He referred to speed limits, and I will certainly look at
that. It is not uncommon now in Victoria for signs to
operate with lights attached that flash so that motorists
know not only that they are in a school precinct but,
more importantly, that there will be schoolchildren in
the area.

It is paramount in these areas in particular that we
ensure that priority is given to schoolchildren, who are
easily distracted when a parent is in the vicinity, and
this places them at risk. Therefore whatever we do,
motorists should understand that the changed traffic
signals are not only to give them infOtmation about the
road they are travelling on but also, most importantly,
to ensure that young children can move in that area
with a degree of safety.
I will certainly look at the issue of a right-hand turn
lane to make management of the traffic easier. I will
take the matter on board and ensure we have a good
outcome.
Miss Gould raised a matter for the Minister for
Transport in another place concerning the electrification
of the St Albans to Sydenham rail line. One of the
issues that has arisen because of the electrification is the
high degree of residential development occurring in that
area There is now some conflict concerning level
crossings and traffic movement in that region, and of
course that will become worse simply because of the
amount of rail traffic and road traffic in the area.
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Miss Gould asked that consideration be given to the
relocation of the St Albans railway station. For
honourable members who do not know that area I point
out that it is situated in a position which, under the old
regime, was quite suitable but seems no longer to be so.
I will refer the matter to my parliamentary colleague.
Mr Nardella raised a matter for my colleague the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources in another place
concerning water restrictions in Melton, and I will
certainly pass on his concerns to the minister.
Mr Power raised a significant matter with me, and at
the outset I indicate that I am aware of it and there will
be no review. The reason I say that is that the integrity
of the RES system is vitally important. Under no
circumstances could we allow its integrity to
compromise the confidence of the industry and the
important safety of vehicles which have had alterations
and which need to meet Australian design standards.

Vicroads carried out a significant review process; it did
not act hastily in any way. Vicroads took on board all
the facts placed before it and acted appropriately. It
would have been incorrect for Vicroads, having
received and investigated this case with the police, not
to have taken that action.
I assure the community that one of the issues the
government has to deal with is modifications to
vehicles coming from overseas. It is important to ensure
that the audit process in Australia is thorough and
credible. The minute that is changed we will be letting
the Australian public down, especially the Victorian
public.

Although I understand the issue the honourable
member raised and am aware of the long time for
which this person has been operating under that
scheme, in the bigger picture safety is paramount.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism)Mr Smith raised with me in a very spirited fashion the
issue of funding for the Bass Coast Beach Festival. I
have funded the festival for two years in a row to the
extent of $5000.

I am happy to convey to Mr Smith that whether I fund
the Bass Coast Beach Festival next year may well
depend on who the honourable member for Gippsland
West is.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 12.31a.m. (Wednesday).
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